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REMarks
by Bill Sias
I feel I should appologize for the date on
the front of this issue, but I'm certain you'll
forgive me when you see the July issue. I really
felt funny about putting two months together
when we were so dose to being back on schedule
but implementing the changes I've been hinting
about requires that we be ahead of schedule
NOW, Rather frustrating when I think back on
how hard we worked to get on without doubling up
an issue. This causes another inconvience in that
the contest results will appear in the July issue
instead of the June issue, since you are now
reading the June issue. The entries to the
contest so far have been very good. While I
haven't judged any of them yet, I have some
preliminary results. The best time on contest
number one is 23 minutes so far. The best graphic
portrait leader is going to be extremely tough to
beat. The best rendition of the William Tell
Overture contest will have to sound like several
instruments to beat the current leader. The most
interesting catagory has been a program that
relates to another hobby, there have been
everything from Ham Radio to Target Shooting
and Doll Collecting to Electronic Design.
Since we're talking about changes to the
magazine I guess I should let you know what they
are all about, Starting with next issue you won't
have to squint over the dot-matrix print. The
printer we use produces extremely nice print but
it's still dot matrix. I tried to find a way to do
typesetting but most people that do that sort of
thing can't accept data from computers and would
have to re-keyboard everything, far too much lag
time and expensive. I've found a Word Processor
that does proportional spacing on a daisy wheel
printer so everything will be printed using that
<with the possible exception of program listings),
Next issue will also be ninety-six pages long. I
stated some time ago that I didn't want to get
over 35-40°1. advertising and this issue is pushing
the limit (if not over it>.
Starting next issue I'm ad~ing some new
departments, The first is a Flex "Corner and
second an os9tlt Corner. Since both of these Disk
Operating Systems are standard versions on the
Color Computer these columns will be applicable
to any computer capable of using either DOS. I
personally find the implementation of these
systems on the Color Computer very exciting
because it closes the gap between ourselves and
the rest of the 6809 community. I'm currently
looking for someone to take over those columns,
I'll personally writ~ the ~irst few. T.he
qualifications necessary mdude, experience with
the particular system and the ability to submit

the finished column on disk files in either Flex or
059 format, If you are interested in heading
either of these columns apply with your first
column finished and an outline of the route you
intend to follow,
Last issue I told you about the Gimix we
are implementing and, as I promised, I'll keep you
informed here about the progress and problems
that have occ:ured. If my ability as a photographer
is any good I may even have a photo tour of the
Gimix factory for you. So far start-up has gone
quite well, every problem encountered so far has
been either my fault for not reading manuals or
cabling problems <the cables that I made>. I plan
to have a complete review of the hardware for
you in the next issue.
There has been some controversy over the
b4K upgrade that Frank Hogg has developed, It
appears that some versions of the Color
Computer don't require the madification and that
in others it causes problems when accessing some
devices that connect to the expansion port. My
advice at this point is to install the b4K RAMs
and run the memory test before making the
modification to determine if it's really needed.
Everything has been growing so rapidly
that we're forced to move to larger quarters
again, This time the move is just three doors
down the street so it should go much easier. The
new address is 2380 Henry Street with all of the
other information remaining the same. The
telephone number is changing again also and at
this point I'm not sure what it will be but the
phone company has promised that when the new
lines are installed there will be a message
informing you of the new number. I've also added
additional lines , hopefully that will stop the
constant busy signal. However, phone calls are
becoming a problem again. I spend over b hours a
day on the phone and while I enjoy the
conversation, please remember that I have many
other responsibilities and if you can discuss it
with one of my employees please do so. If it's a
techincal or programming problem please have
everything at hand when you call, including any
manuals or notes that may be applicable. I'm not
a "hardware type" so those calls are best
directed elsewhere. I've been asked some
questions that are impossible to answer on the
phone so please evaluate closely just what the
question is before you call. I dont't accept collect
calls, neither do my employees. I hope this
doesn't sound like I want the calls to stop, I
don't, but just a reminder to keep all calls as
short as possible.
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SPELL 'N FIX
Finally Available for the Color Computer!
Now produce goof-proof text on your Color Computer by letting SPELL 'N FIX find and correct your spelling and
typing mistakes. Used since 1981 on larger 6800 and 6809 systems, SPELL 'N FIX is now available for your Color
Computer too.
* Checks your text against a 20,000 word dictionary and finds your spelling and typing errors.
* Displays all questionable words, or prints them on your printer for later action.
* Even corrects errors in your text. Wrong words can be highlighted or changed to their correct spelling
Fast and accurate - reads text faster than you can, spots and corrects errors even experienceci
proofreaders miss.
* Dictionary can be expanded and customized - technical and even foreign words are easily added.
* Available for the Radio Shack disc, cassette, or Flex disk operating system.
*Compatible with all Color Computer Text Processors, including TeleWriter!
SPELL 'N FIX is available off-the-shelf right NOW, and costs $69.29 in the Radio Shack disk or cassette versions
(32K RAM required!); $89.29 in the Flex version. (Other versions, including Percom DOS, SSB DOS, and OS-9
versions also available - contact us.)

*

HUMBUG
Now in a Color Computer Vereion
HUMBUG is the famous SUPER MONITOR for 6800 and 6809 systems - you can now use it on your Color
Computer too.
HUMBUG is a complete machine language monitor and debugging system which allows access to the full power of
the 6809E processor in the computer. HUMBUG lets you
*Input programs and data into memory.
* Output and list memory contents in various formats.
* Insert multiple breakpoints into programs.
* Single-step through machine language programs.
*Test, checksum, and compare memory contents.
* Find data in memory.
* Start and stop programs.
* Upload and download from bigger systems, save to tape.
* Connect the Color Computer to a terminal, printer, or remote computer.
Learn how the Color Computer works by studying the listing of HUMBUG in the complete manual.
HUMBUG is available right NOW on disk or cassette for $39.95 for 16K or 32K Color Computers. Special version
for 64K systems costs $59.29 and is compatible with software for large 6809 systems.

*

Other Color Computer Software
CHECK 'N TAX - Basic programs for checkbook maintenance and income tax reports, for either RS Disk or
Flex, $50.
REMOTERM - allows full operation of the Color Computer from an external terminal. $19.95.
LFPRINT - permits the Color Computer to be used with non-standard serial printers which do not support
handshaking or automatic line feeds. $19.95.
NEWTALK - a memory examine utility for machine language programmers which reads out memory contents
through the TV set speaker. $20.
SHRINK - our version of Eliza, in machine language and extremely fast. $15.
OXXO - our version of Othello, also machine language and very' fast. $15.
We accept cash, check, COD, Visa, or Master Card. NY State residents please add appropriate sales tax.

Star Kits
P.O. Box 209- N
Mt. Kisco, N.Y. 10549
(914) 241-0287

MAIL CALL

Dear CCN,

by Color Scripsit if they have been CSAVE'd in
ASCII format.
CSAVE"filename",A
Non Extended BASIC users can then use
the text editing features of Color Scripsit to edit
programs. Extended BASIC users already have
good editing capabilities but, Color Scripsit
provides a GLOBAL editor which I have found
useful to change all occurrences of a program
variable.
Rt!gards,
Jim Work
Midland, MI 48640

I have the Disk Extended BASIC 32K. I
also found the same bug in the DOS with regard
to opening two or more random files that Richard
Bussiere described in the Feb. '82 issue. I found
that it is not opening them that creates the
problem, but closing them in the "wrong" order
that causes the computer to lock up and give you
garbage when you try and list the program.
After experimenting a bit, I found that
you can get around this problem by "nesting• your
OPEN and CLOSE statements similar to "FOR•
and "NEXT" statements. For example:
OPEN41
OPEN•2
OPEN43
CLOSE43
CLOSEt2
CLOSEtl
or
OPENtl
OPEN42
CLOSE42
OPEN43
CLOSEt3
CLOSE41
Since this would "nest" these statements.
When you use an "UNLOAD" or "CLOSE" <without
the tN> statements, this apparently doses the
files in ascending order a think) which would not
necessarily properly "NEST" these statements.
This querk is not explained anywhere in the RS
Disk Manual. Please forgive them.

Dear CCN,
I enjoy your magazine and I have had a
great time ordering from the wealth of products
advertised. I just wanted to pass along my
experiences with certain vendors and perhaps
save some people money.
COGNITEC's TELEWRITER - <Reviewed in
January CCN> - Beautifully documented package
with superb 51-column display. Seems to be
bug-free from my brief experience.
MASTER CONTROL - Powerful and fun to
use keyboard enhancer. The only flaw is keyboard
overlay which doesn't appear very durable.
Overlay is aluminized color and cannot be
Xeroxed for safe keeping.
WORDCC7 text editor - My copy seems to
have fat al bugs. Any other reports of this?
MOSES ENGINEERING LIGHT PEN 
Modest hardware for $40. Included joystick.
Three cassettes included, two loaded, none ran.
Be prepared to write your own machine language
program to get useful performance from it. That's
what I plan to do.
CER-COMP DISK CONTROLLER 
Multitude of hardware and software bugs. My
Shugart SA-400L drive won't work with it, my
SA-400 will. Circuit board does not have a cover.
You can get Bill Vergona personally on the phone,
but I still can't recommend anyone but a
"hardware hacker" buy it. On the other hand, the
text editor, assembler, and disassembler seem to
be the best around. The price is good and it's
available now, but be prepared to take a risk and
do some patching on your own.
Yours truly,
Charles Hall
Raleigh, NC 27607

Thank You.
Sincerely yours,
Jan Rogers
St. Louis, MO 63105
Editor:
Color Scripsit has been worth the $40 to
me. Word Processing on a ROM makes it instantly
available and that makes it useful. The
documentation is well written and complete in
most respects. However, loading BASIC programs
into Color Scripsit wasn't covered.
I thought CCN readers might benefit from
this hint.
I'd like to hear from anyone that has
discovered how to use Color Scripsit to Pretty
Print and to compress programs.
HINT: USING COLOR SCRIPSIT TO EDIT BASIC
PROGRAMS.
BASIC programs saved on tape can be read

* How about sharing the programs for the Light

Pen and fixes to Bill's controller. I've planned on
buying the light pen to play with but just haven't
done it as yet.
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haven't seen any solutions except that achieved
by Cognitec in the Telewriter.
2. Have you any information on a basic
compiler for the 6809? It sure would be handy.
Again, congrats on your magazine,
expecially the reviews. And don't worry too much
about the amount of advertising •••• There are a
lot of products I see ONLY in your ads, and it's
good to know about them.
Sincerely,
Duff Kennedy
Santa Barbara, CA

Dear Sirs,
I have enjoyed reading CCN, especially the
articles and programs on machi ne language. I
have recently up- graded my computer to 32K. And
after reading the artides on More on 64K in the
February and March issues, I wondered what good
would 64K be if just one bit in the upper 32K was
bad. Also, I'm not the type of person that would
dig into my computer cutting wires etc. not
knowing what I was doing. And what happens to
the ROM after it is disabled?
Can you explain to me what the Comment
Corner is. How does one use the information? Is
it a machine language?
Second, can you explain why there is only
2 or 4 colors in all the PMODE's, Why not eight.
Why two different types of pmodes i.e. PMODE
4;1:SCREEN 1,1 and PMODE 4,t:SCREEN 1,0. Why
not make all colors available in each mode.
Third, why only 32 characters per screen
line, why not 41,52,64?
Hope to hear from you, Thanks
Mark Heaton
Columbia, SC 29210

* 1. It would require additional hardware or you
can simulate it using graphics as in Telewriter
and ColorTerm.
2. Frank. Hogg Labs has a BASIC compiler for the
Color Computer but I think. the current version
requires Flex or 059.
Dear Bill,
First I would like to thank you for your
great magazine and interesting articles. They
have been the only good source of information for
me on the Color Computer since I bought it. I've
had several dealings with Radio Shack both
locally and at Texas. <Hot Line) I must admit they
kn ow less about their machine then I do - and
that's not alot either! This brings me to my
second point.
You had a really great article on
inter-facing Color Computer with non-standard
printers. I'm trying to connect a teletype machine
to mine. I've been able to lower the baud rate to
110 for the teletype, but I can't set the line
width to 64 characters. The computer must send a
line feed plus a carriage return at the end of each
line plus send it when it types the 64th
character.
I know your very busy but I would really
appreciate any help you could give me on this. As
I said Radio Shack is useless. The line print
width driver they sent doesn't even work.
Last I would like to call to your attention
the basic word processor in the same issue. I
typed this in and the majority of the program
works. It has several bugs though, for example:
The video command and edit mode, I would be
interested in any corrections in future
articles-better yet I wish you could explain the
construction and methods used as you did with
the checkbook program you wrote for CCN.
Well thanks again - your magazine has
been alot of help to me and I know alot of others

* If one bit is bad in the 64K chips you can easily

<and relitively cheaply> replace the one chip. I
personally feel that it's a good modification even
if you don't intend to run Flex or OS9 because you
can fix the "bugs 0 in the ROMs as they are
identified. There are at least two companies that
will perform the modification for you <Level 4
Products and Computer Plus>. I'm not sur~ I
understand the question about the ROM but for
all practical purposes it doesn't exist until you
re-enable it or press reset. Comment Corner is
simply a listing of comments that would be added
to a disassembled printout of the BASIC ROM. I
disasembled the ROMs to disk and add the
comments using the Editor Assembler for
printout later plus the fact that it's easier to
find the disk than it is to sort through the
volumes of paper around here. The answer to the
rest of your questions are that each is a function
of the hardware.
Dear Sir or Madam:
I would just like to say that I enjoy your
magazine very much, and was wondering if you -
or some other reader - could answer a couple of
questions for me regarding the Color Computer.
1. Probably an often asked question: is
there any way to get more than 32 characters per
line? It's one of the few "flaws" (no, I don't like
that word either, but it'll have to do> in the
machine. I bet people are working on that, but I
6
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out there. Thanks too for any help you can give
me on the printer driver.
Sincerely,
Terrance R Sprys
Armada, MI 48005

90 PRINT: PRINT " NUMBERS ARE TO BE
ENTERED FROM RIGHT TO LEFT"
100 FOR T=1TO2000: NEXT
110 PRINT: PRINT
120 INPUT "FIRST DIGIT" :A
130 INPUT "SECOND DIGir ;B
140 INPUT "THIRD DIGIT" ;c
150 INPUT "FOURTH DIGIT"
160 A= A* 1
170 B =B * 16
180 c c * 256
190 0 D* 4096
200 T = A +B +C +D
210 PRINT "DEC CONVERSION FOR THE HEX•
IS"
220 FOR T= 1 TO 5000: NEXT
230 GOTO 10

* The current issue of TRS-80 Microcomputing
has a program that should resolve the problem. It
uses the width location in scratchpad to count
c haracters and sends a CR when the current
n umber of characters sent equals the desired
number of characters. It's unforunate but
impossible to catch every bug in the programs we
print, <in fact every magazine has the same
problem>. We have to depend on readers and
authors to provide the necessary corrections and
we print them ASAP.

:o

=
=

T:

Dear Bill,
After writing you it came to my attention
that Radio Shack has come out with a new version
of "Videotex • , seems they realized the old
version will not work properly with 32K. As you
know part of the program is to test for the 16K
jumper, seems that if it does not see this it sets
the machine at 4K max not 32K.
Sorry to say I hear they are charging for
replacements, also it is only Rompack for tape, no
replacement if you already have an old version
Rompack.
Sincerely,
John Burlein Jr
Cape Coral, FL

Thank you,
Ken Clause
Forked River, NJ

* Some of us think better in HEX and there is the
problem, thanks for s haring the program.

Color Com/J
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Are you tired ol searching the latest magazine for articles about
your new Color Computer? When was the last time you sa w a
great sounding program llsting only to discover that ifs for the
Model I and it's too complex to translate? Do you teel that you are
all alone in a sea of Z·BO's? On l1nding an ad for a Color Computer
program did you mail your hard earned cash only to receive a
turkey because the magazine the ad appeared In doesn 't review
Color Computer Software ? If you have any of these symp toms
you 're suffering from Color Computer Blues'

PS I understand the replacement is $15.95

Gentlemen:
I have been receiving your magarine since
the first issue and it is the greatest magazine
going for computers.
I do not think in HEX so it is a problem
when I come across it. I just can't relate to HEX
numbers. I have written a small HEX to DEC
conversion program which you can use if you wish.
There is no copyright involved in this program.
10 CLS
20 PRINT "PROGRAM TO CONVERT HEXI TO
DEC•"
30 PRINT "BY KEN CLAUSE, APRIL 1982•
40 PRINT: PRINT
50 PRINT "LETTERS IN HEX ARE TO BE
CHANGED TO NUMBERS BEFORE INPUTTING":
PRINT: PRINT
60 PRINT "A=10, B=ll, C=l2"
70 PRINT
80 PRINT 11 0=13, E=14, F=lS"

~,.

But take heart there is a cure!

It's COLOR COMPUTER

EWS.

The monthly magazine for Color Computer owners and only Col.or
Computer owners. CCN contains the lull range of essential
elements for relief of CC Blues Ingredients include : comments to
the ROMS. games . program 11st1ngs. product reviews. and general
interest art icles on such goodies as games. personal finances. a
Kid 's page and other sub1ects.
The price for 12 monthly treatments is only $21 .00 and is available
from

REMarkable "oflware
P.0 Box 1192
Muskegon. Ml 49443
NAM E _ __ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
A DDRESS~-~------------~

CITY _ _ _ __ _ _ __ __ State_ _ Zip _ _
Allow 8· 10 weeks for 1st issue
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COLOR COMPUTER DISK SYSTEM
WI Iller • conple!e dlsll drMI lnltlrtace syslllm Jar 1"e color computer. fuluting !fie Taff Grus
Technologies Ooublt Density, butltml disk cantroller card. Tt. disk Interlace board plugs Into lhe COior
aimpirter apansiOn SOCket llld prcMcles far doubling Ille slllrage QPKity ol single density type dlSk drilles

by using GCR encG!lng I dltallng llChnlques. PINrtr may be '"ken lnlernalty !ram It. syslem or from an
ater111I power supply (nol normally required tv1n wilh plggybock 411 6's lnslilled) ..Tllis conlraller will
suppan up lO 4 slngle/dauOlt density, slngle/dauOlt $IOod 5 & 1/4 lnch disk drilles. These Include Shugarl
400 series, Siemens 82, TEAC 50 series, P9fllc FD200, MP! 851152/91192, Tandon and others. The
cantraller uses sW>dard 10 seciar dlskellts and ci- not read ar wn1e lhe soft-sectored IBM style Jarmats
u.i by TRS·80 or FLEX sysiems. Tworusans Jar not using• soflsectoml syslemare cost and reliability.
Tiit Tallgrass dauOlt density format otters mare margin Jar -n dlshttes, dirt etc. and less expensive
single denslty disk drives & dlSkettes. All you need la acid lo have a complete disk syslem Is a disk drille I

cablo.
DIK OPEllATilll l'fllBI (IOI)

The Olsl< Operating System far tllt Tallgrus Ttcllnologlts Disk conlnller (CCMD+9) is a full ltllind
" BASIC" compallOlt operating syslllll. ll ls fully lnllgnlted wflh lhe ROM lllsic syllem all'Ndy in the COior
and automattcally Is lnffillized upon sys..., power on much the..,. as !Ill R.S. dlsll sysllm
Oon. Bui lher1 ls1 blgdHlll'ltlCI . . . _ llllldi$1t sySllmand CCMD+9. First OI allwe SlfPPOl1 any mix
OI 35, 40 or 80 lrac:I< slngll or double sided dislc dllws, whicll allows 1 minimum of 4 times It. star1g1
taplCity al Ille " otller" disk system. WI also make tar better use ol lh1 dlsll sloragl SplC9 by using sector
allcQtion for . .h Hie instead d Ille grlllUll method d aseclor blocks which can w1sle 1nywt.r1 ffarn t to
1 -•for UCll file on 1111 disk. For tumpll, on lhllr DOS. H 5 lllH ucll'Tlqlllfed only 2 sectors Iller•
~bl 40 dlsll sectors altocaled, a d 30 dislt SICtors or almost 4 " grenUlis" . This ls not the case
In cairdlsk sy'ltlm . only 1111 required number ol aectors wcaild bt used.
Many olhlr disk syslllnS using 1 SIC10r allocation syslern nm 1 problem wllh file lragmentatlon and
excesslYI Slt4< time altllf' a dllk is used OYW and OYW lddlng and dlildng Illes unit h becomes so bid 11111
""di1k must be f9•formattld tocorrtel ""problem. Wtth CCMD+91his IS nol lhe case, IS fi111Slf9 de4et9cl
Ill• disk SJllCI IS IUIOINilcllly repacked to help kllP lilts from being lragmenllld Ind dec.-accas dme.
Thi DOS is conlljned In 1 ROM on 1111 disk controller the IS lhl R.S. dlsk system so you dorl't have
to " boolsl111J" the DDS ott ol 1 disk and It donn't get clobbtrw easily by 1 runaway program u most ram
lllsed systems dO. The DDS dols " NOT" require Eidtncled Basic and will run on a 4, 16 or 32K sysllm
wlthollt any modifications. CCMD+9 uses approdm•tlly 1K Of ram lor the disk syslllm which is taken rrom
tht top ol memory, this a~s aMpreviously purchased •
soltware 10 Iunction wtlh the dlSk syslem, this
Is not so wllh Ille R.S. dlslt syslllm.
CCMD +9 sUl)llOrts bolh Basic Ind Madllne language programs. It ls usily accessible to 1111 beginne< or
1dvinc:ed nwchlne languaoe prog.-ammer wllh easy to use and Wiii documenllld enJry paints to perform disk
as Wllll u scr11nfpfinllr/klYllOlfd Input & output II lnckldH 10 disk flit funcdons to open, close,
readl wrtll random or sequentlai filtS. rad spectt1t secto.- d file. Hush sector bulltr to file, close & nrwind
me(re.qien) and process disk syslBm errm. The scr11n/prtnler/keyboard 1/0 functiOns lncludl: lnpul
character. cailput chlracllf, cailpU1 IDt string, caitput carriage mum, outpul 214 hex chlraclers. output
s~ ctiaracllf and raad/wrllll single diSI! sector.
c~lllr

The " BASIC" lnlll!ace syslem allows Basic and Basic programs to comll\lnlcate wllh 1111 diSk syslJm
much the same as the R.S. diSk syslem dais with a Jew ldded tulurts. ll lnW<les bolh Direct and Indirect
basic commands, Direct commands can lit aeculed any lime and Indirect commands are canlilned with
" Basic" programs. The Direct commands lncMlll: LOAD or SAVE (binlfY/ASCll bUlc program disk Ille).
CHAIN (load & execute basic prog.-arn) and coos " diSk command" . The " COOS command allows you 1.o
execute a 51J8C1fic disk command from tbl lrte standing dlSk system, !heSI lndude: LOAD/SAVE machine
language or memory the, REMOVE ona or more dlSk files, CHANGE disk ftle name. CHECK disk file for
errors, ANALYZE dlsk dl111Ctory, STRACK sel tracks &sides for disk drfvt. SCMP set compare on Iott, RUN
load & txlCllte machine langu1g1 disk program. GOTO mrecute nwchlne language program al specilled
address, and NEW lnlllallze disk . II Ille " COOS" tornm1nd is eucuted wlthaut any cOllYNnd IOllowlng
control ls passed lo CCMD+9 whlfe any al the previously mentioned c:ornmands can be executed directly

Illus prU'iidlng toll! cancru d Ole entire sysl9m. The carnrnand system is easy to learn and remember wllh •
minimum d tltort on tht users part. The BASIC Interlace system was designed to be compaJiblt wtth Ille
uising llD commands used with 13pe Illes Jar asy conversion and upgrading 10 disk. When using Basie
dill< Illes up lo 9 Hits Clll bl ICtMo at OllCI with all diSk Ille memory allocation being done aulornatitolly at
nin time, ya. don't 111119 10 rwserve file spoce as wllh the R.S. disk system. The Indirect baslo camminds
Include: Open, Pnnt, Input, Une Input (a t Basic). EOF, Rewind, Close. Pr1nl USlng (Elil Basic), these ill
function In Ille same rNnner as basic tape !Me l/O.
CCMD+9 has one other unique future nol foond In most disk systems. Eash disk lnltlallzed by Ille
syslllm Is asslgned 1 d sk label which can bt used inslud d a disk drive number, 1111 system wlU
autonalically lacall which drive !ht dlske111 ls on and use It accordingly. This can bl very uselun In basic
programs whlcll u• files on multiple disks. you don't have lo worry which disk belongs In which dme.
hrt ol Ille power Ind flexlbllity ol CC MD + 9 fies In the Disk Utility System which allows the system
commands to bl grutly upanded by lddlng umity ar transient disk commands. These commands ar•
aut-tlcally handled by !he syslem so as no1 to overwrile Basic programs In memory and can ....n bl
called by a BnJc program In some cases. For mmple you can perform 1 disk copy or baellup while still
~ng 1 blSlc program currently In memory, no other system that we know or his this abUlty. We
cu"1ntfy haw a li$1 ol ulllltil$ Mliabll and will bl lddlng 1011 canstanlly to Improve lhe system.
SOFTWARE SUl'!'ORT
This disk system is lhe mosl recenl one ta enter the color carnputtr disk markel and IS currenlly lhe only
one with any disk sollWare to support n There shOOld bl no problem 1n the future wllh a lack 01 sottware 10<
this system Decau se, It ls extremely easy Jo ln1er!ace solJware to We currently have available lor the dosk
sys1em: a Disk Assembler which allows hies laJger lhan memory 10 be assembled, a Disk Text Ed11ar which
makes wnting Basic and Assembler prog11ms la$)' and also woll edit hies larger lhan memory. a Dosk Tnl
Editor/Processor (WORD PROCESSOR) " TEXTPROt which Is 83$)' lo learn and extremely powe~ul lo.- lls
price range, TEXTPRO II Is an advanc:ed version with expanded re.i1ur115: programmable tabs , 3 line
prOCHsable headtls, detimal/center/righl juslilyf horizontal tabs, keybOitrd input processing and m0<e. A
Disk Disassembler/Source generator, a Disk sys1em monitor which mcludesall ol lhe " TRSMON " monitor
commands & has access 10 all at CCMD+9 disk commands & aulomalically locates itseH al the lop ol
memory 10 stay cail of the way, and a full compllrnenl or disk ublilits The ullloty disk Includes· lull disk
backup. build disk mt me from keybOard, 24 hour scr11n clock . single or mull1ple disk hie copy . teJ(l llJe
eocutive processor , ASCII/HEX flit dump/list/map ullAty, ASCII lile l1sterlprlnter. and a disk relabel
ullllty. All al prices lar btlow what other disk syslem soflWare sells Jor.
T&-99 Diak Coelralilf w/CCMO + 9 DOS ROM
CCASM9 Disk Alumbllf
CCEOTI Disk Text fdllllr
CCDISS Disk OiUlltlllbllr Searce Generaltt
CCTPll1 Diak Tut EdlllrfWerd
TUTPRO 1
CCTPll2 Disk Tut EdlllrfWard l'rec:a11ar TEXTPRD l
CCUTlYDiak lltllllH
DOSMON Old 1J1llm mlftillf/wUllly program
CGAMEI Hl·RES 6f1,hlc gamn Spac:e lnvlil11, Mttllf'lllld1 , Sp1t1 War
C&AME2 Mired ..- Batlle Fltll, Space TDdlrl, Advuturt

"*"'"'

SYSTEM MONITOR
TRSMON Isa 2K system monilor program lhatwlll allow you Jo explore lhe-itlngs d Jhe COior computer. II
leaturas 9 debuging commands, cape load and 11119 carnpatiOlt wilh Basic " CLOADM ". up/down load via
RS232 port, terminal package Iha! allows the COior computer 10 be used as a terminal al baud rates up Jo
9600 baud and a printer driller to direct display output lo lhe printer lor memory dumps, disassemblies etc.
Tile program Is posmon lndependenl so If can lit moved anywhere wilhln Ille system memory. A ve')'
powe~u l 1oot 1t a 119ry reasonable price. Convnands Include:
Memory ewnlne & change, Galo defined address, Load Tape program (w/olfsel). Load Motorola S1-S9 Ille
(RS232), Save Tape program, Send memory rile S1-S9 (RS232) . Set and/ar display breakpainls. Remove
one or all brukpolnts, Define printer/terminal baud rate, Set and/ar display reglste<s, Dump rnem<>ry In Hex
& Asdl lormal, Disassemble memory lile, Terminal mode & Ol>(lo1111 buHer, FMI memory, Move block of
memory, Find memory byte sequence. bH monitor ta Basic, Elclt monitor 10 Rom Paci< (SCOOO), Re-lnltiallle
monttor, Direct caitput 10 printer.

5566 Ricochet Avenue
Las Vegas , Nevada 89110

S 2U5
$ •9 .95
s 39.95

SPECIAL LIMITED OFFER - - - 

For double skied drives add $100.00 per drive. Add $5.00 per drive 10< shipping , NO COO's on disk drives
or disk system special Sh1ppmg lor disk controller add $2.50. Jar Olsk so!Jware only add $1.00. Visa &
MIC add 3% (!his is whal Jhe bank charges us)
Manu!xtured under license from Tall Grass Technologies.

TEXTPRO
TEXT EDITOR/PROCESSOR

C11-residen1 Edhor/Assembler thal wlff allow the user to crull. ed I and assemble machine languagt
programs 10< Ille color compU1er. The Id IOI portion ol the program Is similar lo the text editor In TEXTPRO.
The assembler wiH cailpul machine Obtect COiie to tHher cassette rape In a 'CLDAOM' l'Ndabte fo.-mal or
dlreclly to memory for direct txllQltlon. The assembly lisUng can oplionally bl oulput to lhe printer con·
nected to tne RS·232/Printer port on tlMI colo.- computer. All errors are displayed wtth a run text message for
easy klenU!lcatlon. The assembler supportS the run compliment ot lhe M6809 1ns1ruc11on set and also wil
cross assemble 6800 scairce code to prOduce M6809 carnpadble object eode.
$31.95
CO·Ust

IK COLDll MMIEPIOM CAATltlMIE HOLDS 4·2711 EPllOM • llAM
2K llAll CHIPS 111.15
5y, " DISKETTES , SOFT Oii llAllD IECTOll, IOX OF 10
MOTOllOU. 8Gl l'llOlllAMMElll MMUA.I.
+ U.5G IHll'l'lll81ST CUSS

'29-95
$ 39.95
' 59 .95
$ 19.95

we have a carnplele disk system package available Jtial includes a 40 lratk single sided OISk drive wlln
power supply. caSlO, 2 drive cable. TG-99 eonlroller w/CCMD+9 and a disk containmg CCUTLY disk
ulllities and CCEOT9 disk editor all assembled and Jesled lor
$499.00
Ada1Uona1 40 track drive wl!h powet supply & case tested
'300 00

CO RESIDENT EDITOR/ASSEMBLER

~n~~~
~IMON • 2711 (l<w

$159.95

s 34 .95
s 24 .95

m•
p.t.t5

124.16
2111 E.PllOMU1UI
$30...

111.H

TEXTPAO Is a campltte text edilo.- & tnl prOCHslng program for the Coto< Computer. The prog1am In
cludes cair powerful full !unction 111111 edllor plus lhe added leatures OI a texl procesSOt The enlire program
utHlzes only 6K of memory space including the Jape, screen and keyboard buHers. II ls exttemely lasl In
ldlllng and processing tmrt flies and Is compahblt wllh Basic ASCII formaned tape flies
Tile Editor itself Includes 24 commands Including string search & replace: line and aulomatic line edit
modes which allow you to insert, delete, change 0< add characters_AuU>malic line edtting allows you to skip
I01Ward and backward lor checking and ediling, all screen editing lmrnedoateiy updaJes the screen so you
know euctly whal you art dOing al ail times. Tho Editor also his commands 10 move or copy single lines or
blocks or Im from one place lo analher. Some or 1he olher commands Include Tape load , save and append :
Aulornallc ffne numbers, delete line. set Input line length and prln1er output
The Tmrl Processor Includes 29 commands for ro.-mallng the output, some of Jhem Include page length ,
leh margin, top & bottom margin, line Jenolh, juslily & Jill modes. page heading_, cenler line. double wldlh
print, margin conln>I, single, multiple & special Indent modes, tes1 lines left on page, display & lnpul from
keyboard and tv1n spec al control codes can be sent Jo the prinler ror dllferent prlnl de11S1ties etc. It even
his a repeat command with a next carnmand to redo all of o.- a ponion of the lilt as many limes as needed.
TEXTPRO will turn your calor compuler Into a lull fledged JllCt processiltg machine at a price you won't
bellew. Available on 'CLOADM ' compatible cassttl!.
Sl'fCtAl INTROOUCTORT PlllCE SZl.H
H . DISK VERSION $49.19

DATAPACK
DATA COMMUNICATIONS PACKAGE
OATAPACK Is a Terminal package program tar lhe COLOR COMPUTER. allowing you to use lhe color
computer as• bl/Herwd carnP<JIM lerminal Jhrough a modem 10 a time sharing nelWark ar as a direct con nee I
terminal lo another carnpuler system al ra1es up to 9600 baud This program Is mare lhan a slandard
" Vldeotmrt" type program In thll ii will allow you 10 save dala stored In lhe butler either to casselle tape, or
outpul a hard copy to a printer. The dat.a buffer Is automatically sel Jo Ille maximum size or your system
memory wheo entered Jo allOW maximum space lo.- saving dala The program Includes features Jo send
control codes and lo enable or disable keyt>aard ecl\O_ wnen Ille 18rmlnal mode ts eJ(ited llMI contents al Ille
buffer may be viewed on Ille screeri or saved to tape ror later loading Also Ille RS·232 port can bl used 10
plug your printer back in lor sending the scr11n butter to the pnnter. An additional feature Is lhe ASCII
lo.-mat lhat Is used an '"Pll Is compatible wlih the CER·COMP Tmrt Editor program and BASIC, enabling you
U> edit,,,. delete unwanted ln!o.-mallon.
l'ltlCE: SZU5 ON CASSETTE
IS. OISK VERSION $49.95

CEA-COMP
702 452-0632

All Orders Shipped From Stock
Add $1. 00 Postage - MC/Visa Add 3%

REGRESSION AND PLOTTING USING HIGH
RESOLUTION GRAPHICS CFOR 32K EXTENDED
BASIC>
by Dennis D Zaebst
1671 Tonopah Drive
Cincinnatit Ohio 45230

if you wish, the ..least squares• line of best fit.
S> screen printing of pertinent
regression/correlation statistics <confidence
limits are calculated and ..t• tests are performed
on pertinent parameters <e.g. slope, y-intercept,
correlation coefficient etc.>
6> screen plotting of •residuals... This plot
allows you to visually determine whether x,y
observations are randomly distributed about the
regression line. If they are not, that is, if a
definite pattern is visible on this plot, then the
"model" you have chosen may not be a good one.
Perhaps a transformation would help to
"linearize 11 the data somewhat, at the same time
improving the fit of the data to the least
squares" line.
PROGRAM OPERATIOH
In general, the program is designed to be
as interactive as possible. For the most part, you
will need no special instructions. However, you
should know that from either the graph output or
the statistics table output, inkey$ is used to
allow branching to other parts of the program.
The appropriate "live" keys are printed at the
bottom of the statistics table when you ask for
this output. However, these are not listed on the
graph to keep this display as neat as possible.
These are as follows:
*<q>uit: press "ct" to end the program.
*(e)dit: press ..e .. to review and/or edit
data.
*<s>tat: press •s 11 to branch to statistics
output.
*<g>raph: press g• to display the graph.
*<p>lot: press .. p 11 to re-configure and
redraw the graph. This is similar to the above,
but you will have to re-enter the scales and
captions <this is useful if you don't like the
previous graph and want to change one of the
parameters>.
•<t>form: press "t" to branch to the routine
which transforms entered data. This, as with the
other routinest can be entered from either the
graph or the statistics display.
*<n>ew: press "n" to enter new data. Be
sure you are done with the previous data before
you press this key, as the old data will be
deleted and lost.
When using the transformation of data
routine, a few comments are in order.
Transformations 1-12 are self explanatory, but
13 <none> and 14 (residuals) may require some
explanation. If you have previously done a
transformation of the data, you can return to the

INTRODUCTION
Nhen I first bought my new Color
Computer, it seemed natural to use it to perform
some of the more difficult, time consuming
calculations which cropped up repeatedly in my
work. Thus, I immediately set out to write a
program which would make maximum use of the
high resolution graphics, plot data on a standard
x-y coordinate system, and calculate regression
statistics.
Ho one had told me that the Color
Computer was supposed to be primarily a game
machine, that the CC was not designed for
serious applications and problem solving. Nhen I
came to realize that many people thought this
way, I had already completed writing the program,
and was happily using it to solve problems in my
work.
When I showed the program to some of "'Y
friends who also use the Color Computer, they
encouraged me to share this program with other
.. users... This article and program listing are the
result. I sincerely hope that others will find the
program useful. I know I have found it to be of
great value to me.
PROGRAM DESCRIPTION
The program presented here has a number
of interesting features. One of the more
challenging problems was creating text and
labeled axes on the high resolution screen. The
program allows the entry of labels for both the x
(horizontal> and the y <vertical> axes through
input statements. It then automatically prints
these lables in the appropriate locations on the
high resolution screen <pmode 4 is used). An~
symbol, letter, or number may be included in
these labels. The program also prompts you to
enter (at the appropriate times> other
information required to create the graph.
The primary functions the program
performs are as follows:
1> interactive entry of x,y data <up to 150
observations>,
2> data review and editing <at any of
several points>,
3> transformation of either x or y <or both>
values using the following functions:
*logarithms
* x or y to any power
* square root
*inverse
*residuals <see discussion below>
4> screen plotting of x,y data on a
standard cartesian coordinate system, including,
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an incorrectly enterd data value, whichever is
appropriate.
2) The program as written has a built-in
limit of 150 observations, takes up about 10K of
RAM, and uses all but about 5K of RAM in a 32K
system. The limit could probably be raised
somewhat higher (perhaps to 200 or 250
observations>, but if you do this, be aware of
memory limitations. I have not tested the
program with sample sizes larger than 150.
3) Since I do not currently have a printer,
and since there are so many printer
configurations on the market, I have not added a
printing routine to obtain hard copy. Of course, a
simple screen dump program designed for your
printer will get you a printout of the high
resolution graph. In the meantime, I have
suggested to others that a 35mm color or black &
white slide would make a nice presentation.
The program is quite long, can be diffiaJlt
to type in and de-bug, and tends to be very
sensitive to minor typing errors. I would
recommend typing it in sections rather than all at
once, If you don't have the time, or don't want
the hassle, I will be happy to send a copy of the
program on cassette tape to CCN readers for
$7 , 95, My address is 1671 Tonopah Drive,
Cincinn a ti, Ohio 45230. You will get faster
shipment if you send a postal money order, since
personal checks must clear before shipment.
Finally, please let me know if you have any
questions, corrections, or improvements you
would like to bring to my attention,

original entered data by entering the number 13
when prompted. In fact, this will be necessary if,
for example, you have previously transformed the
y values and now want to transform only the x
values. Otherwise, you will end up with the x
values transformed one way and the y values
another. It is important to remember also that
you should not enter number 14 (residuals) before
you have graphed the original data. Until you
have done this, the program has not calculated
the regression line and cannot calculate the
residuals <deviations from the regression line),
LIMITATIONS
The program is relatively easy to use and
mostly self explanatory. However, there are some
important limitations:
1) When entering the maximum value and
the start values for each axis <e.g. 100 and 0 for
x-axis, 250 and -10 for y-axis) it is best to
follow these rules:
* for maximum values in the range of 1 to
95, choose any integer value.
* for maximum values in the range of 95 to
9995 (995 is the upper limit>, choose a number
which is divisible by 5 (e,g. 105,9985,200), This is
to avoid numbers with more than four characters
<including the minus sign and decimal point> which
must be drawn as a scale value at some point on
the x or y axis. This limitation was imposed in
order to keep the scaling on the axes looking as
neat as possible, and to maintain seperation of
values along the horizontal axis <you will see
what I mean the first time you draw a graph),
* for maximum values between o.os and 1
<0.05 is the lowest maximum value <such as o.os,
o.2s, 0.5 etc,) which is neatly divisible by five,
for the same reason.
If the start value on either axis is a
number other than O, the difference between the
maximum value and the start value should again
be neatly divisible by five.
Of course, feel free to experiment by
entering different scale values for the x and y
axes. The worst thing that can happen is that you
will have to re-draw the graph using slightly
different numbers if the result is not to your
liking. One final note, be sure you enter values
for the ax es which "cover" the entered
observations (for example, the maximum value
chosen for the x-axis must be greater than the
largest x-value>. Otherwise, an "observation out
of range" error message will pop up, and you will
be returned to the data editing subroutine. You
will not lose your data in this instance, You will
just have to choose different scale values, or edit

0 CLEAR200 : DIMAC1 5 0 ,2> : DIM ZC 150,
2 ):DIMAZ$C58>:DIMX 2 (150 ): DIMY2C 1
5 0>:DIMCPC150> :DIMTSC 3 4 ,3> :DIMYH
C150>:POKE65495,0
1 FORV=1T034:FORPR= 1T03
2 READTSCV,PR>:NEXTPR:NE XTV
3 FORLE=OT058:READAZ$C LE ) :NEXTLE

*

4 PMODE3,1:PCLS:SCREEN1,1 :COLOR7
,5:DRAW"BM43,55D80R39E11U5 8H 11L3
9 11 :PAINT(64,88>,7 , 7:DRAW" BM1 03,5
5D80R39E11US8H11 L39 11 :PAINT C120, S
8>,7,7

5 DRAW"BM163 ,55R50D32G20R21 D29L5
OU29E20L21U3 2":PAINTC188 ,75 >,7, 7
:DRAW 11 BM73,155 11 :NC$="BR3 BU6 11
6 EN$="ENTERPRH~E S, I NC. II: FOR I =1 T
0 LEN<EN$):L$=MID$CEN$.I,1 >:DRAW

AZ$CASCCL$)-32>:DRAWNCt:NEXTI:FO
RI = 1T046C>*6:NEXT

I

7 CLS:PRINT@32,STRING$C 32 ,"*" >
10
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10 PR I NT@ 1C>O, "LI NEAA MODEL REGRE

250
260
270
280
290

X2 (l)=ACI,1) A2
XS=XS+X2CI)
Y2<I>=ACI,2) A2
YS=YS+Y2 <I>
CP<I>=A<I,1>•A<I,2>
300 SP=SP+CPCI)
310 NEXTI
320 XB=SX/B:YB=SY/B
330 XQ=XS-SX*SX/B:YQ=YS-SY*SY/B:
PS=SP-SX*SY/B:BC=PS/XQ:AC=YB-BC*
XB:R=PS/SQR(XQ*YQ)
331 FORI=1TOB
332 IFA<I,1> >MAX THEN MAX=A<I,1>

SSION";:PRINT@174,"AND";:PRINT~2

34,"CORRELATION";:PRINT@303,"BY"
;:PRINT:i>360,"DENNIS D. ZAEBST";1
PRINTG>424,"MARCH 20,1982";
30 PRINTiV480,"****PRESS ANY KEY
TO START******";
35 H:t=INKEYt: IFIK$=THEN 35
130 CLS:INPUT"NUMBER OF XIV PAIRS
";B:IFB >150 THEN PRINT"SAMPLE TO
0 LARGE <MUST BE <•150>":SOUND24
0,1:FORI=1T0460*2:NEXTI:GOT080
1111

90 FORI=1T0150:Z<I,1>=01Z<I,2>•0

:NEXTI
100 FORI=1 TOB: PRINT 11 ENTER PAIR N

o.

II

333 IFA<I,1><MIX THEN MIX=ACI,1>

I;

334 IFACI,2> >MY THEN MY=A<I,2>
335 IFA<I,2> <MNY THEN MNY=A<I,2)

110 INPUT Z<I,1>,Z<I,2>:NEXTI
115 FORI=1TOB:ACI,1>=ZCI,1>:A<I,
2).::ZCI,2>:NEXT
120 CLS:PRINT~192,"DO YOU WISH T
0 REVIEW AND/OR
EDIT THE ENTE
RED DATA(y/n)?"p
125 ED$=INKEY$:IFED$= THEN125
130 IF LEFT$<ED$,1)="Y" THEN GOS
UB1280
132 CLS:PRINT@192, DO YOU WISH T
0 TRANSFORM THE
DATA Cy/n)?";

336 NEXT:RETURN
340 IFCH=14 THEN 360
342 CLS:PRINT:i>0, 11 xmax= 11 MAX;1PRIN
T:i>32, >:min= MI XJ: PRINT:i>192,. "MAXI
MUM VALUE FOR HORIZONTAL CX>AXIS
<RANGE 0.05 TO 9995>";:INPUTXN
345 PRINT:i>288,"HORIZONTAL <X>AXI
S START VALUE <RANGE -995 TO 99
9C>>"i:INPUTSV:PRINT@402, SURE<yl
n>? 11 5:SOUND200,5
346 SU$=INKEV$1IFSU$= THEN346
347 IFLEFT$CSU$ 1 1> <> "Y"THEN342
350 CLS: PR I NT:i>O, '' yma>: c: 11 MY; : PR I NT
:1>32, 11 ymin="MNY; :PRINT:i>64, 11 yint• 11
; : PRINT@69, USING"tUHttt. tttt"; ACp: PR
INT:i>192,"MAXIMUM VALUE FOR VERTI
CAL (Y)
AXIS <RANGE 0.05 TO 999
11
S> ;:INPUTYN
355 PRINT@288 1 "VERTICAL (Y) AXIS
START VALUE
<RANGE -995 TO 99
90>";:INPUTBV:PRINT@402,"SURE<yl
n >? 11 ;:SOUND200.5
356 SU$=INKEY•:IFSU•= 1111 THEN356
357 IFLEFT$(SU$ 1 1> < >11 Y11 THEN350
359 GOT0440
360 CLS:PRINTG>0, 11 yma>e•"MV1:PRINT
:i>32, 11 ymin• 11 MNY1PRINTa>132,"t**PLO
T OF RESJDUALS***"1PRINT@192, EN
TER SCALE FOR Y-AXIS <VALUE
MU
ST BE GR~ATER THAN OR EQUAL TOTH
E MAXIMUM ABSOLUTE DEVIATION OF
Y-VALUES FROM THE 1 PREDICTED'Y
VALUES> 11;: INPUTYN:BV=-YN
370 PRINTG>402, 11 SURE(y/n)? 11 12SOUN
0200,5
380 SU$•INKEY$1IFSU$• 1111 THEN380
11

1111

11

11

11

133 TR$=INKEY$:IFTR$= THEN133
134 IFLEFT$CTRt,1>= 11 Y11 THEN GOSUB
2500:130T0120
135 PRINT:i>327,"***PLEASE WAIT***
1111

1111

II

140 60SUB220:GOSUB~40
150 DI$•lNKEY•1IFDI$= 1111 THEN 150
160 IFDI•="Q" THEN 210
170 IFDI$• 11 N11 THEN 80
180 IFDI•="E" THEN G06UB1280:tGOT
0132
190 IFDI$= 11 S 11 THEN GOSUB14JO:GOT
0150
200 IFDI$= 11 G11 THEN GOSUB5101GOTO
150
202 IFDI$•"P" THEN G09U83401GOTO
130
,
204 IFDI•="T" THEN 00SUB2500:60T
0120
203 GOTO 13C•
210 CLS1POKE65494,0:ENO
220 SX=O:SY=O:XS=O:YS•01SP•O:MAX
•01MY=01MIX=l000001MNY=100000
230 FORI=1TOB
240 SX•SX+A<I,1>aSY•SY+A<I,2>

11

11
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810 DRAWAZ$<ASC<L$)-32>:DRAWNC$:

390 IFLEFT$CSU$,1><>"Y"THEN360
440 NC!ll="BR3BU6":NY$="BU6BL10":H
M$="BM47,174":HY$="BM10,30"
450 G=O:CLS:IFCH=14 THEN PRINT@6
S, "**·*PLOT OF RESIDUALS***"
460 PRINT@160,"HORIZONTAL <X> AX
IS CAPTION <UP TO 30 CHARACTERS>
11
;:LINE INPUT 11 >11 ;A$1IF LEN<A$))3
0 THEN PRINT@265,"MORE THAN 30 C
HARACTERS";:SOUND200,2:FORDL=1TO
460*2:NEXT:GOT0460
480 PRINT~320,"VERTICAL <Y> AXIS
CAPTION CUP T023 CHARACTERS>";:
LINE INPUT 11 >11 ;B$
490 IF LEN<B$))23 THEN PRINT@416
,"MORE THAN 23 CHARACTERS";:SOUN
D200,2:FORI=1T0460*2:NEXTI:GOT04

NEXTP

820 G=G+SC/5:DRAWNS$
830 IFSV+G>XN+.0001 THEN 840 ELS

E 660
84(> SC=YN-EtV1 G•O
850 CS=BV:BV$=STR•<BV>:LO=LEN<BV

$)-1
860 IFLO=l THEN DRAW"BM36,152"
870 IFL0=2 THEN DRAW"BM30,15Z"
880 IFL0=3 THEN DRAW"BM24, 15.2 11
890 IFL0 >=4 THEN DRAW"BM18,152"
9(1(> SC$=STR$ <CS+G) : L 1 =LEN <SC$) -1

:L2=LEN<STR$CSC/5+BV+G>>-1
910
920
93CI
940
950

BO
491 IFCH=14 THEN RL$= 11 II: GOT051C>
492 CLS:PRINT4>192,"DO YOU WANT T

IFL2=4 THENNS$="BU30BL31"
FORP=1TOLEN<SC$):L$=MI0$(SC$

'p, 1)

~60

HE REGRESSION LINE";:PRINT:V224."
ENTERED ON THE GRAPH <y In ) ? " ; ·
495 RL$=IN~~EY$: IFRLt=" "THEN495
510 PMODE 4,1:PCLS:SCREEN1,0
520 DRAW HM$
530 FORL=1TOLENCA$)~L$=MI0$(A$.L
,l>:DRAW AZ$CASCCL$)-32>:DRAWNC$
:NEXTL

IFP >S THEN 980

970 DRAWAZ$<ASC(L$)-32>:DRAWNC$:
NEXTP
980 B=G+SC/5:DRAWNS$
990 IFav+G >YN+.0001
SE 900

THEN 1000 EL

10C10 FORI=l TOB
1010 X=A<I,1)/((XN-SV)/150)+(50

CSV / CCXN-SV ) /150>>>:Y=155-ACI,2>

540 LINECS0,155>-<200,155>,PSET
550 LINEC50,155)-C50,5>,PSET
560 FORI=65T0200 STEP 15:PSET<I.
15·4 , 1>: PSET <I, 153, 1>: NEXT I
.
570 FORI=5T0140 STEP 15:PSETC51.

I,1>:PSET<52,I,1>:NEXTI

IF L2=1 THENNS$= 11 BU3C>BL13"
IFLZ=2 THENNS$="BU3C1BL19"
I FL2=3 THENNS$= "BU30BL25"

/ (SC/150>+CBVl<SC/150)):Xl=INTCX
>+.5:Y1=INT<Y>+.5

1020 IFX >=Xl THEN X= INTCX)+1 ELS
E X=INT<X>
1030 IFY >=Y1 THEN Y ~ INT<Y>+1 ELS
E Y= INTCY>
1045 IFX < SC1 OR X >200 OR Y<5 OR Y
> 155 THEN CLS:PRINT:V192,"0BSERVA
TION NO."I"OUT OF RANGE 11 :;:PRINT;;>
256,"X="A<I,1>, 11 Y= 11 A<I.2):SOUND2

.

575 IF CH=14 THEN LINECS0,60)-(2
oo,ao>,PSET:FORI=50 TO 200 STEP
2: PR~SET <I, 8(1) 1 NEXT: DRAW"BM43, 77

"+AZ$<16>
sao DRAW"A3":DRAWHY$
590 FORL=LEN<B$>T01 STEP-1:L$=MI

00,5:FORDL=1T0460*2:NE~TDL:GOT01

0$(B$,L,1):DRAWAZ$<ASC<LS>-32):D

20

RAW NY$:NEXTL
600 DRAW 11 A0 11 :SC=XN-SV:CS=SV:SV$=
STR$(SV>:LO=LEN<SV$)-1
620 IFL0=1 THEN DRAW"BM41, 16C>"
630 IFL0=2 THEN DRAW"BM38,160"
640 IFL0::;3 THEN DRAW"BM36.160"
65C> IFL0= >4 THEN DRAW"BM32,160"
655 G=O
660 SC$=STR$<CS+G>:L1zLEN<SC$> - 1
:L2=LEN<STR$(SV+SC/5+G>>-1
665 GOSUB2C>C>O

1050

PSET<X,Y,1>:PSETCX+1~Y+1,1>

:PSET<X-1~Y-1,1>:PSETCX+l.Y - 1.1)

:PSET<x- 1;v+1,1>:NEXTI
.
.
11
11
1055 IFRL$<> Y THEN RETURN
1060 YI=<AC+CBC*SV>>l<SC/150>:Y1
=tNT<YI)+.5
1070 IFYI >=Yl THEN Yl=INT<YI)+1
ELSE YI=-INT<YI>
1080 YI = 155- YI+CBV/CSC/1SO>>
1090 YZ=AC+BC*XN:Y3=YZ/CSC/150):
Y4=INT<Y3)+.5
1100 1FY3>=Y4 THEN Y3=INT<Y3)+1
ELSE Y3-= I NT <Y3 >
1110 Y3=155-Y3+(BV/CSC/150))

790 FORP~1TOLEN(SC$>:L$=MID$<SC$

'P, 1>

800 IFP>S THEN 820

12

REGRESS

1112 LX=CCYN-AC>IBC)/CCXN-SV)/15
O>:Ml=INTCLX>+.5:IFLX>=M1 THEN L
X=INTCLX>+Sl-CSV/CCXN-SV>/150))
ELSE LX=INTCLX>+SO-CSV/CCXN-SV>I
150))
1115 LZ=<<BV-AC>IBC)/CCXN-SV>/13
O>:M1cINTCLZ>+.5:IFLZ>•M1 THEN L

1380 PRINT@448,"PRESSsp.ac:ebar T
0 CONTINUE LIST 11 1PRINTG>491,"eDIT
xEXIT";
1390 IK$=INKEY$1IFIK$•" THEN 13
90
1400 IFIK$=CHR•<32) THEN 1290
1410 IFIKS="E" THEN 1330
1420 IFIK$= X THEN RETURN
1425 GOT01390
1430 ES=PSA2/XQ:US•VQ-ES
1440 CD=R·"'2: CA=rSQR <1-CD >
1450 El=US/(B-2>:SB=SQRCE1/XQ):S
A=SQRCEl*<<llB>+XB*XB/XQ))
1460 CLS:PRINT@128,"ENTER THEORE
TICAL SLOPE VALUE
<E.G. O OR 1
) II; : INPUT!<
1470 PRINT@224, 11 ENTER THEORETICA
L INTERCEPT
<E.G. O>";:INPUT
IT
147~ CLS:PRINT:i>160,"1.95'Y. CONFID
ENCE LIMITS ;:PRINT~192,"2.991. C
ONFIDENCE LIMITS 11 ;:PRINT@256,"SE
LECT<1 OR 2> ;1INPUTCO
1480 TB=CBC-K> I SB:TA=r(AC-IT)/SA
1490 IF B-2 >30 THEN GOSUB 1830:8
OT01510
1500 X=TSCB-2,1>:Y=TS<B-2,2>:Z=T
S<B-2,3)
1505 IFC0=2 THEN UB=BC+CY*SB> :LB
=BC-<Y*SB>:UA=AC+CY*SA>:LA=AC-CY
*SA):GOT01520
1510 UB=BC+<X*SB>:LB=BC- <X*SB>:U
A=AC+CX*SA>:LA=AC- <X*SA>
1520 TR=R*SQRC<B-2)/(1-CD>>
1530 CLS:PRINT@1,"****REGRESSION
STATISTICS****";
1540 ·PRINT;i>64, "y-i ntercept: 11 ; : PR
INT@83!1USING"##*#.## ;AC
1545 IFC0=2 THEN 1557
1550 PRINT@98,"95'Y. LCL:";:PRINT:J>
115,USING 11 ####.4t# 11 ;LA
1555 PRINT@1 30, 11 95'Y. UCL: 11 ;1PRINT
@147,USING 11 ####.## 11 ;UA:GOT01570
1557 PRINT@98,"99i. LCL:";:PRINT@
115, USING"##:tt#. tUt"; LA
1560 PRINT;])130,"99'Y. UCL=";:PRINT
'1>147,USING"####.##";UA
1570 IF ABS CTA> >=X AND ABSCTA> <Y
THEN PRINT@162, INTCP< >"IT" <P<.
11

Z=IN-T(.l.~)+~1-<SV/CCXN-SV)/150>>

11

ELSE LZ=INTCLZ>+SO-CSV/(CXN-SV)/
150))
1116 IFYI<5 AND Y3 >155 THEN 1155
1117 IFYI >155 AND Y3<5 THEN 1157
1119 IFY3<5 THEN 1160
1120 IFY3>155 THEN 1170
1130 IFYI<5 THEN 1190
1140 IFYI >155 THEN 1190
1150 LINECSO,YI>-<200,Y3>,PSET1R
ETURN
1155 LINE<LX,5>-<LZ,155),PSETsRE
TURN
1157 LINECLZ,155>-<LX,5>,PSET:RE
TURN
1160 LINECSO,YI>-<LX,5>,PSET:RET
URN
1170 LINECSO,VI>-<LZ,155>,PSET:R
ETURN
1180 LINE<LX,5>-<200,Y3>,PSET:RE
TURN
1190 LINECLZ,155>-<200,Y3>,PSET:
RETURN
1280 FI=h LA=1C>
1290 CLSaPRINTG)0, 11 0BS 11 ;TABC5> 11 X
VALUE";TAB<19>11Y-VALUE11
1300 PRINT 11 --- 11 ;TABC5>"-------- "
;TABC19)"--------"
1305 IFLA>B THEN LA=B
1310 FORI=FI TO LA:PRINTI;TAB<4>
ACI,1>;TABC19)A(I,2>1NEXTI:FI=LA
+1:LA=LA+10:IF FI>B THEN FI=l:LA
=10
1320 GOT01380
1330 CLS:PRINT@192, 11 SELECT OBSE
RVATION TO EDIT";
1340 INPUTNO
1345 PRINTG>0, 11 observation 11 N0 11 : 11 ;
:PRINTw32, 11 x= 11 A<No,1>, y="A<N0,2
>;:PRINTG>64,STRING$C32, 11 -">;
1350 PR1NT~256,"NEW X,Y FOR OBS.
"NO·
1360' INPUTU,W
1370 A<N0,1)=U:ACN0,2>=W:ZCN0,1>
=U:ZCN0,2>=W

11

11

11

11

11

II

05)

1580 IF ABS<TA> >0 Y AND ABSCTA><Z
THEN PRINT@162, INTCP< >"IT" <P•~ .
01) II
1590 IF ABSCTA> >= Z THEN PRINT@16
2, II INTCP< >" IT 11 <P<. 001) II
11

13

REGRESS

1800 DATA 2.oao,2 .831, 3.!3 19,2.07'

1595 IFABS<TA><X THEN PRINT~162,
II INTCP
ND F='ROM 11 IT" <P>. 05) II
1600 PR I NT@l 92, ''slope: 11 ; : F'R I NT@2
11,USING"####.## 11 ;BC
1610 IFC0,.=2 THEN 1635
f620 PRINT@226,"95% LCL: 11 ;:F'RINT
@243,USING-"####.##";LB
16'.30 PR I NT@258' II 951. UCL: II ; I F'R I NT
@275,US ING 11 ####.## 11 ;UB:GOTD1640
1635 PRINTG>226,"99'1. LCL: 11 ;:PRINT

4.2.819,3.792,2.069, 2 .807,3 .767,
2:064,2:797,3.745 ,2 .060,2.787,3.
725
1810 DATA 2.056,2.779,3.707,2.05
2,2 .771 ,3.690,2 .048 ,2.763,3 .674,
2.045,2.756, 3.659 , 2.042,2.750 , 3.

646
1820 DATA 2.021, 2 .704,3.551,2.00
p,2.660,3.460,1.980,2.617,3.373,

:;>243, USING 11 ####. ## 11 ; LB

1.960,2.576,3.291

1637" F'RlNT;.i>256, 991. UCL1 I I ; : PRINT
@275,USING"####.## 11 .; UB
1640 IF ABS<TB> >= X AND ABS<TB> <Y
THEN PR I NT:i>290, SLOPE< >" I< P< • (>

1840 IFV=40 THEN X=TSC31,1):Y=TS
C31,2):Z=TS<31,3>:RETURN

18'.;.\0 V=B-2

11

II

1845 IFV=60 THEN X=TS<32,1>:Y=TS

II (

(32~2>:Z=TSC32,3>:RETURN

5)"

185 1:1 :CV$=STR$ <12 0/V); MV$=MID$ <IV

1650 IF ABS<TB>>=Y AND ABS<TB><Z
THEN PRINT@290, 11 SLOPE<> 11 1< 11 <P<.O
1)

$,3, 4>:IV=VALCMV$)
1860 IFV <40 THEN X=<IV*TSC30,1))

II

1660 IF ABSCTB>>=Z THEN PRINT@29
''SLOPE< >"k:" <P<. (>(11) II
1670 IF ABSCTB> <X THEN PRINTa290
,"SLOPE ND FROM"K"<P>.05)"
1680 PRINT'1)320,"correlation:";~P
RINT@339,USING"####.##";R
1690 IF ABSCTR> >=X AND ABS<TR> <Y
THEN PRINT@354,"R<>O <P<.05)"
1700 IF ABS<TR>>=Y AND ABS<TR> <Z
THEN PRINT@354, "R<)·O <P < .01)
1710 IF ABS<TR>>=Z THEN PRINT@35

+C<1-IV>*TSC31,1>>:Y=CIV*TSC30,2

4., '.!. R< >O
1720 IF

=CIV *TS<3 2,3>>+<<1-IV >*TS<33, ~ )J

))~({1-IV>*TSC31,2)>:Z~CIV•TSC30

o,

,3>>+<<1-IV>*TSC31,3)):RETURN
1870 IFV>40 AND V<60 THEN X=<I V*

TSC31,1))+((1-IV>*TSC32,1)):Y=<I
V*TS<31,2))+CC1-IV>*TSC32,2>>:Z=
<IV*TSC31,3))+CC1-IV>*TSC32,3));
RETURN
1872 IFV >60 AND V< 120 THEN X=<IV
*TS<32 , 1>>+< <1-IV> *TSC33,1>>:Y=<

II

<F'<. (101)

IV*TS<32,2>>+CC1-IV>*TSC33~2)):Z

II

ABSCTR> <X THEN
'"R ND FROM (I CP>. 05)

PRINT~ 35 4

:RETURN
1874 IF V>120 THEN X=TSC34,1>:Y=

II

1730 PRINT;i>394, 11 coeff/determ: 11 ; :
PR1NT;i>403,USING"####.##";CD
1740 PRINT@416,"coeff/alien:";:P
RINT@435,USING 11 ####.## 11 ;CA
1750 PRINTQ>481,"qUITnEWeDITsTATg

TSC34,2):Z=TSC34,3J:RETURN
1880 DATA BR4BD6,BR2D3BD2DBR2,BR
D2BR2U2BRBD6,BRD6BR2U6D2RL4BD2R4
BD2,BRNR3GDR3FDGL3R2DU7BR2BD7,NR
BD6UE4UBD50LR
1890 DATA BDNF5ERFG3DFRE3BD3BL,B
R2DBD5BR2,BR3G2D2F2BR,BR2F2D2G2B
R2,BR4BDG4E2NH2NF2L2R4BD3,EcR2BDD
4U2L2R4BD3
1900 DATA BR2BD4DGBR3,BRBD3R3BD3

RAF'HpLOTtFORM";:RETURN
1760 DATA 12.706,63.657,636.619,

4.303,9.925,31.598,3.18~,5.841,1

2.924,2.776,4.604,8.610,2.571,4.
032,6.869

1770 DATA 2.447,3.707,5.959,2.36
5,3.499,5.408,2.306,3.355,5.041,

,BR2BD5DBR,BR4DG4DBR4,BDD4FREU4N
G2HLBR2BD6,BR2NGD6LR2,BDERFDGLGD

' 2.262,3.250,4.781,2.228,3.169,4.

2R3

587

1910 DATA BDERFDGNLFDGLHBDBR3,BR
383R3NRU2D5,NR3D3R2FDGLHBDBR3,BR
NR2GD4FREUHL2BD3BR3,R3DG3D2BR3
1920 DATA BDNDERFDGLGDFREUBD2,BD
ERFD2L2HFR2D2GL2BR3,BR3BDDBD2DBD
2BR,BR2BD2DBD2GBR3,BR3BDG2F2BRBD

1780 DATA 2.201,3.106,4.437,2.17
9,3.055,4.318,2.160,3.012,4.221,
2.145,2.977,4.140,2.131,2.947,4.
073
1790 DATA 2.120,2.921,4.015,2.11
o,2.e9a,~.965,2.101,2.a7a,3.922,

2.093,2.861,3.883,2.086,2.845,3.
850

1930 DATA BRBD2NR3BD2R3BD2,BRBDF
14

2G2BDBR3,BDER2FG2BD2DBR2,BDER2FD
4GL2HU2R2DBD2BR2

REGRESS

1940 DATA BDND5ER2FD5U3NL3BD3,NR
3D6R3EUHNL2EUBD5,BDD4FR2EBU3UHL2
BR3BD6, D6R3EU4HL2BR3BD6,NR4D3NR3
D3R4,NR4D3NR3D3BR4,BRNR3GD4FR2EU
2NLBD3
1950 DATA D3NR3D3BR4U6BD6,BRR2LD
6LR2BR,BR2R2LD5GLHBDBR4,D6U3RNE3
F3,D6R4,ND6F2E2D6,ND6DF4DU6BD6,B
DD4FR2EU4HL2BR3BD6
1960 DATA ND6R3FDGL2BR3BD3 ,BDD4F
R2EHF2HU4HL2BR3BD6,ND6R3FDGNL2FD
2,BRNR3GDFR2FDGL3BR4,R4L2D6BR2,D
5FR2EU5D5BD
1970 DATA D4F2E2U4BD6,D6E2F2U6D6
,DF4DBL4UE4UBD6,D2F2ND2E2U2BD6,R
4DG4DR4
200C> IFL1=1 AND L2=1 THEN NS$= B
R17"
2010 IFL1=1 AND L2=2 THEN NS$="B
R15"
2020 IFL1=1 AND L2=3 THEN NS$= B
R11"
2030 IFL1=1 AND L2a::4 THEN NS$a::"B
RB"
2040 IFL1 =2 AND L2=1 THEN NS$= 11 B
R16"
2050 IFL1=2 AND L2=2 THEN NS$="B
Rl 1"
2 060 IFL1 =2 AND L2=3 THEN NS$="B
RB"
2070 IFL1=2 AND L2=4 THEN NS$="B
R5 11
2080 IFL1=3 ANO L2-=4 THEN · NS$="B

2510 PRINT@67,"1 .LOG CX>
• SQR <Y> II;
2520 PRINT'1>99, "2. LOG <Y>
• S.QR ( x ) ' <y) II
2530 PRINTG>131, "3. LOG< X >, CY>
10. 1/X"
2540 PRINTG>163,"4.X-"N
11.1/Y"
2550 PRINTG>l 95, "5. Y-'"N
12.1/X, 1/Y";

11

11

R"
~S$="B

RS"
2100 I FL 1=3 AND L2 ~.: 2 THEN NSt=" B
R9"
211C> IFL1=~ AND L2=1 THEN NS$= B
R10''
21 '.0 I FL 1=4 AND L2=4 THEN NS•= B
11

II

L"

2130
R13"
2140
R8
2150
R16"
2160
2300
2310

IFL1=4 AND L2=3 THEN NS$="B
IFL1=4 AND L2=2 THEN NSS=

11

11

40

B

11

IFL1=4 AND L2=1 THEN NS$= B
11

RETURN
IFL2=1 THENNS$= 11 BU30BL13 11
IFL2=2 THENNS$= 11 BU30BL19 11
2Z-..20 - tFL2=3 -THENNS$="BU30BL25" 
2330 IFL2 >=4 THENNS$•"BU30BL31"
2340 RETURN
2500 CLS:PRINTG>3, ***TRANSFORM F
UNCTIONS***";

9

2:560 PRINTQ)227, "6. X·"N, Y""N
13. (NONE ) II ;
2570 PRINT~259,"7.SQR(X)
14. <RESID.) II;
2580 PRINT~320,"SELECT<1-i4> 11 ;:I
NPUTCH
2 581 IF CH~4 OR CH=5 OR CH=6 THE
N PRINT\V384, EXPONENT ;:INPUTPO
2585 CLSO :PRINTG>199,"***HANG IN
THERE***";
2590 ON CH GOTO 2600,2610,2620,2
630, 2640,2650,2660,2670, 2680,269
0,2700,2710,2720,2730
2600 FORI=1TOB:A<I,1>=LOG< ZCI,1 >
):NEXTI:GOT02740
2610 FORI = 1TOB:A<I,2>=LOG <Z<I~2)
):NEXTI:GOT02740
.
2620 FORI=1TOB:A<I,1>=LOG<ZCI,1>
>:A<I,2>=LOG<Z<I, 2>> :NEXTI:GOT02
740
2630 FORI=1TOB1ACI,1>=ZCI,1> APQ :
NEXTI:GOT02740
2640 FORI=1TOB:A<I,2>=Z<I, 2)APQ:
NEXT:GOT02740
2650 FORI=1TOB1A<I,1)=Z<I,1>APQ1
A<I,2>=Z<I,2> -"PO;NEXT:GOT02740
2660 FORI=1TOB:A<I,1>=SQR(Z(l,1)
>:NEXT :GOT02740
2670 FORI =1TOB:A<I,2>•SQRCZCI,2>
>=NEXT:GOT02740
2680 FORI=1TOB:A<I,1>=SQR<Z<I,1>
):ACI,2>=SQR<Z<I,2>>:NEXT:GOT027

11

2090 IFL1=3 AND L2=3 THEN

8

11

1~

2690 FORI=1TOB:ACI,1>=1/Z(I,1>:N
EXT:GOT02740
2700 FORI=1TOBiACI,2>=1/ZCI,2);N
l::XT:GOT02740
2710 FORI=1TOB:A<I,1>=1/ZCI,1>:A
<I,2>=1/ZCI,2>1NEXT:GOT02740
2720 FORI=1TOB:A<I,1>=Z<I,1>:ACI
,2>=ZCI,2>:NEXT1GOT02740
2730 FORI•1TOB1YH<I>=AC+BC*A<I,1
>:A<I,2)=A<I,2>-VHCI>:NEXT
2740 PRINTG>257,"***TRAN9FORMATIO
N COMPLETED***";:SOUND2C>0,101FOR
I=1T0460*2:NEXT:RETURN

A VERSATILE CHRISTMAS CARD PROGRAM
by Frank N. Malaney

The author has written a Christmas card
program for use on the TRS-80 Color Computer
with Extended Color BASIC which takes
advantage of the unique tape filing system which
is available on the color computer. It is designed
to be "fool-proof- and easy to use without
requiring a detailed list of instructions. It is
also adaptable to many other mailing list
applications such as clubs, churches, and even
small business. It will allow for selection of
which names on the list are to have address
lables printed. It provides for printing of the
entire mailing list for record purposes <and for
noting persons from whom Christmas cards have
been received so that the listing can be quickly
updated for next year>.
The program uses a menu type of selection
which permits the folowing choices: <1> to
generate the original list, <2> to update the
send-received card information and to change any
name and/or address information, <3> to print out
the entire list including the send-card and
received-card information, <4> to print the
desired address lables, and (5) to add additional
names to the list. Whenever, a partirular function
is completed, the user is always returned to the
menu. There is no danger of ac.cidentally exiting
the program and losing a long list of addresses
since the only way to exit is to push either the
break or reset button or turn off the computer.
To assist the bumble fingered typist, the
computer will print on the screen the complete
name and address and ask if it is correct. If it is
not correct, the program will loop back and the
information can be entered again. This process
can be repeated if required.
After the list is complete, or 100 names
and addresses have been entered, the entire list
will be stored on tape as a single file. When the
list is recalled from the tape, the entire list will
be entered from the tape at one time. While the
limit of 100 names will probably be suffident for
most Christmas card lists, there are other
applications where longer lists are required. The
solution is to generate additional files of 100
names and call each one sequentially.
Since a tape file is a sequential file, a
special subroutine has been added to permit
additional entries to the end of the list. This
subroutine makes it possible to add names <up to
the limit of 100) without having to enter all of
the previous entries manually or generating a
second file.
A third input subroutine is to update the
"received card" - "send card" information. The

update of this information is possible only in the
5ubroutine. Another feature of the update
subroutine is the ability to change names and
addresses as required. It often seems that
seldom seen friends move just before Christmas
and you find out their new address when you
receive their card. This feature allows you to
change their address when you record the fact
that you received their card.
Two printed output formats are included in
the program. The first will print all the names
and addresses in the list along with the
information on whether a card has been received
or a card is to be sent. The second output format
will print the name and address on stick-on
labels. These labels will be printed only if the
"send card" byte contains a "Y".
Now that the features of this program
have been described, let's examine how these
features have been implemented. First, all of the
information associated with each name and
address is stored as a single variable or record,
A$0, in an array. This array is set by line 80 to
have up to 100 records which allows 100 names
and addresses to be stored in the memory of the
color computer at one time. Each record is exactly
63 bytes long and contain information in the
following format:
tw£ POSlTIClf
5C$
RC$

Tf
Ft
Lt

S1

1
2
3
+10
11-22

n-12

~

If a "Y", a label will be printed
If a "Y", a card has been received
Title code i .e "Hiss", "ttrs.", or 11ttr •11
First naM
Last naM
l'U!ber and street portim of address

ct

13~

Cit~

Slf

55-58
59-63

state
Zip code

ZS

The biggest advantage of this record type
of format is that it only requires one array of
100 elements to store 100 addresses. If a
different array were used for each item in the
name and address scheme as shown above, then a
total of 900 elements would be required and the
pointers would require considerable memory <each
string variable pointer requires 7 bytes of
memory). A second advantage is that the defined
length of 63 bytes means that a maximum of 6300
bytes of memory will be required for the full 100
names and addresses. Thus, the 11 CLEAR7000 11
will provide adequate storage space for the
string data.
To conserve space in the string, the title
<Miss, Mrs., Mr.) has been assigned a numerical
17
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be printed, the first record would be read and
printed, then the second record, etc., until the
task was completed. The problem, which comes up,
is making permanent changes in the information
<a change of address for example). Making a
permanent change requires a write operation onto
a cassette recorder. This implies that in an
updating operation, a rapid mixture of cassette
reads and writes would be required. This is
simply not possible with the Color Computer
cassette hardware. The technique of reading in a
large number of records, editing these records
and restoring the entire file back onto tape is the
best solution.
The extensive use of 11 GOSUB 11 should also
be pointed out. The greatest criticism of BASIC
is that it has no structure that the program
writer is forced to observe. Th i s lac k of
structure makes it difficult to trace a program
through its sequence of instruct i ons . The
instruction "GOTO" is the biggest contribut or to
this difficulty. Many programs with excessive
numbers of GOTO's also defy efforts to debug or
to make minor changes. With a subroutine <which
a GOSUE is), the program analyzer knows where
the next instruction is, and more importantly, the
point to which it must ultimately return. The end
of the subroutine can be easily determined by
finding the "RETURN" instruction. (Never, but
never use a "GOSUE" without a "RETURN">•
Nesting of "GOSUB"'s <a subroutine within a
subroutine> is allowed and encouraged to dearly
define the path of the program. Two "GOTO"
instructions can be used almost anyplace in a
program where a "GOSUB" and a "RETURN" are
used. The difficulty with the "GOTO" is that
when nesting occurs, one cannot tell if another
nest is being entered or the present nest left.
Since there are a wide variety of printers
with many different features, the author feels
that some mention of possible problems due to
these differences should be discussed.
When the address list <menu option 3) is
printed the computer assumes that the printer
has a "top-of form" option <i.e., it will position
the top of the page for printing when a CHR$<12)
is relieved). If your printer does not have this
feature, line 1610 should be deleted and line 1760
changed to "GOTO 1620" it will then reprint the
headings after every nineteenth record has been
printed. If this is not desired, then lines 1650
and 1750 will also have to be deleted and line
1760 changed to "GOTO 1660 11 •
The principal modification which would be
made to use this program for dub, business, or

code - <1 for "Miss", 2 for "Mrs.", ect.>. This
simple encoding will save 7 bytes when the title
11
Mr. & Mrs." is required. Program line 870 shows
the encoding of the title. However, the decoding
is more difficult and requires the subroutine at
line 550 to accomplish.
The disadvantage to this data packing
method is that it must be encoded and decoded.
The encoding subroutine begins at line 850 and is
straight-forward. The only confusion that may
arise is if the reader does not realize that, for
example, the last name is shorter than the
required twelve letters, the extra space in L$
must be filled with blanks. Line 1010 determines
the number of actual letters in the last name.
Line 1020 verifies that it is no longer than
twelve letters. Line 1050 constructs a string, B$,
with the required number of "blanks" (from BL$
which contain 12 "blanks"). In line 1060, this
string of "blanks" is appended to the string for
the last name to form a string which is exactly
twelve bytes long. The decoding subroutine
beg ins at line 660 and is a simple example of the
use of the "LEFT$" and "MID$" function. The only
item which might confuse the reader would be the
"blank" unpacking routines on the first name
nines 760 thru 780> and the city <line 790 thru
810>. The unpacking of these blanks allows the
printing of the first and last name, and the city
and state with only a single blank between the
two words instead of the multiple spacing that is
often found in label printing programs.
The tape file portion of this program has
been set up to present a minimum of problems to
the operator as is possible with a cassette
recorder based file system. If the file is to be
outputted to the tape recorder for storage, a
message prompt appears on the screen to remind
the user to push both the play and record
buttons. The entire file will be sent to the
recorder at this time.
When the operator selects the 11 update 11 or
either of the printing routines, the program will
ask if the list is in the computer, if it is not, a
prompt appears requesting a rewind of the tape
and to push the play button. The file will
automatically be loaded at this time.
At this point, it might be beneficial to
discuss why the effort has been made to enter
from the keyboard a file of 100 records into the
computer's memory and place the file onto tape in
a single write operation. It would have been much
simpler from a program writing standpoint to
have written each record to tape as the data was
entered from the keyboard. When the list was to
18
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church use is to change the prompts for "send
card - rec'd card" subroutine beginning at line
1390. For example, a church might use the "rec'd
card" for indicating that the person is a member,
constituent, or visitor. The "send-card" would be
used to designate the persons on the active
mailing lists. Once these changes have been
made, the program becomes a general mailing list
which can be quickly and easily updated.
This program was developed to be very
s i mple to use. It was intended for use by
someone who was not an experienced programmer
or computer operator. Thus, the author attempted
to develop a program which would check the input
data to assur e that each piece of input could not
cause the program to "bomb". The program would
call for either input or output to the cassette
recorder at the proper times with the necessary
prompts to the operat or. It appears that it was
successful in the aut hor's case. The author's
wife, who certainly was not experienced at that
time, did put our Christmas card list on the
computer and printed the address labels.

240 'GENERATE LIST AND ADD NAMES
SUBROUTINE***
250 C=O:D=O
260 CLS
'ENTRY POINT FOR ADDI
NG NEW NAMES
270 C=C+1
280 F'RINTC
290 GOSUB 850
'TO DATA ENTRY
SUBROUTINE
300 GOSUB 450
'TO SCREEN PRI
NT SUBROUTINE
310 PRINT"IF NAME AND ADDRESS AR
E NOT"
320 PRINT"CORRECT, ENTER'MOD'. A
FTER ALL"
330 PRINT"ADDRESSES ARE IN, ENTE
R 'EXIT' II
340 PRINT"OTHERWISE, PUSH <ENTER

.
350
....

"

IJ

INPUT Q$
360 IF Q$= 11 MOD 11 THEN 390
370 IF Q$="EXIT" THEN 430
380 IF Q$=CHR$(13) THEN 400 ELSE
400
390 C=C-1
400 IF C>D THEN D=C
410 IF C=lOO THEN 430
420 GOTO 260
430 GOSUB 1940 'TO TAPE OUTPUT S
UBROUTINE
440 RETURN
4 50 'SCREEN PRINT SUBROUTINE****

10
20
30
40
50
60
70

'XMASCARD PROGRAM
'FRANK MALANEY
'8708 MINK ST SW
'PATASKALA,OHIO 43062
PMODE 0,1
PCLEAR1
CLEAR7000
80 DI M A$< 100)
90 CLS
100 'X MAS CARD ADDRESSING
110 PRINT"TO USE- ENTER NO OF FU
NTION ": PRI NT" WANTED"
120 PRINT" 1- GENERATE XMAS CARD
LIST "
130 PRI NT "2- UPDATE SEND-RECV AN
D ADDRESS*'
140 PRINT 11 3- PRINT LIST
150 PRINT" 4 - PRI NT ADDRESS LABEL

460
470
480
490
500
510
520
530

540
550
560
570
580

S"

160 PRINT"5- TO ADD NAMES TO LIS
T"
170 I NP UT F
180 IF F<1 OR F>5 THEN 19 0 ELSE
220
19 0 CLS
200 PRINT 11 NUMBER MUST BE BTWN 1
AND 5 "
2 10 GOTO 1 10
220 ON F GOSUB 2 4 0, 1390 , 1570, 178
o, 221 (I
230 GOT O 9 0

590

600
610
620
630
640
650
660
6 70
19

GOSUB 660
CLS
PRINT"SENDING CARD- II ;SS$
PRINT"RECEIVED CARD- " ; RR$
GOSUB 550
'GET TITLE
PRINTTT$;" ";FF$ ;" ";L$
PRINTS$
PRINTCC$; I I ' I I ; ST$; II
I I ; Z$
RETURN
'TITLE SUB ROUTINE * **** *
T=VAL<T$ )
ON T GOTO 5 8 0,600,620,640
TT$="MISS"
RETURN
TT$ ::::"MRS"
RETURN
TT$= 11 MR 11
RETURN
TT$ ="MR a< MRS"
RETURN
'STRING STRIP SUB*** *
SC$=LEFT$<A• <C>,1>

XMAS CARD

680 T$=MID$(A$<C>,3,1)
690 RC$ =MID$CA$<C>,2,1>
700 F$=MID$(A$CC>,4,7>
710 L$= MID$ (A$<C>,11,12)
720 S $ =MID$(A $ (C),23~20)
730 C$=MID$CA$(C),43,12>
740 ST$=MID$(A$ (C),55,4)
750 Z$=MID $ (A$(C),59,5)
760 Y=INSTR <F$,
770 IF Y=O THEN Y=7
780 FF$=LEFT$CF$,Y)
790 Y=INSTRCC$,"
")
800 IF Y=O THEN Y=12
810 CC$=LEFT$CC$, Y>
820 IF SC$= 11 Y11 THENS8$="YES" ELS
E SS$="NO"
830 IF RC$="Y" THEN RR$ ="YES" EL
SE RR$="NO"
840 RETURN
850 " DATA ENTRY SUBROUTINE**** * *
II

1130 GOTO 1070
1140 B$=RIGHT$CBS$~20-L)
1150 S$=S$+B$
1160 PRINT"ENTER CITY~ STATE NOT
E ,

:- "

1170' INPUT C$~ST$
1180 IF LENCST$)(5 THEN1210
1190 PRINT"STATE MUST BE < 5 LET
TERS"
1200 GOTO 1160
1210 L=LEN<C$)
1220 IF L<13 THEN 1250
1230 PRINT"CITY MUST BE <1:; LETT
ERS"
1240 GOT01160
1250 BC$=RIGHT$CBL$~12-L)
1260 C$=C$+ BC$

")

1270_ SB$= II
II
1280 L=LENCST$)

1290 B$ =R IGHT$ CSBS , 4-L)
1300 ST$=ST$+B$
1310 PRINT"ENTER ZIP CODE
1320 INPUT Z$
1330 IF LENCZ$)=5 THEN 1360
1340 PRINT"ZIP CODE REQUIRES 5 N

86(> PR I NT" ENTER NO FOR DES I RED T
ITLE"
870 PRINT"l -' MISS',2- ' MRS',3- ' MR
'": PRINT"4-' MR ~( MRS'
880 INPUT T$
890 PRINT"ENTER FIRST NAME"
90(> INPUT F$
910 BF$="
920 L=LEN <F$)
930 IF L<8 THEN 960
940 PRINT"FIRST NAME MUST BE <8
LETTERS"
950 GOTO 890
960 B$=RIGHT$CBF$,7 -L)
<770 F$=F$+B$
980 PRINT"ENTER LAST NAME"
990 INPUT L$
1000 BL$="
1010 L=LENCL$)
1020 IF L >12 THEN 1030 ELSE 1050
II

0' S"

1350 GOTO 1310
1360 X$="--·"
1370 A$CC>=X$+T$+F$+L$+S$+C$+8T$
+Z$

1380 RETURN
1390 "SUBROUTINE TO UPDATE FILES

**

1400 GDSUB 2290

'LOAD TAPE SU

B

1410 FDR C=l TO D
1420 GOSUB 450
'SCREEN PRINT AD
DRESS
1430 PRINT"FOR ADDRESS LJPDATE ,EN
TER 'Y'
1440 INPUT X$
1450 r F x 11 v" oosuB s:::.;o
1460 GOSUB 660
1470 PRINT"TO SEND CARD ENTER •y

II

II

•=

1030 PRINT"LAST NAME MUST BE <1 3
LETERS"
l.040 GOTO 980
1050 B$= RIGHTSCBLS,12-L>
1060 L$=L$+B$
1070 PRINT"ENTER STREET ADDRESS"

'~ELSE

1080 INPUT 8$
1090 BS$="
II
1100 L=LEN(8$)
1110 IF L<21 THEN 1140
1. 120 PR I NT 11 STREET {~DDRESS MUST <
21 CHAR 'S "

20

'N'

II

1480 INPUT Q$
1490 IF Q$="Y" THEN SC$="Y" ELSE
SC$=" -- 11
1500 PRINT"IF CARD RCVD~ ENTER ,
Y' ~ ELSE'' N·' II
1510 INPUT Q$
1520 IF Q$="Y" THEN RC$=="Y" ELSE
RC$="-''
1530 A$CC>=SC$+RCS+T$+F$+L$+S$+C
$+ST$+ Z$
1540 NEXT C

From Computer Plus to YOU • .•

PLUS after PLUS after PLUS
32K Exp. Int. $334

Color Computer Disc Drive
$470

line Printer VII $315

Color Computer 4K $310
w/16K Ext. Basic $459
w/32K Ext. Basic $525

Model Ill 16K $ 839
Model Ill 48K
2 Disc a; RS232C $2059

Model 16128K
1 Drive $4299

Here are just a few of our fine offers . ..
BUY DIRECT call
TOLL FREE for full information.
COMPUTERS
Model II 64K
$3300
Model Ill 4K LEV I
599
MODEL Ill 16K
839
MODEL Ill 32K
945.50
•MODEL Ill 32K
881 .50
MODEL Ill 48K
1052
•MODEL Ill 48K
924
Model Ill 48K
2 Disc & RS232 c
2059
tModel Ill 48K
2 Disk No RS232 c
1799
Color Computer 4K
310
Color Computer 16K
w/extended basic
459
Color Computer 32K
w/extended basic
525
tColor Computer 32K-64K
w/extended basic
489
Pocket Computer 2
230
Model 161DR 128K
4299
Model 16 2DR 128K
4999

PERIPHERALS
•expansion Interface 32K
16K RAM N.E.C. 200 N.S. chips
DT-1 Doto Terminal
64K Ram Chips
ODEMS
Lynx Direct Connect Ml/Miii
Auto Ans./Dial
Telephone Interface II
R.S. Modem I D.C .
R.S. Modem II D.C.
PRINTERS
Daisy Wheel II
Epson MX80
Epson MX80 FT
Epson MX100
Line Printer VII
Line Printer VIII
Line Printer V
Microline 80
Mlcroline 82A
Mlcrollne 83A

We have the lowest possible
Fully Warranteed Prices AND
a full complemen t of Radio Shack
Software.
DEALER INQUIRIES ARE INVITED
Prices subfect to change without notice.
Not responsible tor typographical errors.
TRS-&011 a reglatered trademark ot Tandy Corp.

334
25
599
75
235
169
130
210
1695
479
589
759
315
620
1610
345
479
735

Mlcroline 84 Parallel
P. C. Plotter Printer
DISK DRIVES
R.S. Model Ill 1ST-Drlve
Troxx Tonoon 40 Track Ml
R.S. 1 Drive Exp Mii
Color Computer Dtlve 0
Primary Hard Disk
SOFTWARE
R.S. Software 10% off list
Newdos 80 Miii
Color Computer Flex D.O.S.

1090
199
712
289
999
470
3999

149
99

ETC.
Verbatum 5" Double Density
32
Verbatum 8" Doto Life
49.95
Ctr·80A recorder
52
C. C Joysticks
22
'Computer Plus New EQulpment,
with NEC RAM Installed.
180DayComputerPlusWarranty.

tMlll R.S Drive 0 Tandon Drive 1
*Color Computer 64K reciulres
Disk Oand Flex D.O.S.

call TOLL FREE

1·800-141·8124

compuler
~~
24SA Great Road
Littleton. MA 01A60
617-486-3193

rreecatalog
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1980 INPUT PRESS <ENTER> WHEN RE
ADY 11 ;Q$
1990 OPEN"0"~#-1, XMA S L S T"
2000 PRINT#- 1,CYS
20 10 FOR Y=l TO D
2020 PRINT#-1, AS<Y>
2030 NEXT Y
2040 CLOSE#·- 1
2050 RETURN
2060 " LOAD TAPE TO COMPUTER SUBR
OUTINE ****
2070 CLS
2080 PRINT"RE\IJIND TAPE AND PUSH
PLAY"
2090 INPUT PUSH <ENTEF<> WHEN REA
DY";Q$
2100 OPEN 11 l 11 ,# - 1, " XMASLST"
21 10 IF EOFC - 1) THEN 2180
2 120 INPUT # - 1,DY$
2130 D=VAL <DY$>
2140 FOR C= 1 TO D
2150 IF EOF< -1> THEN 2180
21 60 INPUT # - 1 ,A$CC>
2170 NEXT C
2180 CLOSE #-1
2190 PRI NT" TAPE TRANSFERRED
2200 RETURN
2210 "ADD MORE NAMES TO THE LIST
SUBROUTINE****
2220 CLS
2230 PRINT"TO ADD TO THE XMAS CA
RD LIST":PRINT IT I S NECESSARY T
0 LOAD THE OLD":PRINT LI ST FROM
TAPE-PUSH <E NTER>"
2240 INPUT Q$
2250 GOSUB 2060 "LOAD TAPE
2260 C=D
2270 GOSUB 2 60
2280 RETURN
2290 "TAPE LOAD OPTION SUBROUTIN
E *****
2300 CLS
231(1 PRINT IT IS NECESSARY AT TH
IS POINT"
2320 PRINT 11 TO HAVE THE LIST IN M
EMORY ."
2330 PRINT"IF A TAPE LOAD I S REQ
LJIRED"
2340 PRINT"ENTER 'Y""
2350 INPUT Q$
2360 IF Q$= y THEN 2370 ELSE 2 3
80
2370 GOSUB 2060
238(1 RETURN

'TAPE OUT SUB

1550 GOSUB 1940

II

11

1560 RETURN
1570 'PRI NT LIST ON PRINTER SUBR
OUTINE****
1580 GOSUB 2290
' LOAD TAP E SUB
ROUTINE
1590 PRINT"BE SURE PRINTER IS RE
ADY"
1600 C=1
1610 PRINT# -2 ,CHR$C12>
162(1 PR I NT#-·2 ' SEND RECD
1630 PRINT#-2,"CARD CARD NAME";
:PRINT#-2,TAB<43> ADDRESS
1640 PRINT#-2,"---- ---- ";:PRI
II

II

11

11

II

NT# -2,S TRING$( 29,"-"); :PRINT# -2~

TABC43) STRING$(25~"- )
1650 FOR E= l TO 19
1660 GOSUB 660
1670 GOSUB 550
"+RC$+'
1680 1<1$=" "+SC$+"
11
+TT$+ 11 11 +FF$+ 11 "+L$
1690 PRINT#-2~ K1$
1700 PRINT#-2,TAB(43)S$
1710 1<2$=CC$+",
+ST$+ " +Z$
1720 PRINT#-2,TAB<43> K2$
1730 IF C=D THEN 1770
1740 C::::C+1
1750 NEXT E
1760 GOTO 1610
1770 RETURN
1780 ' PRINT ADDRESS LABLES*****
11

1

11

11

11

11

11

1790 GO SUB 2290

"CALL TAPE LOAD

1800 FOR C=1 TO D
1810 GOSUB 660
1820 GOSUB 550 'TITLE SUB
1830 IF SC$="Y" THEN 1840 ELSE 1
920
1840 K4$=TT$+" "+FF$+" "+L$
1850 K3$=CC$+", "+ST$+"
"+Z$
1860 PRINT#-2~CHR$C10)
1870 PRINT#-2, TABC2)K4$
1880 PRINT#-2,TAB(2)9$
1890 PRINT#-2 ,TAB<2>K3$
1900 PRINT# -2,CHR$(10)
1910 PRINT#-2,CHR$C10>
1920 NEXT C
1930 RETURN
1940 'TAPE FILE OUTPUT SUBROUTIN
E***************************
1950 DY$=STR$(0)
1960 CLS
1970 PRINT:PRINT:PRINT:F'RINT POS
TION TAPE - PUSH PLAY 8< RECORD"

11

II

11

22

II
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618
620
622
624
626
628

' 24FA
' 8620
'4A
' 26FD
'12

R

LI

N
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L

llritttn by Bill ..Olffl, 1 fon1r co1cb and 2147 1ar1thoner,
RIJllCALC i1 an lnv1luablt aid to di1tanc1 runn1r1 of 111 1911
and ability 11v1l1.

'1 2
630 '12

632 '3506
634 '39

RUllCALC can htlp youa

640 'note THIS HEX LIST I NG WAS
HAND COPIED AND MAY CONTAIN
ERRORS
680 '
682 ' THE BASIC DRIVER IS LISTED
684 'BELOW AND IS ALL YOU NEED
686 ' TO TYPE IN.
688
7 00 CLEAR200 ,12288
7 10 DIMA<22>
715 'ENTER THE MACHINE CODE
720 FORX=14848 TO 15031:READA:PO
l<EX,A:NEXTX
7 30 DATA51,141,0,252,48,141,0,24

a cD1par1 ptrfor1 nc11 of difftnnt ltn9tb1!

• 1v1lu1t1 your tr1inln9 quality!

6
740 DATA 166,

'
'

c::

192,

Rlll:Al.C h an 111y to u11 1111u-driv1n pr09n1 rtquirln9 l6K
Ext. Color Ba1lc and it 1upplitd on u111tt1 with 9uidt for only
tl2.95 including po1t191. Indiana r11idtnt1 includt 4% 11111 tax.
Stnd chtck or

IDllty order to1

HOflE RUN Cotputtr Products
Box 511

Dalt, Indiana 47'23

167' 132, 166

192

750 DATA 167,
1 ' 198,
52, 6, 134, 64

~RS80

t find p1c1 ptr 1111, ptr qu1rt1r-1il1, per 11t1r, 1tc.!
• find 1ptld in 11111/hr., 11t1r1/11e. 1 ft/11c!
a do 11tric conv1r1ion1!
t 91111r1t1 apllt tt111 for 9011 dl1tanc11 and tt111!
t 11t 11antn9ful 9011 ti111 for lnt1rv1l tr1lnln9!
t c1lcul1t1 c1lari1 u1191 for 1 9ivtn run!

-

~,

141 , 28

color

From the January 1981 issue of the CSRA Computer
Oub newsletter:
There was some amusement at the Novtm
ber meeting when the Radio Shack repr•

sentatives stated that Iha software in Iha
ROM cartridges could not be copied. This
month's 68 Miao Joumal reported they had
disassembled the programs on ROM by
covering some of the connector pins with
tape. They promise details next month. Never
tell a hobbyist something can't be done! This
magazine seems to be the only source so tar
of technical informations on the TAS-80 color
computer • Devoted lo SS-SO 6800 and
6809 mac:tiines up to now, 68 Miao Joumal
plans lo lndude the TAS-80 6809 unit in
future issues.
NOTE: This and oeher interesting and needed artldes
for lhe Radio Shack TRS-80 color computer are being
lnduded monthly in 68 Miao Journal-The Largest
specialty computer magazine in the world!

68 MICRO JOURNAL
5900 Cassandra Smith Road
Hixson, Tennessee 37343

615 842-4600

68 Micro J011mal• was established with one objectlYe In
Mind; to provide a Magazine FOR 68xx Users BY 68xx
Users. Because of a strict advertiser policy, 68 Micro
Journal• has gained 11 strong follow i ng WORLDWIDE
because the reader KNOWS what he Is getting when
purchas Ing trCJ11 a 68 Micro Jouma1• Ad"9rtlser. It has
gained 11 strong User follow i ng because most of the
1a11terl11I published Is contributed BY USERS, and.
therefont, Is ntlev11nt to the Users needs ,
Currently, and - n before the Color Ca111>uter" h i t the
stores, 68 Micro JCM1rn111• was deYOt l ng more space to
the TRS-80C Color CCl!lputer" and lnfonHt lon concerning
the Motorola 6809 (111hlch I s the CPU I n the Color
CO!llputer") than ANY OTHER CCl!lputer Magazine . Examples
Include:
REVIEWS of the three major Disk Control Systems tor
the Color Computer•, 1aos·t -ot the Mon i tors,
Assemblers, and Disassemblers, Word Processors and
Editors, "Termlnal" Progr11111s (tor use wi th Mod11111s,
COM1aun l catlons with other CCl!lputers, etc.) , and of
course, 6-s.
HINTS tor Expanding Memory, Power Supply Cooling, r&
palrlng sticky l<ayboards, dl sebllng the ROM PM lffake
0\19,..., hooking up to Printers, etc.
D I SCUSSIONS of the 6883 Synchronous Address
Multiplexer, using the Color Cclllputer" with 64K and
96K memory (wh lch It Is ALREIOY capable of hand 11 ng),
thoughts on Progr11111ming, etc .
I suggest that you subscri be to 68 Micro Joumai-, SOON,
as Many back Issues are sold-out.
We stll 1, and w l l 1 continue to, l ead I n the type
Information you need to FUUY UTILIZE the POWER of tfle
6809 In 1tte ~lo Stiacll TRS-80 Color °°"""'e~.

Subsc:rlptIon Ratios

USA:

I-year S24. 50;

CAMlliDA and NElCICO:

Foreign Surfece:
foreign AIR*IL:

2-year '4 2 .50; }-year S64.50
Add 55. 50 per year to USA Price
Add St2 .00 per year to USA Price
Add S36.00 per year to USA Price

" S11111ple Issue - SJ.50

#t{f~

Color COlllputer Ed i tor
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760 DATA 198, 255, 90, 38, 253,
74, 38, 248, 53, 6
770 DATA 18, 18, 230, 192, 166,
192' 16 7' 1' 18 ' 18
780 DATA 18 , 18, 18, 18, 166, 13
2' 52 ' 4 ' 141 ' 52
790 DATA 141, 50, 141, 48, 141 ,
104, 198, 4, 72, 36
800 DATA 4, 141, 29, 32, 2, 141,
30, 90' 38 , 244
810 DATA 198, 5, 166, 1, 72, 36,
4'

141 '

13 '

32

820 DATA 2, 141, 14, 90, 3 8 , 244
' 53, 4, 90, 38
830 DATA 209, 57, 141, 8, 14 1, 6
4' 57' l. 41 ' 61 ' 141
840 DATA 1, 57, 52, 6, 182, 255,
32 , 68, 36, 250
850 DATA 134, 52, 74, 38, 253, 1
98, 2, 134, 255, 183
860 DATA 255, 32, 134, 178, 74,
38, 253, 134, o, 183
870 DATA 255, 32, 13 4, 248, 138,
o, 74, 38, 2 51, 90
880 DATA 3 8 , 231, 134, 255, 183,
255, 32, 134, 178, 7 4
890 DATA 38, 253, 134, o, 183, 2
55, 32, 53, 6, 57

900 DATA 52, 6, 182, 255, 32, 68
' 36, 250, 134, 32
910 DATA 74, 38, 253, 18, 18, 18
' 53' 6' 57' (I
915 'SET UP CONTROLLER CODE
TABLE <THERE IS PROBABLY AN
ALGORIT HM TO DO THIS)
920 FORI=1T022 :READA<I>:NEXT
930 DATA96,22 4,32 ,160,16,144,80,
208, 112, 2 40,48,176,0,128,64, 19 2,
40,56,8, 2 4,88 ,72
940 CL.S
950 INF'UT"HOUSE CODE A-P"; Z$: Z=A
SC< Z$) -64
960 INPUT"UNIT CODE 1-16"; 0
970 INPUT"COMMAND CODE ON=1 OFF=
2 CLR=3 ALL=4 BR=5 DIM=6";E
980 E=E+16:C=3 : IFE<21THEN1000
990 INPUT" NUMBER OF STEPS 1-10 '' ;
C:C=C*2+1
995 'SET UP PARAMETER TABLE
HOUSE /UNIT/ STEP/COMMAND
1000 1=15104
1010 POKEI,ACZ>:POKEI+1,A<D>:POK
EI+2,C : POKEI+3,ACE>
1015 'ASSIGN USR ADDRESS
1020 POKE275,58:POKE276,00
1030 X=USRCO)
1040 GOT0940

Sick of the same TRS-80 software?
Here's a CHEAP CURE!
For the Extended BASIC COLOR COMPUTER
POCKETBOOK SURGERY NOT REQUIRED
Is your Coco table-ridden, drinking
up electrical juice but not getting any
software solids? A prescription of
CHROMASETTE Magazine will stop
the hardening of the ribbon cables.
The
doctor
explained
that
CHROMASETTE Magazine is a cas
sette tape with 6 to 8 quality programs
on it. A healthy mixture of games tuto
rials, utilities, and practical progr~ms to
nurture your computer every month.
No finger exercises necessary. Just load
and run.
Keep CoCo's health costs low. A
to
CHROMASETTE
subscription
Magazine is good, cheap medication
(under 75 cents a program).

The lottolll Line:
1 year (12 issues) ......... $45.00
6 months (6 issues) ....... S25.00
Single copies . . . . . . . . .. S 5.00
Calif. residents add 696 to Single
copies.
North America - First Class Postage
Included.
Overseas - add SI O to
subscriptions, and S1 to single
copies. Sent AO rate.

The Fine Print:
All issues from July 81 on ava1 !able 
ask rcr hst. Programs are ror the
Extended BASIC model only

fv'.asterCard/V1sa welcome!

~M•s••lnc
BOIC
Sant., Barb41ra,
P.O.
1087
CA 93102 (805) 963 -1066

,....,.

2 Programs - A real treat!

r-.

on "Moon Lander" then move up to "Lander 11". An outstanding
?>c::>/Train
V
flying experience. Visit the moon on your CC . Ext. Basic.
Reviewers say most realistic on the market today!
$15. 9 5
C->

ML RABBIT
No serious programmer can afford to pass this up!
Make copies of any machine or basic program effortlessly . Even copies
programs that automatically execute. Completely automatic.
(Caution-Intended to make back-up tapes only) .

only
$14.95

EDUCATIONAL PROGRAMS
(Now in use in several schools)
(16K Ext. Basic)
*Math Drill - Designed for teaching addition , subtraction ,
multiplication and division to the student of any age.

*Spelling Test - Hear your CC talk to you! An outstanding learning
tool. Students love to learn with this program . For any age.
*Word Drill - Complete package designed by a teacher as
a vocabulary teaching aid .
Recommended by teachers as an outstanding learning aid.

CASINO - 3 game pak. 3 Vegas games on one tape.
5 Card Draw

*

Slots

*

Acey/ Ducey .

Also: CW Software for Color Computer

$19.95
each
All 3 for
$49.97
Only

$14.95
$19.95

CONNECT FOUR
Challenging game played either with two players
or against the computer. 4K

~
llliiiiillJ CCN-SAMPLER SERIES
•

[m]

$12.95
$7.95 ea.

Add $1 .00 Postage & Handling
*LOOKING FOR NEW SOFTWARE*
Michigan residents add 4% Sales Tax. ~
- TOP ROYALTIES PAJD 
PHONE (616) 364-4791

REVIEW - POLARIS
by Richard Eaker
2490 Columbia Street
Eugene, Oregon 97403
Polaris is a copy of the popular coin
have a high score the colors become more
operated video game entitled Missile Command.
beautiful. Your score is constantly displayed
The program was written by Device Oriented
when you are playing and so is your opponents.
Games, and it is distributed by Radio Shack.
Yes that's right. Two people can play Polaris. If
two are playing the players alternate after each
When I bought my Color Computer a year
ago, the only software I bought was sold by Radio
wave. The first player uses the right joystick and
Shack. I own 7 program paks and out of all of
the second player uses the left one. To fire your
them my favorite is Polaris. I'll name them to
ABMs, you use the ",","• 11 and the 11 /11 keys
give you an idea on which program I consider
respectively. If you find this an awkward
worse than Polaris. I own Dino Wars, Pinball,
position, you can use the "z", "x" and "c" keys.
When playing a two player game, it is best for
Project Nebula, Skiing, Quasar Commander,
Checkers and of course, Polaris. I thought Polaris
one person to use one set of keys and the other
sounded like a good deal beacause it only cost
person the other. For best results, you should
use one hand to fire your missiles and the other
$30 dollars.
In Polaris, you are the commander of 3
hand to control the joystick.
Polaris submarines of which each carries 9 ABMs
You control where your missiles go using
(antiballistic missiles>. You must fire these
the joystick. You move a cross around the screen
missiles in hope that you will intercept incoming
that shows where your missiles are going to fly
ICEMs <intercontinental ballistic: missiles) that
to and detonate at. When the AEM detonates, it
are sent towards your islands by the computer.
makes a radioactive explosion that destroys
The computer will also send you MIRVs <multiple
anything it comes in contact with. Note that
independently targeted reentry vehicles> and if
smart bombs dodge these explosions. Moving the
you are good enough, the computer will send you
joystick moves the cross.
highly dextrous smart bombs that avoid the
The game is over when all your islands
radioactive explosion of your ABMs. Your ABMs
have been destroyed by the computer's missiles
rocket to their targets that you give them using
and bombs. It is wise to protect your submarines
and islands closely. Incase you are wondering,
the joysticks. The object is to prevent the
computer's missiles and bombs from landing on
every 2000 points you receive a bonus island. If
your islands and destroying them. The computer
you haven't lost any then the computer stores
gives you 6 islands at the beginning of the game.
them in memory.
The computer's weapons can also destroy your
You may realize the hard way that you
submarines so you have to protect them too. The
shouldn't waste missiles. You may find it a good
idea to make a wall of explosions to prevent any
whole game is in machine language, has real time
high resolution graphics, color and sound effects.
of the enemy missiles from getting through. My
The computer sends it's attacks in waves
high score is 53,000 and you should see how hard
that last about 2 minutes. After each wave has
it is to survive then!
past, you receive bonus points for the remaining
In c:onclusion, I think Polaris is an
missiles and islands that you have. You also get
excellent game. it does have some possible
points for the things that you destroyed during
shortcomings though. For one, unlike many other
that wave. The number of bonus points that you
versions, Polaris doesn't have killer satellites or
receive depends on the multiplier for that wave.
bombers. Secondly, the sound effects tend to slow
The multiplier is a number that starts at one and
down the program. This isn't really serious
increases one every second wave until it reaches
because the program already has extra fast
graphics. On the positive side, Polaris has
6. If you earned 100 points for one wave and the
multi plier was 3 you would get a total of 300
incredibly smooth graphics. Also, Polaris has no
bonus points for that wave. For each ABM you
limitation on the number of missiles and
have remaining after each wave you get 1 point,
explosions on the screen at the same time, The
explosions are just like the popular coin operated
and for every island you have remaining you get
20 points. If you destroy a ICEM you get 5 points
game. Lastly, Polaris continually gets tougher so
and if you destroy a smart bomb you get 20
you won't get bored of it quickly!
points. The sum of all the points that you
Polaris cost $30.00 and you can buy it at
collected for that round is then multiplied times
you local Radio Shack store. If there is any
the multiplier. After each wave, the next one is
questions that you have about Polaris or any of
harder. The ICBMs speed up a lot and you start
the other games I own please feel free to write
getting smart bombs when the multiplier reaches
to me at: Richard Baker, 2490 Columbia Street,
4. When the multiplier changes or is on 6, the
Eugene, Oregon 97403
colors of all the objects change and when you
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Comment Corner
by Andrew Ph e l ps
The Micro Works
The following ara comm•nts which
could be added to a disassembly
listin9 of the Color Computer
Rom. The subject this time is
disk I/O. The routine which is
documented here is called DSKCOH
by Radio Shack. and is used for
all access to the disk hardware
<except for the DSKINI command).

BIT
BIT
BIT
BIT
BIT
FF48
FF49
FF4A
FF4B

For those of you who h•ve a
disassembler and have not yet
listed the disk controller Rom,
a list of areas CPro;ram. Data,
Ase ii. ate . ) has bean inc 1udad
in this maqazina o that you can
make .. "clean" listing. If you
don't h&va a disassamblar yet,
be sure to save these magazines!
I'm sure you'll qive in and get
one sooner or later if you're at
all serious about programming
the Color Computer.

Comments

OOEA
OOEB
OOEC
OOED
OOEE
OOFO
097E

OPERATION CODE
DRIVE NUMBER

0982

0983
0985

0986
C004

D66C
D6C5

06DE
D6FD

D705
D7A2

D7AE
D7BC
FF40

51
&l
7:

MOTOR ON
PRECOMP CTRACK>21)
DOUBl..E DENSITY
DRIVE SELECT 3
HALT EKABl..E

STATUS
TRACK NUKBER
SECTOR HUMBER
DATA

Line-by-line comments -

Variables. areas. and routines Addr

DISK
DISK
DISK
DISK

3:
41

TRACK

SECTOR
BUFFER ADDRESS
STATUS RETURNED
TABLE OF CURRENT TRACKS
HHI IN USE FLAG
WHERE TO CO AFTER NMI
MOTOR SHUTOFF COUNTER
CURRENT LATCH DATA
ADDRESS Of DSKCON
DSKCON
RESTORE
CET STATIJS
DELAY 78 mSEC
READ/WRITE SECTOR
COMMAND ADDRESS TABLE
N>il HANDLER
IRQ HANDLER
OUTPUT LATCH
BIT Oi DRIVE SELECT 0
BIT 1: DRIVE SELECT 1
BIT 21 DRIVE SELECT 2
27

Addr

Comma nts

D66C
D66E
0670
D672
0675
D677
D67A
D67D
067F
D681
0683
D685
0687
D689
D688
D68D
D68F
D692
0695
D697
0699
D69C
D69F
D6A1
06A3
D6AS
06A8
D6AA
D6AB
DGAD
06AF
D6B1
0683
D6B4
0686
D6B8
06BA
D6BC
D6BE
D6CO

SAVE REGISTERS
HUMBER OF RETRIES
INIT RETRY COUNTER
DISABLE MOTOR SHUTOFF
CET DRIVE MUMBER
ADDRESS Of DRIVE BITS
CET CURRENT LATCH DATA
REMOVE OLD DRIVES. PRECOMP
ADD HEW DRIVE SELECT BIT
ENABLE DOUBLE DENSITY
GET TRACK HUMBER
IS IT >= TRACK 22?
SKIP IF NOT
SET PRECOMP BIT
SAVE IN B REGISTER
SET MOTOR ON BIT
SAVE NEW LATCH DATA
AND STORE TO LATCH
WAS MOTOR ON BEFORE?
IF IT WAS. SKIP THE DELAY
WAIT 1/2 SECOND
WAIT ANOTHER 1/2 SECOND
GET DISK CONTROLLER STATUS
IF ERROR. CO RETRY
CLEAR STATIJS RETURN BYTE
ADDRESS or COMMAND TABLE
CET COMMAND
TIMES 2 FOR ADDRESSES
EXECUTE COMMAND
GET RETRY COUNTER
CET STATIJS
IF OK. WE'RE DONE
COUNT DOWN RETRIES
IF ZERO. FORGET IT & DIE
PUT IT BACK OH STACK
RESTORE TO TRACK ZERO
IF ERROR . CO RETRY AGAIN
GO TRY COMMAND AGAIN
120 = 2 sec @ 60 Hz
INITIALIZE MOTOR OFF COUNT

COMMENT CORNER

06C3
D6C5
D6C6
D6CA
06CC
D6CE
0601
0603
060:>

RESTORE AHO RETURN
ADDRESS OF TRACK TABLE
GET DRIVE NUMBER
SET TO TRACK ZERO
RESTORE COMMAND
SEND TO DISK CONTROLLER
WAIT 7 u.SEC
WAIT 7 uSEC
GET STATUS

DELAY 79 mSEC
CHECK FOR SEEK ERROR
SAVE
STATUS CODE
D6DB
0600 RETURN
D6DE GET A ZERO
06EO COUNT DOWN X
D6E2 IF ZERO. WE'VE TIHED OUT
06£4 GET CONTROLLER STATUS
D6E7 CHECK BUSY BIT
D6E9 LOOP WHILE SET
D6EB RETURN
D6EC COMMAND TO TERMINATE
D6EE ZAP THE HUNG COMMAND
06F1 WAIT 7 u.SEC
D6F3 WAIT 7 uSEC
06F5 READ TO CLEAR INTERRUPTS

0607
0609

D6F8

D6FA
DGFC
D6FO
0700

0702
0704
0705
0707
0708

D70A
D70C

D70F
0711

D712
0714
0717

0719
D71B
0710

D720
0722
0724

0727
D729
0728

~wa
~
re~~~~an D72D
D72F
introduces •••
S : l 1 1 y Synt ~ ><
a 11ns1tion1l and educational version of a popular
party 9a11 for tht TRS·BOI Color Co1put1r •• ,
For I to 10 pl1y1rs. Load a story into tht co1put1r.
Tht players art asktd to suppl y a noun, verb, part of
body\ ctltbrity etc. which tht pro9raa uses to
ca1p ett the story. Tht story, which is displayed
whtn 111 wards art tntertd, will be hilarious. Silly
Syntax requires Ext1nd1d Basic. Far tl9.9S 1 you get a
uslr guidt and 1 tape containing the Silly Syntar.
g11e and 2 stories,
Yau can cr11t1 your own stories or order story tapes
fro• the sel1ct1an btlaw.

Silly Syntax 1tori1s - Ten stori11 per tape.
SS-001 ->Fairy T1l11 SS-004 -> Current Events
SS-002 ·> Sing Along SS·OOb ·> Adv1ntur1/Sci ·Fi
SS-003 ·> X·r&ted
SS-007 ·> Potpourri
Each story tape is S9.95 1 101 off for 3 or 1or1 story
tape!,
Ohio residents 1dd 5.5X silts tax.
Add s1.oo ptr cass1tt1 for postage and handling.
D11l1r inquiries invited.
Sugar Software
2153 Leah Lane
Reynoldsburg, Oh 43068
(614) 861-0565

D731

D733

DRIVE NOT READY" STATUS
TO STATUS BYTE
RETURN
GET DELAY COUNT
COUNT DOWN X
LOOP TO DELAY 70000 CYCLES
RETURN
READ COMMAND
SKIP TWO BYTES
WRITE COMMAND
SAVE THE COMMAND
ADDRESS OF TRACK TABLE
GET DRIVE NUMBER
GET ADDRESS OF TRACK ENTRY
GET CURRENT TRACK NUMBER
STORE INTO TRACK REGISTER
IS A SEEK NEEDED?
IF SAME TRACK. NO SEEK
GET NEW TRACK NUMBER
OUTPUT TO DATA REGISTER
AND SAVE IN TRACK TABLE
SEEK COKMAND
OUTPUT TO COMMAND REGISTER
DELAY 7 u.SEC
DELAY 7 uSEC
GET STATUS
IF NO DRIVE. LEAVE
DELAY 78 mSEC
SEEK OR CRC ERROR?
OK IF NOT
11

~wa~re~~~~~
introduces•••
A'-l t a

R'-ln

Auto Run 11 1 utility pra9rt1 IOI' the TRS·BOt
EMhndld Buie Cal or Ca1puhr. It i1 uud ta 1dd
conv1ni1nc1 111d prof111lan1li11 to your ufh1re.
Auto Run •Ill crHh 1 hp1 whlcfi will consul af
• 11chln1 \1119u191 lo1der fall0111d b{ your bulc or
11chln1 hngu191 pro,r11. With thil 1p1, 1 sl1plt
CL~Dll comnd will 01d
start th • loader lllllch
will thtn 101d 111d 1t1rt your progr11.
Yau
dnlgn 1 titl1 1cr11n with tht graphics
tdltar wh ch wlII dhphy u your pragr11 £01d1,
Also, you 11y record a vocll or 1Ulitll Introduction
prtctd1n9 your pr09r11. T e Auto Run 101du will
control tht audio on /off.
Buie pro9r111 c•n be 11t ta load anyllllrrt in
Ht0r7 abovt 1600 Ithe PClEAR Op19el,
Sil twan 1uthom Tht Auto Rua prefix 11y bt
1pp1nd1d to rour 1oflw1re rroduch.
Auto Run 1 114,95 ind ncludn tOlllhtt
docuunhtlon and an 11111bly sourct 11 1Un9.
Olllo1111 1dd 5.U 11111 tu.
Add tl .00 per hp1 for posh91 ind htnd lln9.
C.O.D. orders 1r1 wtlcon,
Otaler lnqulrl11 lnvl ttd.

"l.

tn•

Su;ar Sofb•ar•
21SS Leah Lane
Reynoldsbur;, Oh 43068
(614) 861~~
nRS-90 ii 1 tr1dHtrk of Tandv Corp.

tTRS-80 is a trad111rk of Tandy Corp.

COMMENT CORNER

D735
0737
0739
073B
073E
0741
D744
0746

D749
D74C
D74E
0750
0753
0756
0759
0758
075E
0760
0762
0764
D766
D768
076A

D76C
D76E
0770
D773

0775
0778

D77A
0770
0780
D782

0784
0786
0788
D78A
D78C
078E
0791
0793
0796
D798

D79A
0790

D79F
D?Al

D7A2
07A4
D7A6

D7AB
D7AA
D7AE
D7B1
0783

That famous cube ... on a computer at last
Move any side any direction. The program
stores your moves so you can quickly retrace
your steps and analyze new strategies.

SAVE ERROR STATUS
RESTORE AND RETURN
GET SECTOR NUMBER
STORE TO SECTOR REGISTER
WHERE TO GO WHEN DONE
TELL THE NMI ROUTINE
GET BUFFER ADDRESS
READ TO CLEAR INTERRUPTS
GET LATCH DATA
SET TIIE "HALT ENABLE" BIT
CET READ/WRITE COMMAND
SET Y REGISTER TO ZERO
ADDRESS OF 1793 FOR SPEED
SET "NMI IN USE" FLAG
INHIBIT IRQ~ FIRQ
SEND COMMAND TO CONTROLLER
WAIT 7 u.SEC
WAIT 7 uSEC
WAS IT A READ COMMAND?
IF SO GO TO READ LOOP
DATA SEADY BIT
READY FOR NEXT BYTE?
IF READY GO SEND IT
COUNT DOWN TIMEOUT
LOOP UNLESS TIMEOUT
FLAG NMI NOT IN USE
ENABLE FIRQ~ IRQ
GO TERMINATE THE COMMAND
GET NEXT DATA BYTE
SEND TO DATA REGISTER
ENABLE THE HALT
WRITE LOOP
DATA READY BIT
CHECK DATA READY STATUS
IF READY~ GO READ
COUNT DOWN TIMEOUT
LOOP UNTIL TIMEOUT
TIMEOUT: GO CLEAR & LEAVE
GET TIIE DATA
STORE IT
ENABLE THE HALT LINE
READ LOOP
ENABLE IRQ~ f IRQ
GET STATUS
CLEAR NON-ERROR BITS
SA'IJE S ATUS
RETURN
ADDRESS OF RESTORE
ADDRESS OF HOP <RTS)
ADDRESS OF READ SECTOR
ADDRESS OF WRITE SECTOR
TABLE OF BITS FOR DRIVES
CHECK FOR NMI ACTIVE
IF HOT. FORGET IT
CET ADDRESS FOR WHEN DONE

he

And best of all, you can see all six
sides at the same t ime!

SPECIAL FEATURES
• Six-color high resolution graphics
• Super-fast: over 300 moves a minute
(if you can type that f.ast)
• 3-D x:-ray display shows all six sides
at the same time
• Choose your level of difflculty
1 to 5000 random computer scrambles
• Built-in timer and move counter
• Save position on tape and continue later

• 100% machine language

------- -------Requires 16K. Does not need Ext. Basic.

Apple doesn't have it
Atari doesn't have it.

Only the Color Computer has it.
Send $19.95 plus $2 postage/handling
and you will have it.
NAME ................•.•............... . .....
ADDRESS ....................•........... . ...

CITY ........................................ .
STATE .....•...........•.•....... ZIP ........ .
Mail to:

Wonderware
4814 Steams Hill Road
Waltham, Mass. 02154

wonderwarelU
Sold on cassette. Shipped first class mail.
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D7B6
0788

D7BB
07BC

D7BF
07C1
D7C4
07C7
D7C9
D7CA

D7CD
D?CF
D7D2
0704
D7D7
070A

data. register.

PUT INTO PC ON STACK
NOW FLAG NMI INACTIVE
RETURN FROM INTERRUPT
CHECK FOR 60 Hz INTERRUPT
IF NOT. FORGET IT
CLEAR THE INTERRUPT
IS MOTOR ON?
IF NOT. GO TO EXTENDED'S
COUNT DOWN MOTOR COUNTER
STORE NEW COUNT
UNLESS COUNTED DOWN. LEAVE
GET LATCH DATA
REMOVE DRIVE SELECT. MOTOR
STORE NEW VALUE
OUTPUT TO LATCH
GO TO EXTENDED'S IRQ

Can the registers be read as
well as written?
The track and sector registers
of the 1793 can be read back.
The data register is either
read or written depending on
whether a sector is being read
or written. The command
register becomes the status
reqister when it is read. The
data. output latch at $FF40
cannot be read. so whatever data
is written to it is always
written to $0986 as well, so
that this byte can be read
whenever it is necessary to
determine the current output
data..

QUESTION: How do I call DSKCON
to read and write the disk?
Set the values in locations
$00EA through $<)0EF to indicate
the desired operation. Then
JSR C$C004J. This is detailed
in Radio Shack's disk Basic
manual.

How is the

11

ha.l t" output used?

When this output is used. the
1793 has the ability to halt
the 6909 processor until the
next data. byte is ready. This
allows the data transfer loop
to be written with no tests or
branches. so that the loop can
be ma.de fa.st enough. This is
an example of how to speed a.
processor up by slowing it down.

How does DSKCON interface with
the disk hardware?
There a.re two pieces of hardware
which are visible to the
software. One is the 1793 disk
controller chip. which shows up
as four registers in locations
$FF48 through $FF4B. The other
is an 8-bit output port at $FF40
which controls the drive select
lines. motor on. and other
functions. The purpose of each
bit of this latch is given in
the 11 a.rea.s 11 section above.

How is the non-ma.skable
interrupt used?
The 1793 generates an NMI when
it is done with an operation.
The NMI routine then changes its
return address so that the data
tranfer loop will terminate.
This scheme saves time since no
end checking is required in the
transfer loop.

How is the 1793 operated?
Information a.bout track and
sector. etc .• is stored in the
registers of the 1793. A
command byte is then stored in
the command register. which
initiates the operation. Status
information is obtained if a
read is done to the command
reqist r. For sector rea.ds and
writes. a loop is then done to
transfer the data. via the 1793 1 s

How is IRQ used?
The 60 Hz interrupt is used to
time out the disk motor. After
120 such interrupts since the
la.st operation. the IRQ handler
shuts off the motor and the .
drive selects. If a. program is
30

COMMENT CORNER

P D2AC Program area
D D5E7 Data
P D5FF Program area
A D7A2 ' Ascii string
D D7AA Data
P D7AE Program area
D D7DD Data.
E 0800 End of disk Rom
<The data in 0800 thru DFFF is
garbage and is not used.)

run from disk which inhibits the
interrupt. then the motor never
shuts off,
What is "pr ec omp "?
Double-density disks such as
those used with the Color
Computer require that data. on
inner tracks be recorded in a
slightly different way from data
on outer tracks. When the track
number is greater than or equal
to 22. the software sets this
output to tell the hardware that
it is dealing with an "inner
tra.c k 11 •

OUR COLOR COMPUTER TAPE LETS
YOU DRAW, WITHIN SECONDS, 10
DIFFERENT BARGRAPHS.

Iwl

Why are all these variables up
in the $0900 area?

WHAT A WAY TO LEARN!

ORDER "GRAPH ONE"

WEST BAY COMPANY
ROUTE 1, BOX 666

The area below the screen was
ful 1. Then there a.re two areas.
at $0600 and $0700. which are
each one sector l~ng and which
are used by the DOS for its I/0,
The area starting at $0800 is
the drive table. containing 74
bytes of data for each drive.
This takes us up to $0928, where
DOS's variables start. You can
see why it doesn't work to run
cassettes which are desiqned for
non-disk system. since they will
generally load from $0600 on up.
HERE IS THE LIST OF AREAS WHICH
WILL ENABLE YOU TO HAKE A CLEAN
DISASSEMBLY OF THE ROH IN RADIO
SHACK'S DISK CONTROLLER.

•

s 12so

WHITE STONE; VIRGINIA 22578

SPECIFY
MEMORY

BASIC PROGRAMMING HINTS
VARIABLE NAMES
by Regena
120 South 350 East
North Salt Lake, Utah 84054
All microcomputers may use BASIC as
their programming language, but each brand of
computer has its own form of BASIC. Many
special commands are unique for a certain brand.
Usually the main differences among brands of
BASIC are the commands for graphics and sound.
One other difference you may notice right
away is what is allowed for a variable name in
TRS 80 Color BASIC. A variable name may be one
or two characters in length and may use the
characters from A to z. You may use more than
two characters for clarity, but the computer will
recognize only the first two characters. Suppose
you have a program tallying the number of BLUES
and the number of BLACKS. Both of these names
would be considered the variable BL and you
would get a combined total. You have to be
careful naming your variables so two or more of
them do not have the same first two letters.
Usually you will want to use variable
names that have some meaning--an initial or
abbreviation of what the variable is, T for time
or SC for score, for example. You may not use
reserved words such as OR, FN, TO, ON, IF.

S COOO Ascii string
A C002 Ad.dr es s es

P COOS Pro;ram area

D COF6 Data
A COF7
D COFB
A COFE
S C126
A ClDB
S C201
A C214
P C220
S C278
P C29A
S 0272

15

POSTPAID

Addresses
Data.
Addresses
Ase ii string
Addresses
Ascii string
Addresses
Program area
Ascii string
Program area
Ascii string
31

s"fS1"E~S SOFT\V4/f~
MOD M COMMUNICATIO B
Make your Color ComputM an Intelligent printing
terminal with ofHlne storage! The Mlcrotext module is
just what you'll need for:
-Talking to a timeshare system or Information
service
-Printing out what Is received as It Is received
EDITOR/ABBEM LEA
-Saving rflCl8ived text to cassette tape
The Micro Works Software Development System -Re-display!~ the received text even while on-line
(SDSSOC) Is a complete 6809 editor, assembler and- -Communications with other computers
monitor package contained in one Color Computer -Using your comruter as a general-purpose
program pack! Vastly superior to RAM·based
300·baud termina
assemblers/editors, the SDSSOC Is non-volatile,
-Downloading programs from other computers
meaning that ii your application program bombs, It
can't destroy your editor/assembler. Plus It leaves The Mlcrotext module Is a program pack containing
almost all ol 16K or 32K RAM free for y r program. not only firmware but a second serial port so that bottl
Since all three programs, editor, assembler and your printer and modem can be connected at the same
monitor are co-resldent. we eliminate tedious program time. Mlcrotext can be configured tor any serial printer
loading when going back and forth from edttlng to that will work with the Color Computer, even ii it
requires line teeds! But even it you don't have a
assembly and debuggingI
printer, you can keep a permanent copy ot your data
The powerful screen-oriented Editor features finds. by storing to cassette tape. Also. any Radio Shack/
changes. moves. copys and much more. All keys have Centronlcs-compatlble parallel printer may be used by
convenient auto repeat (typamatic), and since no line adding the Micro Works' PISOC parallel Interface.
numbe<s are required, the full width of the screen may For those ot you with special terminal applications,
be used to generate well commented code.
Mlcrotext has selectable parity; It sends odd, even,
The Assembler features 11 of the following: complete mark or space. With mark parity (which is default) you
6809 Instruction set; complete 6800 set supported for can send lo computers requiring either seven or eight
cross-assembly; conditional assembly; local labels: bits. All 128 ASCII codes can be sent. Exchange
assembly to cassette tape or to memory; listing to programs with other Color Computer usersl Basic
screen or printer: and mnemonic error codes instead programs may be downloaded from other computers
or timesharing systems.
of numbers.
The versatile ABUG monitor is a compact version Of You'll find many uses ·tor this versatile module!
CBUG, tallored tor debugging programs generated by Available in ROMPACK, ready·to-use, for S59.95.
the Assembler and Editor. It features examine/change
of memOI)' or registers, cassette load and save,
breakpoints and more. snsaoc Price:
$89.95

MACHINE LANGUAGE
MONITOR TAP£: A cassette tape which allows you lo
directly access memory, 110 and registers with a
formatted hex display. Great for machine language
programming, debugging and learning. It can also
send/receive RS232 at up to 9600 baud, Including
host system download/upload. 19 commands In all.
Relocatable and reentrant. CBUG Tape Price: $29.95
MONITOR ROM : The same program as above.
supplied in 2716 EPROM. This allows you to use the
entire RAM space. And you don't need to re-load the
monitor each time you use It. The EPROM plugs Into
the Extended Basic ROM Socket or the Romless Pak I.
CBUG ROM Price: $39.95
SOURCE GENERATOR: This package is a dlsas·
sembler which runs on the color computer and gener·
ates your own source listing of the BASIC Interpreter
ROM. Also included ls a documentation package
which gives useful ROM entry points, complete
memory map, 110 hardware details and more. A 16K
system Is required tor the use of this cassette. SOC
Diwsembler Price: $49.95
LEARNSBOBI
6809 ASSEMBLY LANGUAGE PROGRAMMING, by

Lance Leventhal, conlalns the most comprehensive
reference material available for programming
your Color Computer. Price: $16.95

PARALLEL DI
USE APARALLEL PRINTER with your Color Computer!
Adaptor box plugs into the serial port and allows use of
Centronics/Radlo Shack-compatible printers with par·
allel inter1ace. Assembled and tested. PIBOC Price:
$69.96
ROMLESS PAK I - ls an empty program pack capable
of holding two 2716 or 2732 EPROMS, allowing you up
31i!K RAMI
to SK of program! The PC board Inside comes with
MEMORY UPGRADE KITS: Consisting of 4116 sockets installed, ready to go with the addition of your SPARE PARTS - SAMs, 6809Es, RAMs. P1As.
200ns. Integrated circuits, with instructlons for custom EPROMs. Price: $24.95
Call for prices.
installation. 4K·16K Kit Prtce: $39.95. 16K-32K Kit
(requires soldering experience) Plica: $39.95

Pak Attack - Try your hand at this challenging game
by Cornputerware, with fantastic graphics, sound and
action! Cassette requires 16K. Price: $24.95

.
,
.
.
=

Stir Blaster - Blast your way
- Have fun zapping robots with this Hl·Res ...._nt
Sa
through an asteroid field in this Be
k Data p od ct ea
,.u.., ure - B''~k
""'
nctum an d
action-packed Hi·Res graphics game!
e Y~*
r
u s. ssette requires 16K. Calixto Island by Mark Data Products.
: $24~
Avaliable in ROMPACK; requires 16K. Price:
Each cassette requires 16K.
$39.95
Price: $19.95 each .

THr~a@~

W@~

GOOD STUFF!

MasterCharge/Vlsa Accepted
C1llloml1 rHldents add 6% tu .

P.O. BOX 111 O. DEL MAR, CA 92014 (714) 942-240 0

UGHT
by Robert Huxster
511 N Monroe Street
Media, PA 19063

This program was written to allow the
Color Basic Computer to interface with the
"Plug'n Power" controller. Radio Shack provides a
machine language program which monopolizes use
of the computer. Their program also uses 1/60
second paulses on the input line of the cassette
port to run a real time clock and provide for
timed control of lights, alarms, etc. For their
other computer, Radio Shack provides a short
version of the program to allow the user to
control devices from Basic programs. The timing
functions is lost, however.
The Basic program listed below uses the
familiar technique of loading a machine language
program from data statements. The machine code
is position independent but the addresses in the
basic driver would have to be corrected if the
code is moved. The code was produced using the
monitor presented in CCN V1 N2 and I appologize
for the rough edges.
Certain quirks are present because I am
planning to modify the program to incorporate an
interrupt driven clock for timed control of
devices. This would be an advantage in that your
controller program would no longer monopolize
the computer. <CCN V1 N5> If that project is ever
completed I will send it along too.
Specifically, I use the stack pointer U to
indicate a table of parameters identifing the
"House Code" and "Unit Code" of the "Plug'n
Power" module to be addressed. Also here is the
"Command Code" and the 11 Step Number" used in
dimming and brightening. For use with a real time
clock this table would also contain the day of the
week and time that a function is to occur.
150
152

153
154
156
157
158
159
16(>
162
163
164
166

•
'

'
'
•
'
'
'
'
'
'

169
170
171
172

'
'
'
'

BETWEEN 1ST AND

176 •

LDB #FF

2ND OUTPUT SIG

'D1DEC B
NAL
BNE Dl
' D2DEC A
' BNE 02
• PULS B,A
NOP
'
NOP
'
'
LDB U+ LOAD NO. CYCLES
FOR 2ND OUTPUT
'
19(> '
SIGNAL FROM TABLE

•

191 '
192 '
193 '
194
195
196
197
198
199
200
201
202
203
204
206
207
208
209

210
21 1
212

main
LEAU #FC,PC SET UP TABLE
LEAX #F6,PC POINT X TO
TEMP STORAGE
LDA U+ HOUSE CODE FROM
TABLE
STA x TO TEMP STORAGE
LDA U+ UNIT CODE FROM
TABLE
STA 1,X TO TEMP STORAGE
LDB #(>3 NO. OF CYCLES FOR

21 3

21 4

'

,

'
'
'

218

DELAY NEEDED
33

LDA U+

OF STEPS)
COMMAND CODE FROM

TABLE
STA 1,X TO TEMP STORAGE
NOP
NOP
NOP <SOME OF THE
NOP ROUGH EDGES>
NOP
NOP

BSR CC IF 0 THEN PATTERNB

BRA
' H1BSR
'H2DEC
BNE
'
,
'
LOB
'
'
LDA
'

220
222
224
226
228
229
230
231
232
233 •

NAL
BSR AA BRANCH TO OUTPUT

<DERIVED FROM NO.

'
'
'
output
'
'AALDA X+ HOUSE CODE FROM
TEMP STORAGE
'
PUSH B SAVE CYCLE NO.
'
BSR PP OUTPUT PULSE
'
BSR PP <THREE TIMES>
'
BSR PP
BSR BB OUTPUT BLAN!<
,
LDB #04 LOOI< AT THE 1ST
4 BITS OF HOUSE
'H ASLA
-~
CODE
BCC H1 IF 1 THEN PATTERNA
'

21 6 '

FIRST OUTPUT SIG

PSHS A,B

LDA #40

178
180
182
183
184
185
186
187
188
189

ASSEMBLY L I ST

167 '

174 '

H2
DD GO TO PATTERN A
B CHECt< NEXT BIT
H
#05 LOOK AT FIRST
5 BITS OF
1,X UNIT OR COMMAND
CODE FROM T~MP
STORAGE
<UNIT 1ST SI~NAL

LIGHT

COMMAND 2ND SIG»

306 '

236 'E ASLA
·238 '
BCC El IF 1 THEN PATTERNA

308 '

234 '

240 '

250 '
252 '

254 '
256 '
257 '
258 •

309 '
31C> '
312 '

LOA #B2 DELAY
314 'D4DEC A
316 '
BNE 04
318 '
320 '
LDA #00
322 '
STA FF20 OUTPUTS 0 VOLTS
323 '
ON CASSETTE LINE

BSR CC IF 0 THEN PATTERNB

242 ' BRA
244 'E1BSR
246 'E2DEC
248 '
BNE

E2

DD GO TO PATTERN A
B CHECK NEXT BIT

E

PULS B CHECK NO. CYCLES
DEC B
BNE AA REPEAT IF NOT 0
RTS

324 ,

326 ' LDA #FB DELAY
328 '050RA $00 <DOES NOTHING>
330 '
DEC A
332 '
'BNE D5

RETURN TO MAIN

259 '
260
262
264
265
266
267
268
270

,
,
'
'
'
'
'
>

272 '
274
275
27b
277

'
'
'

333 ,
334 '

pattern a

BSR PP
BST BB
RTS

OUTPUT A PULSE
OUTPUT A BLANK
RETURN TO OUTPUT
pattern b

BB
BSR PP
RTS
BSR

OUTPUT A BLANK
OUTPUT A PULSE
RETURN Td OUTPUT

278 'OUT LINE>
280 '
PSHS B,A STORE COUNTS

286 '

356 '

305 '

LDA #B2 DELAY

LDA #00 OUTPUT C> VOLTS
STA FF20
PULS B,A RESTORE COUNTS
RTS RETURN

,
'
'
'

367 ,
368 '

PUT OF TIMING SIG
NAL FROM CONTROLLER

371 '

THEN CONTINUE

372 '
374 '
376

34

BCC G CHECK BITO FOR IN

370 ,

369 '

297 '
298 • LOB #02 LOAD NO. PASSES
300 'G LOA iFF
304 '

CONTINUE IF 0

blank(THIS IS
JUST A DELAY WHILE THE
CASSETTE OUTPUT LINE
361 ,
REMAINS AT 0 VOLTS>
. 362 '
PSHS A,B STORE COUNTS
364 '8 LOA FF20 LOAD FROM PIA#1
365 '
PORT A
LSRA
366 '

LSRA .
BCC F CHECK BITO <THIS IS 

STA FF20 LOAD PORT A OF
PIA#1 WITH 1 AT
EACH BIT <THIS
OUTPUTS MAX,I MUM

ON CASSETTE LINE

357
358
359
360

THE CASSETTE INPUT
LINE> AND CONTINUE
'
ON TIMING SIGNAL
'
FROM CONTORLLER
'
LOA #34 DELAY
'03DEC A
'
BNE 03

302 '
303 '

341 '

354 ,

OF PIA#1 <CAS
SETTE INTERFACEt

288 '

296

LDA #FF
STA FF20 OUTPUT MAX VOLTS

F

349 '

287 '
289
290
292
294

338 '

340 '

350 '
352 '

281 'F LOA FF20 LOAD FROM PORT A

284 '

BNE

346 ' D60EC A
348 '
BNE 06

l

283 '

DEC B CHECK NO. OF PASSES

336 '
337 '

342 ,
344 '

pulse<OUTPUTS A
'SQUARE WAVE ON THE CASSETTE

282 '

VOLTAGE ON CAS
SETTE OUTPUT-
BITS2-7 OF R .RT
A>

307 '

LOA #20 DELAY
'D7DEC A

TELEWRITER
the Color Computer Word Processor
the only one with all these features for your TRS-80 Color:
51 column x24 line screen display • Sophisticated full-screen editor
Real lower case characters • Powerful text formatter
Works with any printer • Special MX·BO driver
Runs in 1&K or 32K • Disk & cassette 110
requires absolutely no hardware modifications
TELE WRITER
Telewriter i the powerful word proce or
de igned specifically for the Color
Computer. It can handle almo t any
eriou writing job and it i extremely easy
to u e. It ha all the advanced feature you
need to create, edit, tore, format and
print any kind of text. With Telewriter you
can quickly produce perfect, fini bed copy
for letter • report • term paper , article ,
technical documentation, torie , novel ,
reenplay , new letter . It i al o a
nexible and efficient way to take notes or
organize ideas and plans.

can move quickly through the text with
one key cur or movement in all 4
direction , or pre the hift key
imuJtaneou ly for fast, auto-repeat. You
can jump to the top or bottom of the text,
the beginning or end of a tine, move
forward or backward a page at a time, or
croll quickly up or down. When you type
past the end of the line, the wordwrap
feature move you cleanly to the next.
... one ofthe best program for tire Color
omputer I have seen ...
-Color Computer News, Jan . 1982

51 x24 DISPLAY
The Color Computer i an incredibly
powerful and versatile computer, but for
text editing it ha ome major drawback .
The small 32 character by 16 line creen
format how you too little of the text and,
combined with its lack of lower case
letter , bear little resemblance to the way
text really look on the page. Reverse
video in place oflower case ju t add
confusion.
Tele writer eliminate the e hortcoming
with no hardware modification required.
By u ing oftware alone, Telewriter
create a new character et that has real
lower case letters, and put 24 line of 51
character on the creen. That' more
on- creen character than Apple ll, Atari
orTRS-80 Model Ill. That's more than
double the Color Computer' tandard
di play.

FULL SCREEN EDITOR
The Telewriter editor i designed for
maximum ease of use. The command are
ingle key (or ingJe key plus control key),
fa t. and ea y to remember. There i no
need to witch between insert mode and
delete mode and cur or movement
mode . You imply type. What you type i
in erted into the text at the cur or, on the
creen . What you ee on the creen i
alway the current tate of your text. You

You can copy, move or delete any ize
block of text, earch repeatedly for any
pattern of character , then in tantly delete
1t or replace it with another. Telewriter
give you a tab key, tell you how much
pace you have left in memory, and warns
you when the buffer i full.

FORMAT FEATURES
When it comes time to print out the
fini hed manu cript, Telewriter lets you
specify: left, right, top and bottom
margins; line spacing and line per page.
The e parameter can be et before
printing or they can be dynamically
modified during printing with simple
format codes in the text.
... truly a state ofthe art word processor . ..
outstanding in evuy respect.
- The RAINBOW, Jan. 1982

Tele writer will automatically number
page (if you want) and automatically
center line . It can chain print any number
of text file from cas ette or di k without
u er intervention. You can tell it to start a
new page anywhere in the text. pau eat
the bottom of the page, and et the Baud
rate to any value ( o you can run your
printer at top peed).

You can print all or any part of the text
buffer. abort the printing at any point, and
there is a .. Typewriter" feature which
allow you to type traigbt to your printer.
Becau e Tele writer le you output
numeric control code directly (either
from the menu or during printing), it work
with any printer. There' even a pecial
driver for the Ep on MX-80 that let you
simply elect any of its 12 font and do
underlining with a ingle underline
character.

CASSEm AND DISK 1/0
Because Telewriter make u ing ca ette
almost painle s, you can till have a
powerful word proce or without the
major additional co tof a di k. The
advanced cas ette handler will search in
the forward direction till it find the fir t
valid file , o there' no need to keep
retyping a load command when you are
lo t in your tape. The Verify command
check your ca ette ave to make ure
they're good. You can save all or any part
of the text buffer to disk or cas ette and
you can append pre-exi ting file from
either medium to what you have in the
buffer already.

AVAILABLE NOW

Telewriter tum your Color Computer into
the lowest co t hi-power word processor
in the world today. It run in 16K or 32K
(32K recommended) and i o imple you
can be writing with it almo t immediately.
It comes with 63 page of documentation
and is fully upported by Cognitec.
Telewriter cost $49 .95 including hipping
(California residents add 6% tax) . To
order, pecifydi korca etteand end
check or money order to:

Cognitec
704Nob Ave.
Del Mar, Ca. 92014
Or call (714) 755-1258 weekday 7 AM
4PM PST. We will gladly an wer your
questions.

Apple II is a llademat1I of Apple Compular, Inc.• Alan Is a trademat1< of Atari, Inc.; TAS-«l Is a trldem&l1t of Tandy Corp.• MX-80 IS• trademark ol Epson Amenca, Inc.

LIGHT

BNE D7

378

380
392
384
386

'
'
'
,

392 '

SOMETHING USEFUL
CLIKE UP DATE A REAL
TIME CLOCK>
PULS B,A

394 '

RTS

388 ,

39(> '

578
580
582
584
586
588
590

NOP THESE THREE SPACES
NOP COULD BE REPLACED
NOP WITH A BSR TO DO

592
594

RETURN

395 '

'

596
598
600
602
604
606
608

'MACHINE CODE LIST IN HEX

610 '39

'
'338DOC>FC
'308DOOF6
'A6CC>
'A784
'A6CO
'A7(>1
'C603

612 '3406
614 'B6FF20
616 '44

396 'please note I DO NOT HAVE
AN ASSEMBLER, THEREFORE ONLY THE
MACHINE CODE HAS BEEN TESTED~

NOT THE ASSEMBLY LISTING!
397
400
410
420
430
432
4 34
436
438
440
442
444
446
448
450
452
454
456
458
460
462
464
466
468
470
472
474
476
478
480
482
484
486
488
490
492
494
496
498
500
502

'8600
'B7FF20
'86F8
'BAOO
' 4A
'26FB
'5A
'26E7
'86FF
'B7FF20
'86B2
'4A
'26FD
' 8600
'B7FF20
'3506

'8D1C
'3406
'8640
'C6FF
'5A
'26FD
'4A
'26F8
'3506
'12
'12
'E6CO

'A6CC>
'A701
'12
'12
'12
'12
'12
'12
'A6B4
'3404
'8034
'8032
'8030
'8068
'C604
'48
'2404
'8D1D

504
506
508
5H>
512
514
516
520
522
524
526
528
530
532
534

'2002

'8D1E
'5A
'26F4
' C605

'1ttJM>f AN AFFORDABLE LIGHT PEN

'A601

'48
'8DOD
'2(>(>2
'8DOE
'5A
'26F4
'3504
' 5A
'2601

FOR YOUR TRS-80 COLOR COMPUTER.

Only

Prog,.m1 tor home, echool, office Include:

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

536 :• 39

540
542
544
546
548
55(1
552
554
556
558
560
562
564
566
568
570
572
574
576

$39~ ••ch

'8008
'8040
' 39

'8D3D
'8001
'39
'3406
'B6FF20
'44
'24FA
' 8634
'4A
'26FD
' C602
'86FF
'B7FF20
'86B2
' 4A

Shuttle
Bible Quiz
Hangman
Meteor Shower (Joysticks required)
Chex (balance your bank account)
Tic Tac Toe
Moon Lander (from inside the LEM)
Photon (Artificial lnte11igence)
Night Flight

M•n~ morel From Kindergarten through graduate
courses. All cassettes 14gp each. Write for. free list.

MOSES ENGINEERING COMPANY
Route 7, Regent Drive
Greenville, S.C. 29609
(803) 834-7974

'26FD
36

REVIEW - COLORTERM
by Frank DuPont
479 W Wills •209
Detroit, MI 48201
I have been looking for a. good general
pupose terminal program that was not in ROM, I
like to tinker with my software! I also need to
communicate with anything from a big IBM 370 to
little microcontrolers.
11
COLORTERM 11 has a 51or64 column by 21
lines with descenders, the characters are not as
good as "TELEWRITER" but they are still very
readable. The 64 column character set is
impossible to read unless you own a moniter.
The program comes configured for 300
baud, 7 data bits, even parity, one stop bit and
half duplex, You can change all of these and make
a new tape to suit your needs. But if you have a
need to send and receive 8 bits, "COLORTERM"
will only receive 7 bits. I have a need to receive
8 bits, so I contacted the author Mr. Dave Martin
ind he was very helpful, All I had to do was
change location 2490 hex from 7F to FF, There
ire only two baud rates 300 and 110. I wish it had
more range, my ZS runs up to 9600 baud. There is
a auto typing feature that works on all keys
except shift-dear (back slash>.
Special keys not normally found on the
Color Computer are:
t. Shift-@= exponent sign,
2, Shift-right arrow =right bracket.

Now!

3. Shift-left arrow =bar,
4, Shift-down arrow= left bracket.
5, Shift-up arrow= underline.
6. Shift-dear= back slash.
Pressing a right-arrow then any of the
following letters gives you access to the
advanced functions.
1. A = Assistance, this produces a screen full of
reminders of each command,
2. B = Reset to basic after r structuring
subroutines, this allows you to use the 51 or 64
character subroutine in your own assembly
language programs.
3. D =Full or half duplex.
4. E = Erase from cursor to end of line. <Cursor
must be at start of line),
5. F = Flip color, gives reverse video on all or
part of screen.
6. G =Generate macro message, 2 buffers of 128
characters each, carriage returns can be embeded.
Very usefull for signons.
7. H = Home, returns cursor to start of screen.
s. I= Initialize memory buffer, sets the incoming
data buffer to the beginning of the buffer area.
9. J =Jumble, sends data in code.
10. K Klarify, decodes data that was jumbled. If
the host computer sends its own characters, such

=

Percom Add-On Drives for Your Color Computer

$329.95

Percom's business is making disk storage systems for
microcomputers.
So when you buy a Percom disk drive you get a re
liable, proven design.
Now you can get brand new, fully tested Percom
drives for your TRS-80* Color Computer from Access Un
limited starting at only $329.95.
FEATURES
• Fully compatible with Color Computer hardware
and software.
• Expancj with one-, two- or three additional drives 
up to 626 Kbytes of on-line storage with four drives.
• 90-Day limited warranty.
• Free trial offer - return within 15 days if not
completely satisfied for full refund less shipping.
(Must be packed and returned in original shipping
container and show no signs of tampering.)
Toll-Free Order Number:
How 10 order- = ealUng Access Unllmlled IOl~free on 1.aoo.527-3475. Or order by mall.
Order$ may be cha
10 a VISA or Master card 81XX!Unt. or paid by cashier's check, Geltffied
checic or money
. COO orders require 2.5% deposit Sorry. we cannot accept personal
checks. We pay freight (surface only) and insurance ~s
for shipmanls in U.S. on ~
over $1 ,000.00. Add approximate Insurance and shipping
for~ under $1 ,000.00. If
In doubl about these charges, ask when you call In yoor Older exes resldenls Include 5% sales
tax. Minimum maRorder 520.00 Allow 2 to • weel<s for delivery.

ACCESS UNLIMITED

1·800-527·3475

System Requirements: Radio Shack 16K Extended Basic Color Computer and
Color Disk #0 Kit. Optional cable required for third and fourth drives.
PRICES AND SPECIFICATIONS SUBJECT TO CHANGE WITHOUT NOTICE.
• lrademar1< of Tandy Radoo Shack Colporabon

401 S. Central Expressway (# 600) •
214 / 340-5366

Richardson, Texas 75080

COLORTERM

Computer Program
Books for Beginners

as leading spaces or line numbers, they will not
be decoded properly. But the 11 Q" command will
help you to correct this.
11. L = Limit memory buffer, used to reserve
memory to store a file for uploading to a host
computer . <See outsend command).
12. M Macrosend, send one of your macro
messages out. <128 characters>.
13. N = No code, resets J & K commands,
14. 0 = Outsend, uploads data file to host or
printer. <If your printer can be set for 110 or 300
baud>.
15. P Partial screen, saves a window of data on
screen while you scroll thru memory buffer.
16. Q Displays the substitution code for
numbers. As noted in the 11 K" command, characters
sen t by host will be jumbled in the decoding. The
11
Q11 command will display the substitution code at
the top of the screen while you scroll thru the
memory buffer.
17. R = Revise character set. Changes from 51 to
the 64 character set,
18. S =Scroll the memory buffer.
19. T-Z = User defined keys, you are given 7
addresses that you can POKE values for any
special codes. This is done in Basic before
executing Colorterm, then you can save the new
program on tape.
I have used Colorterm on the Amdahl
computer at Wayne State University, on my little
ZS micro- controler, and on a couple BBS'S, I am
very pleased with the results. Dave should get
high marks for the effort he has made in
correcting bugs and trying to help with special
needs, too many companies seem to forget us
after selling their wares. For $34.95 US you get a
cassette and a small 18 page manual.

Everything you need to know to get started program
ming your own computer . These handy books of
programs , each jam-packed with easy-to
understand info for beginners, are crammed with
hundreds of tips, tricks, secrets, hints, shortcuts ,
techniques, plus hundreds of tested ready-to-run
programs .. For the TRS-80 Color Computer. For the
TRS-80 11ocket Computer and Sharp PC-1211 ,
PC-1500, Casio FX-702P pocket computers . as well
as for Apple and IBM .

=

<;;otor Computer
101 Color Computer Progr1mmlng Tips & Tricks . learn·by·domg
Instructions . hmts. secrets. shortcuts . techniques . insights. for
TRS -BO Color Computer. 128 pages
$7.95
55 Color Computer PrograJllS for Home. School & Olllce , practical
ready·to·run software with ~lorful graphics for TRS·80 Color
Computer. 128 pages.
$9 .95
55 MORE Color Computer Programs tor Home, School & OHice.
sourcebook of useful type·ln·and·run sof1ware with exciting
graphics. lor TRS·80 Color Computer . 112 pages
$9.95
The Color Computer Songbook , 40 favorite pop , classical, folk &
seasonal songs arranged for TRS -80 Color Computer: ready·to·
run music programs . 96 pages
$7.95
Color .Computer Graphics, complete guidebook loaded wnh lips.
tricks. hmts . secrets lor making the most of TRS-80 Color Com·
puter video graphics Learn ·by·doing instructions plus complete
programs . 128 pages
$9.95
My Buttons Are Blue and Other Love Poems from the Digital Heart
of An Electronic Computer. for poetry lovers . computer lovers . a
h1gh·tech classic . 66 heartwarming poems wntten by a TRS·BO
Color Computer . 96 pages .
$4 .95
Color Computer Coding Form. handy prepnnted programming
worksheets make writing software easy . fun . 40-sheet pad $2.95

=
=

Pocket Computer
Pocket Computer Progra mming Made Easy, new fast ·n easy way
lo learn BASIC . make your computer work for you . for TRS·80.
Sharp , Casio pocket computers , 128 pages .
SB .95
101 Pocket Computer Programming Tips & Tricks. secrets . hints.
shortcuts . Jechniques lrom a masler programmer .
t28 pages
$7.95
50 Programs in BASIC tor Home . Sc'hoDI & Oftice . sourcebook of
tested ready·lo·type·m·and·run soltware for TRS·BO and Sharp
pocket computers , 96 pages .
$9.95
50 MORE Programs In BASIC lor Home, School & Olllce, ideal
source for lots more useful software for TRS-80 and Sharp pocket
computers . 96 pages .
$9.95
Murder In The Mansion and Other Computer Adventures. with 24
game programs: murder mystery , space . adventure . loads of fun
for TRS·80 and Sharp pocket computers. 96 pages.
$6.95
35 Practical Programs for the Casio Pocket Computer. book of
useful type·in·and·run software for the FX·702P. 96 pages .$8.95
Pocket-BASIC Coding Form. preprinted program worksheets
make wntlng programs a breeze ; tor TRS-80 , Sharp, Casio
pocket computers , 40-sheel pad .
$2.95
Universal BASIC Coding Form. 40-sheet oad.
$2.95

SOflWARE FOR TRS.80 COLOR
I. File SJStems
A. Softfile V, 32K .
B Softllle II, 16K
C. Soltlile I, 16K..
2. Color Graphics
A. Softscreen I, 16K.
B. Softween II, 16K
(TRS-80 Disk)
3. Soon to Come
A. 80COL Word Processing
4. Custom Software
A. Basic or Assembly
B. Cassette or Disk

SlS
$25
$20
$15
$20

Order direct from this ad. Send check. money order. or
M1slerCard or VISA account number and expiration date.
Include SI shipping for each Item ordered up to a maximum ol
S3. Or write for our free catalog. Mall orders to:

ARCsoft Publishers

l & 2 Require Ext. Basic
D£AL£RS AJID CWBS WtlCOllE

Post Office Box 132S
I~) Woodsboro, MD 21798

SOFT DATA
P.O. Box 80019

~llSlomet'S
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(301 ) 663-4444
ou1st0e Norlh Amenca wan11ng alfmall semi S4

pos~e

~
-

per boolt. u S. aollats

QUALITY SOFTWARE FOR TRS-80 COLOR AND OSI

/
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ADVEN TUR ESl ll
For TRS-80 COLOR and OSI . These Ad·
ventures are written in BASIC, are full fee·
tured, fast action, full plotted adventures
that take 30·50 hours to play. (Adventures
are inter-active fantasies . It's like reading
a book except that you are the main char·
acter as you give the computer commands
like "Look in the Coffin" and "Light the
torch .'')
Adventures require 16K on COLO R-80 and
TR ~O. They sell for $14.95 each.
ESCAPE F ROM MARS
(by Rodger Olsen)
This ADVENTURE takes place on the RED
PLA NET. You ' ll have to explore a Martian
city and deal with possibly hostile aliens to
survive this one. A good first adventure.
PYRAMID (by Rodger Olsen)
This is o ur most challenging ADVENTURE .
It is a treasure hunt in a pyramid full of
problems. Exciting and tough I

VENTURER I-A fast action all machine code
Arcade game that feels like an adventure. Go
berserk as you sneak past the DREADED HALL
MONSTERS to gather treasure in room after
room, killing the NASTIES as you go. Great
color, high res graphics, sound and Joystick game
for the TRS-80 Color or OSI machines. (black
and white and silent on OSI.) Tape only . $19.95 .
BASIC THAT ZOOOMMS ll
AT LAST AN AF FORDAB LE COMPIL ER FOR
OSI AND T RS-80 COLOR MACH IN ESlll The
compiler allows you to write your programs in
easy BASIC and then automatically generates a
mechine code equivalent that runs 50 to 150
times faster.
It does have some limitations. It takes at least
BK of RAM to run the compiler and it does only
support a subset of BASIC-about 20 commands
incl uding FOR, NEXT, ENO, GOSUB, GOTO,
RETURN, ENO, PRINT, STOP, USR(X), PEEK,
POKE, •, I , + , · , X , X , ; , VARIABLE
NAM ES A·Z, A SUBSCRIPTED VARI ABLE.
and INTEGER NUMBERS FROM 0 · 64K.
TINY COMP ILER is written In BASIC. It gener·
ates native, relocatable 6502 or 6809 code. It
comes with a 20 page manual and can be modi·
tied or augmented by the user. $24.95 on tape
or disk for OSI or TRS-80 Color.
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QUEST - A NEW IDEA IN ADVENTURE
GAMES! Different from all the others.
Quest is played on a computer generated
map of Alesia. Your job Is to gather men
and supplies by combat, bargaining, explor·
ation of ruins and temples and outright
banditry . When your force Is strong enough,
you attack the Citadel of Moorlock In a
life or death banle to the finish . Playable
in 2 to 5 hours, this one is different every
time. 16K COLOR.SO OR TRS-80. ONLY
$14.95.

LABYRINTH - 16K EXTENDED COLOR
BASIC - With amazing 3D graphics, you fight
your way through a maze facing reel time mon·
sters.The graphics are real enough to cause claus·
trophobie. The most realistic game that I have
ever seen on either system . $1 4 .95. 18K on OSU

,

TREK ADVENTURE (by Bob Retelle)
This one takes place aboard a familiar star·
ship . The crew has left for good reasons 
but they forgot to cake you, and now you
are in deep trouble.
NEW ll
CIRCLE WORLD - We got Kzinti and
puppeteers and problems. Our newest end
bi ggest adventure. Requires 12k on OSI and
16K on T RS-BO Color.
NUCLEAR SUB - You are trapped in a
nuclear sub at the bonom of the ocean.
Escape and even fUrvival Is in doubt. Plotted
by three of the most sadistic - I mean
"creative" minds In adventure programming.

f$,

SPACE ZAPPER - Protect your central
Ster Base from ships that enack from ell
four sides . Fast reflexes ere required as the
PROGRAMME RS I
ection speeds up. Great for kids or Dads.
SE E YOUR PROGRAM IN THIS SPACE ll This game has high speed high resolution
Aardvark traditionally pays the highest com· graphics and looks as If it just stepped out
missions In the industry and gives programs the of the arcades. - 16K extended or 32K
widest possible coverage . Quality is the keyword . disk . BASIC TAS-80 . Color only . $1 4.96 .
If your program is good and you want it pre
sen ted by the best, send it to Aardvark.

Please speci fy system on all orders
This is only a partial listing of what we have to offer. We have arcade and
thinking games, utilities and business programs for the OS1 and TRS-80 Color.
We add new programs every week. Send $1 .00 for our complete catalog.

TRS SO COLOR

AARDVARK-80
2352 S. Commerce, Walled Lake, Ml 48088

(313) 669-3110
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MAXING EDUCATION MORE COLORFUL
By David Bodnar
flat, toylike keyboard. The TI also had a
non-standard BASIC and <at that time) an
awkward keyboard. Both of these computers use
very slow cassette LOAD and SAVE functions.
The thing that really sold us on the CC was
the fact that its BASIC was nearly identical to
that used by the high school's DEC PDP 11
mini-computer. This would insure a smooth
transition from Elementary to Secondary school.
We also had a Radio Shack computer center about
3 miles away that included a repair center, and
we were assured that service would not be a
problem. <More about that next month!>
We picked up the computer in June and since
our summer workshop was scheduled for August,
each of the teachers involved in the project was
able to take one of the computers home for nearly
two months. When we met at the end of the
summer each of us had at least some level of
proficiency in BASIC programming.
The proposal to the Research Academy sta.ted
that our main objective was to teach BASIC so
that the computer could be used as a problem
solving tool, so our first task was to select
materials to help us meet this goal. We decided
to use GETTING STARTED WITH COLOR BASIC
as the primary means of familiarizing the
students with the computer and its language. The
book's reading level posed no problem for our
students and we felt that its clear, relaxed
format would not be threatening to them.
To supplement the Radio Shack book we
selected a text that also introduced the BASIC
language, not as an end in itself but as a means
to solve problems. PROBLEM SOLVING WITH
COMPUTERS was written by the Gifted Child
Project of the Leon County Schools, Tallahassee
Florida. Together with a companion volume that
deals with "computer literacy" it makes up a
program called COMPUTRONICS. PROBLEM
SOLVING is a very structured program that may
either be used as a classroom text or as an
independent study program. It has activities
worksheets and tests that reinforce and evaluate
each chapter's main concepts.
During the summer workshop we also wrote
tests for the first 7 chapters in GETTING
STARTED WITH COLOR BASIC and began work on
activity worksheets for each chapter. These
worksheets provided additional instructions for
some of the pages in the book as well as places
for the answers to the the book's activities. They
also include several "challenge" activities for
those who finish the chapter quickly and wish to
apply some of what they have learned,

In this month's cnlumn I would like to take a
close look at the research project that I
mentioned briefly in tht! Nov/Dec issue. You may
recall that in the school district whltre I teach we
are testing the feasability of teaching 5th and
6th graders with and about computers. I would
also like to review something that a lot of
educators have been crying for: A QUALITY piece
of educational software that delivers just what is
advertised and more. Finally I would like to share
a program that is the result of the
aforementioned research project.
My involvement with kids and the ColoT
Computer started in November of 1980 when I
purchlied a 4K cc. That machine went to school a
week after I bought it ~d, exCl!pt for weekends,
stayed in my classroom for the rest of the school
year. I introduced it to my math class (6th grade)
and each child had an opportunity to work through
the manual that came with the computer. There
was no specific cirrirulum. I just had them follow
the sequence that was in GETTl}(G STARTED
WITH COLOR BASIC, No one was required to go
beyond chapter 3, but as you might expect there
were a few students that used ev•ry available
minute to expand their k.nowllldge of the machine.
Other teachers and some administrators
began to take notice and a group of us got
together in the Spring and tried to find a way to
expand our computer horizons for the '81-'82
school year. We decided to apply for funds from
the school district's Academy for Research and
Development. This is a committee that has a sum
of money that it may allocate to allow teachers to
persue research projects that might be of
interest and value to the school district as a
whole.
We asked for enough money to purchase 5
micro-computers. We would place 2 in my school,
2 in another of the district's elementary
buildings and the last computer would be used in
the other 5 buildings by our traveling elementary
resource teacher. We also requested funds for a
summer workshop to plan for the school year.
Our proposal was approved and we set about
selecting hardware. Even though our experience
up to that time was with a Color Computer we
took a long, hard look at two other, similarly
priced computers that were available in the
spring of 1981, the ATARI 400 and the TI 99I 4.
After an examination of each we found the
Radio Shack product to be superior to-the others.
The Atari's BASIC was a non-standard dialect
that, among other things, would not support
string arrays. We also were unimpressed by its
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We also developed a Computer Pretest that
was to be given to each student so that w could
set a baseline of knowledge before we began any
instruction. By giving a similar test at the end of
the year we should be able to discover what
growth there has been.
Another of our objectiv s was to teach each
5th and 6th grade student enough about the
computer so that he/she could safely tum on the
computer, load a program and use that program.
To accomplish this we spent the first two weeks
of school givi ng each dass two one hour lessons
that included instruction in the precautions to be
taken when using the computer (do not block
vents, avoid turning on and off c:tuickly>t the
keyboard <back arrow to erase, O and O <zero> are
different> and loading and running programs from
tape. Each child was gi ven a copy of the CC
keyboard and a flowchart that could be followed
when turning on the computer and loading a
program from tape.
To test their mastery of these c:oncepts and
procedures each child had to pass a test that
required him/ her to load a !J'YPING TEST <the
listing is at end of this column> program from
tape and follow the di rections that were given by
the program. The program times the child as the
R.S.

COLOR DXSK
SOFTWARE

SVSTE M

DISK EDJT0R/ASSDGLER - TIU• package includ" a fu.11 feat"'-"'9d di•k bawd te•t
editor progru and a dl•k to d1•k/tepe/..-ory •••. .bl•r. Th• \•xt ltdttor i• a n
• • • )' to le•l"'n full f•atur"ed editol"' ..-,,c:n allOllN fll•• lar--glH" thal\ ...ory to M
cr.ated a nd edUec:I ti1fth •ase. It t• cc.pd ibl • ... uh ASCll for.-att.cl tape &
di • k ti i.. to al la...
COl"IVel"9iOt't of tape ba.ed prog,.....
Th• ••. . .bl~
aupport• th• full 6899 proic-e.~ ln•tr~i01' Ht •~w ill f:f"'011• •••. .bl• &ael
eod• to 6889 obJact
Th• output obJKt fi l• c•n be dir.ct.CS to •Uher
dt•k, t • P9 or ...cry Mith ov•l"'Writ• proteetlon.
Th• obJkt U•tin; e.,.1 be
out.put to the Kr-9en or printer •nd ver•10T'IS fO'f" pr"int•T"• Mhh OT' without lhw
t .-d• U"9 prcvld.cl.
DlSM EDITOR I ASSOIBLER •••• • 79."

•••Y

cod•·

DJSK TEJtMJNAL PACKAGE - A dHk ~~ Tenun•l pt"OQT'a. for your color cceiput.,..
f • aturw• full t•111t buff.ring,
Nud r•t . . fra. 3M t:o 961111 tyud, Pf"'Olr..._ble
~rUy
b1t• ocfd/.vwn/norw, •top bits.
The buff•T'
l•
e utC*&tical ly aet to the . .o•u• •n• of your ..-ory.
Full contr-ol cod. . C'•-"
be ~. dl•pl•Y word wrap l• •Ut~Ue .
Th• text buffer een be NVed or
loaded rrom/ to t•P9 or disk. TJ,e content• of the tuo1ffe,. ca... be . .nt •• • flh
Mith auta.• tic re-.11try to t..-.lrw1l llOCl• 1 aleo a file caf'll be . .nt dlrec:tly froi.
di•k to anoth9"' wMt"'. The c-ont.-nts of the buffer c.an be dt•played on Ut•
ecr. .n OT' opt10Nlly a output to a pl"lnt•t"' plugg.e d into tt\e RS 232 pot"t. All
fil e foraat• ere di'f'a-ctly COll~tibl• Mith OW" text editor and ..or"'CI Pf"OC••MW

•n-•

"°'"d len.gth,

~roa~.....

DISK TERMINAL PACKAGE •••• 949.<J:S

1 OJSK TElT EDJTOR/WORD CIAOCESSOR - le a eo1tplete MOrd procew•tng
dn1grwc:I for
le..rning and uM.
It f•atur"ff a cli•k baaed tewt
9(11\0f" fOT' edltlng file• l.arg•r" t h • n __,...,, •nd di,..ct prOC9••ing Of tewt ftl. .
fr"CMI d1•.k or ...at"'y.
Sa.I' of th• edit Of" ~nd• lnclud•1 copy, llOVW, . . .r'Ch,
,..phce, del•te, 1 ine & •utca•tic edit mod" allow ....)' logical ~ncll• to
add, ch•nge, tn. .rt, d•l•te., •Jdp up/dOMn u,,., lg-r'IOt"'e cttangK ..ae cm l••t
ll,,., e'4.ip to MgilP'l/.-.,c:I ot line all •lth
•i"'lle lc•y•troke ~nd• u•int
k•)'•·
Th• •dUOJ" c•n also loa.d , ••v• a'nd •PDencl tepe or dl•k ft.l" fOlr'
••~)' eonv"""aton of •• 1•t•"8 ASClJ text f1lttS.
Th• Word ~•or t...cll.&dn ov•
29 eo.Hnds for fo,...•Uing th• output. ao.e of' th. . includes ~g• length, P-911•
.ode Ot'l/off, p.9ge f'lu•O.,... on/off, l•ft .._rgtri, top/bottOM . .rgin, line lef'llgth,
C'•nter, doubl• 1itidtn pr1nt, singl•, 11Ultipl• & apK-1 .. 1 incl•1)t 1 t . .t u,... lef't
on p.ag•, skit> to to9 of P•lil•t u1'1d contr"Ol cocln • asci t d•t• for •~i•l

TEXTPRO

•y•t-

•••Y

•••t

.,.,..°"'

:;~'~.~IP'l·t~~ ':~!~. o~;.:f;..:-.::.h::d!;~~n~u~:!:~:y :orn.,"::~:key=~

and MC>re. Thl• lS an e xc-el lent lltOf"d pl""OC'W'590T' •Uh Mn)" adv.. l"IC'9d f•etU'l""eS and
o n9 of the •••lest to 1••1"'1"1 al"'ld u.. in JU:.t •inwt... All ~nd• .,...
10Qically orf•t'lt..t '" •••Y to ,.....bier aM •••oe i at• 2 c.h•rACt..,. comm.end•.

01111 TUTPRO I ••• , ••~."

TE•TPRO 1t TE>CT EDJTOfV WORD PROC£9SOR - IJ"1Cludn ell the featu-rH of TEXTPflO J
pluet 11 pragr•uble teb etops., e a111 be ueed with hor1:iofttal tab t:o M•t
location, C1Mt9"' over teb col\Um, decl••l •lli.g.-nt on t .. b colu.n, f"tght
Ju•t t'y to t•b co1U9ft, tab to progr...cl colUMn.
Al•o t•b e~nd• C'"-" u. .
apeci,lc value•
h1b coluaM or progr•-.d V•lwH.
Other edd1t iOM includ•1
c:ttaraC'tff 1'111, ,.ight JU•tify 1 ane, P'f'ogr. .•bl• foo\er ca" De centered/ri9ht
JU•Ufled/double •idth or •lltO'ft •"Y proceeaor cmmand• can be u!Md Mith It, 3
pl"'Oara..,bl• h••d•f" llNs, •MP•nd•d footf"IOtu and procn.. bl• ateyboard input
data durlnQ IOOrd p,.._.n lng ,
0161< TEXTPf!O 11 •••• n9. <J:I

'°"'

Cll!:R·COMP

(702\ 452·0832

AIOflllrll_.,,..,• •
MIS1 .llPtlll..- MC/VluMO%

alphabet is typed in and then as 25 randomly
chosen characters a.re identified. The children
recorded their scores and they have been
encouraged to take the TYPING TEST at least
once a month so that they can see any
improvement in spited and/or ~ACY•
That gives you a good idea of where we were
as of September. Nut month I will take a look at
what has taken place throughout the first
semester of the school year.
SILLY SYNTAX
SILLY SYNTAX is billed by its author as "A
hilarious and outrageous story game for one to
ten players". What ttw ad fails to tell you is that
it is a profession..Uy written program that fits in
as well at school as it does at home.
The program plays a 11 MAD LIB" type of word
game. You may recall the MAD LIB books that
were popular some years back. They were made up
of stories that had blanks where nouns, verbs,
adjectives, or n41mH of people tw:I to be filled in.
Something like: •1 saw the <ADJECTIVE>
<VEHICLE> crash into <NUMBER> <ADJECTIVE>
<ANIMAL-PLURAL>"• The person with the book
would ask you for a word to put into each blank
and then read you the story that you had helped

CHEAP BLANK
COMPUTER TAPES
Specifically Designed for the Higher Baud
Rates of the Color and Mod Ill Computers
• Premium Tape • Short Rewind
• 100% Error Free • Superior Five Screw
• Fully Guaranteed Construction
12 Pack
24 Pack
75¢ ea.
65¢ ea.
C-10
89¢ ea.
79¢ ea.
C-20
POSTAGE AND HAN DLING $1.50
OHIO RESIDENTS ADD 5.5% T AX

16K X-BASIC BUSINESS PROGRAMS

_ _ _ _ _ _ ___.. 9.95
MINI BILLING PROGRAM
Invoice Printing - Plan Paper or Standard Form
Automatic Total & Quantity Extension
~ork With Any Printer .
Data Tape - Saves Important Customer
Data for Later Use
FINANCE PACK - Comon Business Programs
9.95
Amortize Loan. Balance of Loan After N Payments
Day of Week - Days Between Dates
Present Value of Future Amount
Future Value of Series Payments (I RA)

the little computer store
of cincinnati
7785 EL BROOK
CI NCI NNATI, OH IO 45237
(51 3) 631 -4555

TRS-ao•
BASIC

NEW!
QUICK REFERENCE
TR&-ao•
BASIC AND
ASSEMBLER

TRS-ao·
BASIC
LEVEL II SYSTEM REFERENCE CARD

MODEL Ill

..:.:,~·::::::=._:;::

MODEL II SYSTEM REFERENCE CARD
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TRS·BO'
COLOR BASIC
AND EXTENDED

I

TRS-80'

,.IMA.,.~ ...._

4 _ _

NEW!
THROW AWAY THE BOOK

SYSTEM REFERENCE CARD

BASIC AND
ASSEMBLER
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LEVEL II SYSTEM REFERENCE CARO

MODEL 111
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SAVE TIME!
MODEL I
IAllC: luff a llu1
,,..,,..., 1al'1111M
(Por the C1111'"'°""')
Memoty Map.

=re=~te.

Biiie Functlona.
B•lc Facto.
Special Ch1r1ct1ra.
B•le CommondL
Edit Subcommtnd1.
PRINT USING EllllTlpln.
Miiiage & Codn.
RIMMKI Wordl.
Speclel Keye.
Alcll Chorecter Chltt,
w1th Sptce Compr. .lon Codn.
Conlfol Codee.
B•la lntemll Codee.
Hallltlec Conver.Ion Chlr1.
Sc,_. Une LIYDUI.

BAiie a Alll!llllLER: '""

•,:.811th'!~1 " ....
~plell ZllO lnttructlona.

Auembler lnetructlone,
Commlllda, Ol)ll'alors,
Edltor/- b l e r Comm1nd1,
tnd Edit Subcommanda.
A.go, Condltlono, & Chlr1.
Internal Routln11.
Aaoembler Error MIQI.
Plue Ill lteme In the Buie Clrd,
except lntamal Codee.

USE THE CARDI
COLOR

MODEL Ill

MODEL 11
BAiie a AllEM9LER : a_,,
101'....t,201'911M
(l'o<th• lullll...)
Smlll Memory Map.
Scr11n L.oyout.
Eay Graphlce.
Complete Z80 Instructions.
SerlM·I "-mbler lnttr.
Commtndl, Operators, Ind Edit Subcommands.
Aalmbler Error Meg1.
Power-up Etror MtgL
Flog•. Conditions, & Chart.
Wiid Clrd1, DOS M-..g11.
SVC Procedure P......
HOii Logon Ponel.
Vanlon "2.0 Ub Command Formate ond
System Utlllty Fonnate.
Baolc Function• & Statemente.
DOS Ale Naming Conv1ntlon.
B•lc Commands & Edit Subcomm1ndl.
Specl11 Keye.
Buie lnt.rnal Codes Ind RllltfVed Words.

~lfi.'ti:J m,:P'"·

BASIC: ....

IASIC

An

~'=rK~rd

Functlono.
"8cll Chor Chlrt w/Spaoo Compr. .lon COdes.
Control Codee.

~::'~~~d~1:bc:omm1nds,

Special
Chara, Balle Stat.mente. F1cte, Function•.
Dertved Functlona, Speclol Operatlono (POKE1).
PRINT USING EXlmpllL
BMIC M1g1 & Codee.
BMIC Internal Codee.
RMltfVed Words.

~:.;~ ~n:.':l::i..ER: lllue

10 ......... 20 l'qet1

l'rol

zeo lna1ructlone.

0

~:~:~1:::,v:~;..~~::,·.;. r~~:r'"·

Subcommandl.
Flage, Condltlon1, & Ch1rt.
Hu/Oec Convenlon Chor!.
-mbl•r Error Mega.
Internal CALL Routln11.
Break Procualng Procedure.
Plue 111 Item• In th• Buie card.

CdorL

(Fo< . . . Altlel)

Special Characters.
i<.n1 Ch.,.cte,..
Euro-Ch1racters.

(Fo< . . .

a EXTEND£D: Clt9r + '

I ......... ,. .....

ll'o<lh•Cla•->

Completa

~w!awm::r~Slc eomm1nd.
"8cll ChlraCler Chert with SVC Nam. tnd
Numbers.
Control Codeo.

a lufl

.......... ,2 ......

Color a.. plllca.
Syetem Comm1nd1.
PRINT USING Examplet.
Speelll Ch1r1ct1rs.
Speclll Kmys.
Ctsaltte Loedlng Err MagL
Bale FunctloM & S1atements.
Playing Music. Making 1 Circle.
and Drawing Ponela.
Derived Function•.
Melua11 & Codes.
Muolcol Notu, II)' Octave, In Color,
Including Roete Ind Tlm1.
Memory Map.
R111rved Wordl.
lntornll Codn.
A Page ol Tlpe.
Alcll Chor Codes Chart,
~'::.!l~'.8" Qraphlce ond Color Graphics.
Color Group Chlrt.
Pmc.de Information !lummary.

~~~~orat;~~t.Pmode
lllustra!lon1.

Each card Is a complete summary of the reference manuals and the microcomputer. Cards ara two or more colors, printed on 80 pound Beckett Antique cover
stock or a comparable stock, stretch-wrapped In plastic !or shipping. They are accordlon·loldup cards, In the same style as the traditional IBM reference cards
used on the major computers for years. Fold-up size Is eight and one-hall by three and three-quarter inches, so they wlll 111 easily Into Iha shirt pocket. These cards
provide a complete summary of the manuals plus many extras at your fingertips.

RETAIL ORDER FORM

Please send me :
Coples
Coples
Copies
Copies
Coples
Coples

of
of
of
of
of
of

MODEL
MODEL
MODEL
MODEL
MODEL
COLOR

I BASIC & ASSEMBLER @ $4.95
I BASIC-ONLY @ $2.95
II BASIC & ASSEMBLER @ $5.95
Ill BASIC & ASSEMBLER @ $5.95
Ill BASIC-ONLY @ $3.95
BASIC AND EXTENDED @ $4.95

Send Check or Money Order to:

) Copies @ $2.95

NANOS SYSTEMS CORP.
P.O. BOX 24344
SPEEDWAY, IN 46224
(317) 244-4078

NAME :-----------------------------~
ADDRESS: _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ __
CITY _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ __ STAT-_ _ _ _ ZIP_ _ _ __
lndlana Residents Add 4 Percent for lndlana Sale• Tax

TRS·80'
BASIC

POCKET
COMPUTER
SYSTEM REFERENCE CARD
Cl ,.... W1'M'f' ' · l.00!', -

............. '""" ' "
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SPACE INVADERS

to create. The result might be: "I saw the dirty
bus crash into seven green pigs". Since you did
not know the context in which the words were to
be used the results were usually very humorous
and sometimes embarassing.
SILLY SYNTAX allows the computer to play
the role of the person with the book. When you
run the program you may load a story from tape.
The computer then proceeds to ask you for names,
places, verbs, gerunds <verbs ending in "ing">,
nonsense words, etc. After all of the words are
entered the story is displayed on the screen with
your words properly inserted into the text. If you
are particularly pleased at your creative efforts
the story may be printed on a printer.
Two sample stories are included with the
program and others may be ordered, but the real
fun comes when you use the program to create
your own stories that may then be saved on tape
and used by others. When you type in a new story
you just use brackets to indicate where each word
should appear, as in the example above. The
computer then uses the descriptions that are in
the brackets when it asks a player to supply
words.
Your story may be saved on tape, printed on
a printer, extended or edited. The editor is a
screen editor that is very easy to learn and use.
The program is very well doOJmented. The 12
page manual goes into great detail in describing
how to create, edit, print, and extend stories.
I have used this program with my students
and find it to be very valuable in teaching the
parts of speech. It is also great motivation for
creative writing. The only problem is finding
enough free computer time to let students use
SILLY SYNTAX•
One final added bonus for those of you who
like a challenge. SILLY SYNTAX loads with a
CLOADM but requires EXTENDED BASIC! I soon
discovered why. The program is written in BASIC
but has been very thoroughly protected from
being copied by machine language routines. When
it is loaded a title screen is displayed while the
program loads, then the program self-exea.Jtes.
The <BREAK> key has been disabled and is used to
return to the main menu. The reset button erases
the program and returns you to BASIC. The
program also has an 11 on error 11 function so that
an IO ERROR on tape input will not 11 crash" the
program. As I said it is very thoroughly
protected, but not just to keep you from its inner
working. These routines make the program
virtually KID PROOF. Children, of all ages, who

'180
('Hi-Sc.re
1

+. J #4-IC

Destqned to be Just like t~e ortqtnal arcade qame
All machine lanquaqe  256xl92 hlqh res graphics
4 colors• red, blue, black, white - sound
cassette tapes $26 .00
5 1/4 diskettes $29.00

prices include all
shippinq & handlinq

SS discount if paid by money order or cashiers check
Send order to:
(requires 16K memory)
Space Cadet Enterprises
2150 Terns Linda Dr.
allow 2 weeks
Salt Lake City, Utah 84117
for delivery

Color Computer
SMALL C Compiler
• Generates assembly language source output
•

Requires only 16K memory

•

Extensive library functions in source code

• Supports most C functions
• Generates position independent code
Requires 16K, Disk System, Assembler
Price $59.95
TERMS: ChttCk, MCNiu. California tWsidfmtt add 6".
Fonign or C.O.D. add 15" for shipping and handling.

DUGGER'S

use the program will not have to worry abaut an

·~~~SYSTEms

POST OFFICE BOX 305 SOLANA BEACH, CA 92075
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ROM Pacht A11ailablt1 Soon

.......................................................................
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35121 R=INTC26/S*10J/10
FOR X=l TO 26
37121 IF MID$ C11 ABCDEFGH I J l<LMNOPQRS

IO ERROR or an accidentally pre s sed <BREAK>
key bort i ng the program and destroying their
story.
About t hat challenge ...It is possible, using
two pop u l ar utility prog r ams t o LIST this
progr am. Test your understanding of how BASIC
stores programs and see if you can get it to list!
SILLY SYNTAX is available from

360

TUVWXYZ"~X,1> <>

380
385
390

SUGAR SOFTWARE
2153 LEAH LANE
REYNOLDSBURG, OH 43068
$19.95 + $1.00 POSTAGE & HANDLING

395
396
40121

5121 CLEAR 51210

401
41121
415

1121121 CLS
11121 PRINT@102~"COMPUTER TYPING T
EST"
12121 PRINT:i>162~ "PART I - DIRECTI
ONS1

420

II

140 PRINT
IN THIS PART YOU
WILL TYPE
150 PRINT" THE LETTERS IN ALPHAB
ET I CAL
16121 PRINT " ORDER . START WITH A
AND END
.17121 PRINT " WITH Z.
NO ERASIN
II

11

II

421
422
423

G! !

425
43121
4 40

180 PRINT

11
IF YOU MAKE A MISTAK
E GO ON
185 PRINT 11 WITH THE NEXT LETTER

450

190 PRINT" YOU ONLY HAVE ONE CHA

220
23121

NCE AND
PRINT 11 YOU WILL BE TIMED.
PRINT II
GOOD LUCK! ! ! II
PRINT
PRINT 11 PRESS <ENTER> WHEN R
EADY TO 80 ! ~
INPUT EE$
CL81
TIMER•l211
PRINT "BEGIN!"
PRINT:
PRINT;
PRINT
A$=INKEY$
IF A$ =
THEN 31121
PRINT A$~
8$ ., B$ + A$
IF LENC8$) = 26 THEN 330
·r=T+1
GOTO 2 6 121
S=INT<TIMER/60 *10)/10

250

255

260
270
2 8 121
2912'
30W

31121
32121
330

PRINT@11212~

"COMPUTER TYPING

II

PRINTii>162~

11

PART II - DIREC

TIONS:
II

455 PRINT1
PRINT
IN THIS PART THE COM
PUTER
460 PR I NT 11 WI LL RANDOMLY AS•< YOU
TO TYPE
47121 PRINT "A LETTER~ NUMBER OR F'
UNCTUATION
480 PRINT "MARK.YOU WILL BE ASKE
0 TO TYPE
49121 PRINT 11 25 DIFFERENT CHARACT
ERS. 11
500 PRINT " AGAIN YOU WILL BE TI
MEO - SO ,
51121 PRINT "ENTER THE CHARACTER A
S SOON
52121 PR I NT 11 AS YOU CAN - GOOD LU
11

II

240

CLS

TEST"

II

20121
21121

Ml0$(B$~X~1>

THEN E=E+l
NEXT X
CLS:
PRINTTABCB>"RESULTS- PART I"
PRINT=
PRINT
PRINT "TIME: "TABC11)S"SECO
NDS"
PRINT
PRINT "SF'EED:"TABCll)R "LETT
ERS/SECOND"
PRINT
PRINT "ERRDRS:"TAB<11>E
81=8:
Rl=R:
El=E
PRINT:
PRINT:
PRINT
WRITE DOWN YOUR SCOR
E IN YOUR
PRINT" FOLDER AND ON THE CHA
RT. II
PRINT
PRINT "PRESS << ENTER> > TO CO
NTINUE THE TEST"
INPUT EE$

II

CK!!
530 PRINT1

44

PRINT 11 PRESS <ENTER> WHEN REA
DY TO G0 . 11

MAKING EDUCATION MORE COLORFUL

540 INPUT EE$
55121 CLS
560 TIMER= IZl

800 PRINT:
PR I NT" SPEED: "TAB C1121) R l "LIS"
11
~TA B C.20> R2 C/S"
8 lP.1 PR l NT 1
PRI NT" ERRORS : "TAB <10>E1;TAB

5 6 5 E=0

570 FOR C= 1 TO 2 5
SSY.I CLS
600 X=RND<9121 >

610 I F X<33 THEN 600
620 PRI NT@ 100, CHR$ CX>
640 A$ =1 Nl<EY !li :
IF A$ ="" THEN 640
65121 IF ASC< A!fi) =X THEN PRINT
CORRECT":
6 51

SOUND 10Y.I, 1
I F ASC (A $ )< > X TH E N PRINT
WRONG":
E=E+l a
SOUND 25~1

<2V.1>E2

82121

PR l l\JT

29998 ' REVISED 9-6-81 DGB
29999 END:
'J.BAUMGARDNER 8-81
312112100 CSAVE"TYPETEST"

11

II

:·························
: COCOIUG: mm
iin..- .._,.. ..,

e

NEXT C
S= INTCTI MER/60 *10)/10
R=INTC25 / S*10)/10
CLSa
PR I NTTABCS>"RESULTS- PART II
"
690 PFUNT:
PRI NT
71210 PRI NT "TIME : "TAB Cll)S"SECOND

:
•

•

:
•

R2=Ra
E2 =E

750 PRI NT:

F'RI NT:
F'RI NT" WRITE DO WN YOU SCORE
IN YOUR "
7 6121 PR I NT " FOLDER AND ON THE CH
ART"
77121 F'R I NT a
PR I NT" <ENTER > TO SEE l·\LL DA
TA"=
I NPUTEE$
78121 CLS:

PRI NT:
PRl NTTAB<13>"TOTALS"
785 PRI NT:
PRINTTAB ( 10) "PART I II; TAB (2121)
F'ART I I
7 9 121 PR I NT:
PRINT" TIME:"TABC10)81"SEC."
p TAEI (2P.I) S2"SEC . "
II

rf "1

'Ill
I'>

All[~ Gfll>EA SOFTWllAE
Bo• 11121 l.'11• Pos1Other
fr J11C1sto CA !M 1~1

S.n

fltl§ I.) f"' M40i0 $1\;aC '- f~t tOfO

THE BASICS

Concepts

11

745 8 2=8:

'"""'"""° •P"I"' ,..,,.," :'""""

••••••••••••••••••••••••••

S"

710 F'FUNT
72121 PRI NT "SPEED a "TAB< 11 >R"CHARA
CTE RS/SEC.
73 121 PRI NT
740 PRINT "ERRORS:"TABCll>E

CQlo- ti>m0u1t • ·1

c~r·'lt'ft1tll'f r~e ' ~"' ~... ., ~ ~ r~ 'U:rM••
Of. Jlt!111~ ~ u•c ~'"' 9" • 1 .rt!,~

: l

660
670
680
685

11

PfUNT:
PRINT:

~or

Kids

JESSE'S BUSY BUGS (6 ma. - 2 yrs>
Graphics & sound fun •••••• 9.95
Far the very young,
SO BIG, SO SMALL <2 - 6 yrs.>
Shape & size recognition •••• 12.95
For reading readiness.
RAINBOW FOREST (3 - 7 yrs>
Eye-hand coordination •• , , • 14.95
A creative game.
COUNTERS (4 - 7 yrs,)
Basic math concepts ••• , , , , 19.95
A prize-winning program.
TANJ ALI (8 yrs ta Adult)
Memory & perception game • , 19,95
A real challenge far any age.
TRS-SOC, 16K, Extended Basic
Add $1.50/order far shipp i ng
<VISA I MC welcome>

StYa.WbE!YY'Y

So-F'twa.re~

P 0 Box 74 3 I Vashon, WA I 98070
(206) 46 3- 3707
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Inc

Colo computer •ners.

00
Yes, that's right - for as little as
Card u es normal TRS-80 Model I
type disk drives, and CCDOS will
$298.00 you can add 32K of dynamic
RAM, and a disk interface, to your
even load Model I TRSDOS disks into
your color computer - o you can
TRS-80 Color Computer! If you just
adapt existing TRS-80 BASIC pro·
want the eittra memory it's only
grams.
$199.00, and you can add the disk
As a further plus, with the optional
interface later for $99.00.
Just plug the Color Computer In
ROM Backup adaptor, you can dump
ter/ace (CC[), from Exatron, into
game cartridges to cassette or disk.
Once the ROM cartridge (s on cas
your expansion socket and "Hey
ette, or disk, you can reload, examine
Pre to!" - an extra 32K of memory. No
modifications are needed to your
and modify the software. The- ROM
computer, o you don't void your Ra
Backup adaptor is only 19.95.
dio Shack warranty, and Exatron give
For more information, or to place an
both a 30 day money-back guarantee
order, phone Exatron op their Hot
and full 1 year repair warranty on
Line 800-538 8559 (inside California
their interface. ·
408-737 7111), or clip the coupon.
The CCI also contains a 2K
machine-language monitor, with
which you can examine (and change)
memory, set break-points, set memo
ry to a con tant and block-move
memory.
So what about the CCI Disk Card?
Well as we said it's only an extra
excellence ia electronics
$99.00, but you'll probably want
Exatron's CCDOS which is only
$29.95 - unle you want to write your
own operating system. The CCI Di k

exatron

DEALER ENQUIRIES INVITED
Exatron,
181 CommerciaJ Street,
Sunnyvale, CA 94086
0 Please send a 32K Color Computer
Interface for $199.00

O Please send a CCI Disk Card for $99.00
0 Please include CCDOS and manual
for $29.95

O Also include a ROM Backup adaptor
for 19.95
Please add $5.00 for shipping to all orders,
and 6 percent sales tax in California.
Name .............................................. ·
Address ........................................... .
City ............................................... .
State ........ Zip ...................................
Charge my:
0 MasterCard Interbank Code ........... .
Expiration Date ................ .
OVisa
Card ................................... ............ .
0 Check enclosed for ......................... .
0 hip COD ( 2.00 extra)
Signature ........................................ .

I 1e:-:;. ...o .. u trHtlrm51rk of1'nnd~

PACKING NUMERIC DATA
P. B. WOODWORTH
SYSTEMS ANALYST
UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO
Conserving storage is important for
most diskette systems.
Space alloca
tion became an important consideration
for me when designing an inventory
system to be run on the TRS-80 COLOR
COMPUTER.
It was necessary to com
press the necessary numeric data in
order to get the entire inventory onto
a single diskette. The means by which
this could be
accomplished became
apparent after reading the "COMMENTS
CORNER" by Andrew Phelps in the Febru
ary issue of the COLOR COMPUTER NEWS.
If poss i ble , I suggest that the reader
review that article before reading
this one.
The floating point format of the
COLOR COMPUTER is capable of uniquely
storing every integer between 0 and
2j32.
This is because the exponent
(byte 1)
holds that portion of the
number which is a power of two and the
mantissa (the last four bytes)
the
remainder of the integer.
The entire
hexadecimal number cannot be used due
to limitations in the binary/decimal
conversion routine.
When designing a system, it is
necessary to
determine the
range
within which any particular number
will fall. For example, the inventory
for any particular item might never
exceed 1000, the number of items sold
for an entire year for the item might
never exceed 4000.
The number &HOFFF
is 4095 decimal
and occupies two
bytes. It shows that a two byte field
is large enough to hold the quantity
in inventory or the total number of
items sold during the year.
If the
sales price of the item were always
less than $10,000.00, then the amount
multiplied by 100 would become an
integer between 0 and 1,000,000.
The
number &HOFFFFF equals 1,048,575 deci
mal, so that any amount between 0 and
10 , 485.75 could be stored in three
bytes.
It is better to think in terms of
some hexadecimal integer with storage
capabliity greater than the largest
decimal integer to be stored, than the
largest possible value of the decimal
integer.
The following is a method by which
integers can be quickly and easily

converted into hexadecimal format.
If the number to be packed is
expressed in terms of 2j31, then the
number will be right justified in the
mantissa and it can be extracted. The
expression can be created by adding
the source integer to 2j31.
(NOTE:
The exponential for this number is
computed using logarithms and the man
tissa is not zero when the expression
Z=2j31 is executed.
The last byte
must be overlaid by &HOO or errors
will result.)
Once the integer has
been created, the functions PEEK and
POKE can be used to manipulate it.
The program below below was used
to verify that adding the integer to
2j31 would actually right justify the
integer in the mantissa.
10
20
30
40
SO
60
70
80
90
100

A=2j31: X=VARPTR(A)
POKE X+4,&HOO
INPUT 11 ENTER NUMBER",N: Nl=N+A
X=VARPTR(Nl)-1
PRINT USING "####tUt## 11 ;N;
FOR I=l TO 5: Al=PEEK(X+I)
Al$=HEX$(Al)
IF LEN(Al$)<2 THEN Al$="0 "+Al$
PRINT" ";Al$;: NEXT I: PRINT
GOTO 30

When N=4095, the routine printed:
4095 AO 00 00 OF FF
When N=l,048,575, the routine printed:
1048575 AO 00 OF FF FF
The numbers are right justified in the
mantissas and can be moved to strings.
Run the program above one more time
after changing the first statement in
line 10 to A=2j27.
Now when the num
bers 4095 and 1 , 048,575 are entered
the results are:
4095 9C 00 00 FF FO
1048575 9C 00 FF FF FO
The numbers are now left justified in
the last two or three bytes of the
mantissa rather than right justified.
The importance of this will be seen
later.
Now that the source integer is
expressed in hexadecimal format,
it
47

COLOR
COMPUTER USERS
THE POWERFUL FLEX DISK OPERATING SYSTEM WITH
HUNDREDS OF SOFTWARE PACKAGES IS NOW AVAILABLE!
Now you can run FLEX. OS·9 and Radio Shack disk
soflwate on your Color Computer. II you have a 32K Col·
or Computer with the Radio Shack disk system, all you
need to do Is make a trivial modlllca11on to access the
hidden 32K. as described In lhe Feb Issue of COLOR
COMPUTER NEWS and the Apr ll Issue of 'SB' Micro. You
can get FLEX from us right now. OS·9 will be ready by
summer. Please note that this will only wor1< with the
Radio Shack disk system and 32K/~K memory chips
that RS calls 32K. Maybe they put ~K ' s 1n yours, too. II
you don' t have a copy ol the article, send a legal size
SASE l•Oc stamps) and we'll send It to you.
Using this system to run FLEX and OS·9 has many ad·
vantages First, It gives you 48K lrom zero righ t up 10
FLEX. This means thal ALL FLEX compatible soltware
will run with NO MOOIF/CATIONS and NO PATCHES '
There are no memory conflicts because we moved the
screen up above FLEX wh ich leaves lhe lower 48K tree
tor uaer programs.
What you end up with Is 48K lor user programs , 8K lor
FLEX and another 8K above FLEX lor the screens and
stu!I We have a multi screen format so you can page
backward to see what scrolled by and a Hl·Res screen
that will enable us to have 2• lines by •2 charac1er
display is on the way. That's better than an Apple!
We also omplementad a full function keyboard , with a
control key and escape key. All ASCII codes can now be
generated from the Color Computer keyboard!
We also added some bells and whistles to Radio
Shack's Disk system when you're running FLEX or OS·9.
We are supporting single or double sided, s ingle or dou·
ble density, 35. •O and 80 track drives. If you use double
s ded drives. the max imum is three drives Decause we
use lhe drive 3 select for Side select When you are runn·
Ing the Radio Shack disk, It will work wltl'I the double
sided dnves but It will only use one side and only 35
tracks. Using 80 track drives Is okay, but wil l not be com.
pallble with standard Radio Shack software. You can
also set each dr ives steppi ng rate and drive type 1ss or
OS · SD or DD)
In case you don' t understand how this works, I'll give
you a brief explanation. The Color Computer was de·
signed so that lhe roms In the system could be !urned

AUTOTASK
WITH MENU
AUTOTASK with MENU ts a revolutionary new con·
cept designed to overcome the problems and frustra ·
lions which confronl the non-technical when usi ng a
computer. Users are greeted with a series of self·
prompting Interactive menus linking directly to the ap.
plication. Several example menus are provided You can
create your own menus from simple te>I files.
AUTOTASK with MENU gives you unlimited sollware
flexlblllty by providing a system 10 coordina te multiple·
application programs.
Bundle several different soflware packages to pre·
sent a coordinated syslem to the user AUTOTASK wllh
MENU la compatible with all FLEX compatible software
It uses very li ttle memory and Is easy to learn

PRIC• S129.911
Includes source on disk!
Manuel $10.00

off under software control. In a normal Color Computer
this would only make It go away. However, If you put a
program In memory to do something first (like boot In
FLEX or OS·9J, when you tu rn off the roms, you will have
a lull 64K RA M System with which to run your program,
Now. we need the other half of the 6•K ram chips to
work, and this seems to be the case most of the time, as
the article states. 01 course, you could also put ~K
chips on.
Some neat u1ili1ies are Included
MOVEROM moves Color Basic from ROM to RAM. Be
cause it's moved to RAM you can not only access It from
FLEX, you can run It and even change ltt I You can load
Color Computer cassette software and save It to FLEX
disk. Single Drive Copy, Format and Setup commands
plus an onllne help system 11e Included.
lnstafhng FLEX s simple Insert the disk and type:
RUN " FLEX"
That's all there Is to Ill You are now up and running In
the most popular disk operating system for the 6809.
There are hundreds ot software packages now running
under the FLEX sys tem. Open your Color Computer to a
whole new world of software with FLEX.
FLEX $99.00
INCLUDES OVER 25 UTILITIES '

·c:

TRS.SO COLOR COMPUTER COMPLETE WITH &4K
RAM. 24K ROM, SINGLE DISK DRIVE ANO FLEX, SET
UP AND READY TO RUN FOR ONLY $t ,275. lncludes60
day extended warran l y. ff you have a Computer. call
aboul RS disk con trollers and drives

TRS-BreOLOR
COMPUTER

fOllTH FOR THE TRS-10 COLOll COMPUTER DISK SYSTEM
Trying to gel control of your Cotor Computer?? Tired of
translating HEX to dec1ma1•? Tned of remembering
where the VOG and SAM are and how to program
them?? Want lo write macnine language cOde with
assembly language mnemonics Instead of POKES??
Want lo wrote programs 1n half the tome ?? Want to write
lots of small pieces ot code thal you can put together In
seconds to do BIG JOBS??? Want a lanauage lhat is al
least 5 to tO tomes laster than BASIC ??~ Wanl to learn
everything there is to know about FORTH. wi th the best
manual on lhe market. including lots of examples of
FORTH appllcatoons. and detailed e•planatlons of how
everything works??

Operations and Much Much More \

SUPER SLEUTH
Disassembler for 6800/6809 or Z80
$99.00

zao.

~~~~~~R~~~~~tors 6805 or 6~; 00
t2500
STYLOGRAPH MAIL MERGE
STYLOGRAPH Spelling Checker 145 00

FLEX COMPATIBLE
FORTH
BY Chuck Eeker, Ph.D.
X·FORTH NOTES
with •

a· disk or 2 s·

disks,

•oo + page manual.

Dlsk(s) hive the source of everything but tl'le core.

PRICE only $149.95 plus $2.50 S&H
M1nu1t •••ilabte 1ep1r1tely tor S•9.95 plus S2.50 S&H

code

t6995
4•.95
tOOOO
9995
4995
tOOOO
6995

•

9

8&9
9
69.95
9
6995
9
t29 95
9
9
6995
9
89.95
9
9
5000 9 ea
5495
29900
74.95
59.95
•9 95
89.95
89.95 ·
99.95
125.00

9
9
8&9
8&9
8&9
8&9
9
9
p

9
99.00 8&9
99.00 8&9
49.95 each
99.95
75.00
9
75.00 9 ea
9
9
9

=6809. 8 =6800. P = PASCAL

Soltwere by Technlc1f Systems Con1ult1nts, Inc.
t50.00
Flex TM (Includes Editor & AssemDlerl
UnlFLEXTM (Includes one year
maintenance and update)
450.00
Edi tor
50 .00
50.00
Assembler
250.00
68000 Cross Assembler on 6809
Text Processor
75.00
Ex1ended Basic
t00.00
Basi c Precompoler (specify standard
or extended!
S0.00
Pascal (Flex TM)
20000
Pascal (UnoFLE)(TM) (Add $75.00 lor
22500
one year s maintenance and update!
75.00
7500
Debug Package
75.00
75.00
D•agnosttc Package
g~!~w-f{t ~:v:igi:"• System• Corp.

~~~~~t~~~t~:s
o~ff~·t~~e~~5.,!~m

200.00

BA°ti~;fg~~ Sys1em
OS.9TM Macro Text Editor
OS.9TM lnleracllve Assembler
OS-9TM 1n1erac11ve Debugger

500.00
200.00
t2500
12500
50.00
895.00
40000

0

c1~ c:~~·~;;3~k.1er
Pascal Complier

USA add $2.50 tor standard UPS shipping & handling
Foreign orders add 20' '• Airmail
Specify 5 • or 8 • disk and 6800 or 6809
VISA - MASTER CHARGE-DINERS CLUB ACCEPTED
OUR SOFTWARE IS GIMIX COMPATIBLE

HARDWARE CATALOG
Terminal
TVI
TVI
TVI
TVI
Zenith
SOROC
SOROC
SOROC

SUpplled on one

TABULA RASA
Electronic Spreadsheet
$100.00

°b~Nc:sr;;r;i+ ~~oabaA'r

TVI

6502 TRANSLATOR
Translator 6502 code to 6809
$75.00
INVENTORY
with MATERIAL
REQUISITION PLANNING
$100.00

BILLF'AYER
PLOT
TABULA RASA
Mailing LISI
Forms Display
Inventory wilh Maleroa l
Requ1s1t1on Plannu~
Some Common BASI Programs
FLEX For Color Computer
99.00
149 95
X·FORTH (FLEX)
99.95
CC· FORTH (TRS·80 Color)
49.951
TOOLKIT #t (BASIC)
49.951
TOOLKIT #2
AUTO TASK
A/B AS IC Compiler
150.00
•9.951
Extended Ulllitoes
Password Protection
69 951
t3995
CRASMB tX Assembler!
25.00
Personality MOdules ti INC)
6502. 6800. 6805, 6809, Z80. 8080. t802
REAOTAPE
199.00I
SF'ELLTEST
54.951
READTEST
39 951
ESTHER
29 951
HELP
49.951
(FLEX>
59 951
69.951
DYNASFT PASCAL (OS-0)
DYNASOFT Compiler Source
OYNASTAR Screen Edl~OS ·91 149.95
SUPER SLEUTH (6800/
)
SUPER SLEUTH (Z80J
CROSS Assembler Macros tor TSC ASMB
680011 . 6805. 6so2
8080!5
3 FOR
6502 Translator

FOR I H AN~~ERll

~ String
Includes Edi tor. 6809 Assembler
Functions. Disk Data Fiie

OIJlCT/WITH
otlU/ SOUllCl

PROGRAM

CODE X = XB ASIC. 9

Other languages available include: FORTH. Pascal, For
A/BASIC compiler, plus more.
lran77,
Apphcatoon packages Include: AIR, GIL. AIP, Inventory,
Electronic Spreadsheets, Accounltng, Database pro
grams and more. SEND FOR LIST.

(rLYrlJ

SOFTWARE CATALOG

Printer
IDS
IDS
IDS
Centronoc s
Centromcs
Tl

9t0
9t21C
920/C
925
950
Zt9
10t30
10135
t0t35G

445
460G
560G
739
739.3
820

CRT TERMINALS
Cre<Jot
Card
Cash
588.50
60500
709.00
72800
77900
75800
75900
78000
97800 100• 00
71900
70000
805.00
58900
78500
76500
65300
83t 00
PRINTERS
Crecin
Card
65000
87600
t124 so
53350
658 79
t 785.50

Cash
632 so
852
t09• so
5t9.00
64t so
t738.00

so

All printers and termina ls are shipped lretght coi lect and
there are no COD s

FRANK HOGG
LABORATORY
130 MIDTOWN PLAZA
SYRACUSE, NY 13210 (3 15) 474·7856

RD PR CESSING
SYSTEM FOR 05·9
OS·9USERS:
If your computer has a SCREEN and you're aflll st rug.
gllng with an edit<>< that only knows about LINES. then
obviously YOU don't know about

DynaStar
DynaStar Is a powerful. menu-driven screed editor
equally suited to the tasks of program preparation and
document processing. With the addition of the optional
DynaForm print formatter, It is the best word·processing
package you can buy ror your OS.9 system.
DynaStar Version II Is now available and features no
nonsense "what you see Is what you get" editing for vir·
tually any terminal with or without cursor addressing (It
must be at least able to go to " home") To edit, simply
place the cursor where you want it. and type. Any print·
able character you type Is entered directly into your text,
and any non·prlntable control character causes Im
mediate execution of an editing command Single key·
stroke commands permit movement of the curs<>< In anr.
direction, by character, tab, word, line, or screen ful .
and deletion of characters, words (left or rlghtl <>< a
whole line. Two keystroke commands augment this set
by moving the cursor to the left margin, top or bottom ol
the screen, beginning or end of the edit butler. or the
beginning ol the next paragraph. You can search for any
string, replace with any other, do It again, mark original
block a ol text. copy, move or delete bfocks, read or write
to side-Illes. set tabs and margins, or center the current
line.
DynaStar features automatic word·wrap, and It can
nght·1uslilr tut as you enter It so you will see exactly
how t wit look before you print IL If you later make
alterations or Change the margins, you can reform the

A/BASIC

Basic Compiler
For OS-9 and FLEX
If you are sltll programming 1n assembler, this ls the

program for you! This BASIC compiler generates pure,
last efficient 6809 machine code from easy to write
BASIC source programs Uses ultra.fast Integer math,
e•tended string functions, boolean operators and run·
time operations. Output rs ROMable and RUNS WITH·
OUT ANY RUN·TIME PACKAGE.. Supports IF·THEN·
ELSE structure, random access, and several 1m·
provements over the original 6800 version sold by
Microware. Optimized for the 6809. AIBASIC is 8 to 10
times taster than the original 6800 version , and pro
duces code appr0•1mately 30% smaller.

SPECIAL
CHESS program coded In AIBASIC (onglnally sold for
S501 Is Included FREE on the disk In both source and ob
ject ror your enjoyment. Also some utllltles are Included
for testing and examples, all In source on the disk I

ONLY $150.00
specify OS·9 or FLEX

PLOT
Now you can have GRAPHICS added to all your pro·
grams. Just write the data out to a virtual array and call
PLOT PLOT Is written in TSC XBASlC and the source Is
Included on the disk.
INFINITE RESOLUTION GRAPHICS ON YOUR TER·
MINAL OR PRINTER. HISTOGRAMS, BAAGRAPHS, XY
PLOTS PLUS OTHERS.
IN TSC XBASIC SOURCE INCLU DED ON DISK. S«.95

text a paragraph at a time with two ker.strokes. For pro
grammers, there Is a special automet c Indent mode to
help you write well·structured code. DyneSter Includes a
Shell command which lets you do almost anything (In·
eluding edit another file) without even losing your place
In your current document, and It permits editing of large
disk Illes In stages without forcing you to br..k up your
flies.
It you want to define more powerful commends, Dyna·
Star Includes a macro faclllty which lets you convert any
control character to one or a stnng ol characters of your
choice. You can use this feature to create global search
and·replace commands, Insert " boiler.plate," or simply
re-map your keyboard. You can also provide a special
"start·UP string" which Is automat1calfy uecuted
whenever you enter the editor to set up mOdes such as
auto-Justify, display a directory, define your f1Yorlte
macros. or re-map the keyboard.
For complete word·processlng, we ofler our Dyna·
Form text formatter which provides all the standard
features such as pagination, headers and tooters wltll
page numbers, single space, double space, multiple
space, bold
doubfe·1trlke, and underline.
DyneForm has Its own macro facility with string
variables, nested Include flies, a full merge-print
capability lor generating form lette<s and malling lists,
and It can generate an lnde• autom1t1cally, sorted
alphabetically or by page number You can call It from
DynaStar to proof·prlnt the active edit buffer,<>< by Itself
to print a disk file while you edit enother.
DynaStar eosts only a llttle more than that llne
orlented editor and It ls available tOday. If you're still not
convinced that It would be the best thing that ever hap
pened to your video terminal, you can orde< our "Doubt·
Ing Thomas" test pak consisting of complete documen·
talion and a special version of DynaStar that lets you
edit 10 your heart's content, but won't update your files.
Later when your doubts melt away, you can obtain credit
on the full purchase price and loin the faithful who
bought the whole thing In the firs place

l•c•.

" Ooubtlng Thomas"' test pak:
S 49.95
DynaStar If (for the lalthfut1:
$149.95
DynaForm text formatter.
St49Jl5
Both purchased together
$275Jl0
Note. DynaStar Version I (no macros) will be ava lable at
the original price until May 31, and current owners may
upgrade to Version II wllh full credit until June 30.
AVAILABLE SOON FOR FLEX II

SPELLTEST Is the mos I ve1satlle 68XX spelling checker
available
MENU S MAKE OPERATION EASY From the menu you
may Print a list of suspect words. Print a hst 01 valid
words. Check each suspect word one by one, Read your
text . stopping to check suspect words. Use add111onal
d1cllonarles for more thorough checking or special ap.
pllcallons. Build an add111ona1 dictionary ol newly ac·
cepted words. Write correct text hie to disk
White checking you may Accept the suspect word. Ac
cept and save 1n the dictionary. Replace with correct
spelling
Designed to be used by the layman. SPELLTEST is righl
al home In the olhce Ease ol use and speed will recover
the cost In days
22.000 word dictionary covers the lust 25 .000 entries In
the American Heritage listing ol lhe most common
English words
500 built 1n common words tand or. tne etc I and 300
spec1hc to your held. hlter the text iind allows a large
Ille to processed even in small computers

PRICE $199.00

TOOLKIT
The Basic Programmers Toolkit
by Dick Bartholomew
The Basic Programmers Toolkit gives the BASIC pro
grammer the power and flexlb1ilty never belore achieved
under FLEX

PRICE $49.95 object only
$69.95 with source on disk!

TOOLKIT
The Programmers Toolkit
by Dick Bartholomew
Tiie Programmers Toolk1I Is a package of ut1ht1es and
programs tllat extend the capablllues of FLEX to the ut·
most.

PRICE $49.95 object only
$69.95 with source on disk!

Dynasoft PASCAL 1.4 for OS-9
Dynasott Pascal 1 4 includes all the features of the
FLEX version 1 3 with the following enhancements
Chain. Fread, Fwrue, Seek, Open, Create, Close. Delete,
Fork, Send , Wall , Sleep, Sethme, Time, Getslatus.
Setstatus. SelPnority. GetProclD, and JSR This is an ex·
cellent and last program. small enough to write utilities
but powerlul enough for things like OynaStar.
Object only S69 95
Add tor run.ume source on disk SJ0.00
AOd lor source of Dynasofl Pascal itself $125 00

MULTl CPU CROSS ASSEMBLER FOR 6I09
FLEX
by Frank Hoffman
CRASMB 1s a conditiona l macro assembler with lhe

capability to use d1fleren1 CPU overlays In order to cross
assemble These CPU overlays calle<J 'CPU PERSONA LI·
TY MODULES . ICPM SI can be called from a source Ille.
thereby making II easy lo create ob1ec1 cOde tor a •ariely
of CPUs It Is atso possible to create new CPM 's
yoursell lor any 8 or 16 bit CPU Th information needed
Is included 1n 1he manual II you dec10e lo do this. 11
would be advisable to purchase 1he source lor one ol the
CPM 's and mOdlfy 11 rather tnan stamng lrom scratch
CPM 's are currently available for the loliowing CPUs
6809 6800 6805, 6502. ZB0/8080. t802 and others com·
ing

PRICE $139.95
Includes one 8 bit CPM of your choice 1not source1
Add1t1ona1 CPM 's
8 811 S25 00
Source S25 00 exrra

THE BILL PAYER SYSTEM™
THE BILL PAYER IS a package of 10 menu driven pro
grams In TSC Extended Basic This powerlul sys1em
helps r.ou keep track of your bills. You can create a ven·
dor lls , enter invoices to be paid. generate reports about
them, print your checks and much more Uses random
access hies
E•plore Package now included al the same pt1ce
THE PURCHASE ORDER system adds purchase
orders 10 the BILL PAYER This package ol programs
adds another level of control to your expenditures
Prints out purchase orders and keeps !rack of pur·
chases Requires the Bill Payer 10 work
INCOME/EXPENSE LEDGER. This valuable package
Is most appreciated at tax time Allows up to 99 income
and expense numbers T1ea into the PURCHASE ORDER
sy•tem, and the Biii Payer
Includes manual and source supplied on 01sk In TSC
Extended Basic
THE BILL PAYER
PURCHASE ORDER
INCIEXP LEDGER

ALL FOR S169 95

PACKING NUMERIC DATA

lization by a byte. When this savings
is spread over a 4000 item inventory,
the 4000 bytes saved could mean the
difference between getting the entire
inventory on a single diskette or hav
ing it split across two diskettes.
Thus, It becomes a matter of con
catenating the two strings once they
have been extracted from the numbers.
If the two strings are Xl$ and X2$,
and X1$
contains &HFFFO
and X2$
&HOFFF, then:

can be extracted from the mantissa
using the PEEK function and placed in
a string using the CHR$ function.
If
the name where the source integer is
stored is N, then:
110
120
130
140

X:VARPlR(N)+l
FOR I= 1 TO 3
X$=X$+CHR$(PEEK(X+I))
NEXT I

This extracts the hexadecimal number
and stores it in the string X$.
In
order to rebuild the number, the pro
cess is reversed.
If X$ is the
string, A=2j31, and N is the target
variable, then:
200
210
220
230
240
250

500 X$=LEFT$(Xl$,l)+CHR$(ASC(
RIGHT$(X1$,l))+ASC(LEFT$(
X2$,l)))+RIGHT$(X2$,1)
will combine the two integers into a
single string (HEX FF FF FF) where the
central byte is shared by both integ
ers.
To split the combined integer
back apart, the following routine,
where X$ is the source string, and X1$
and X2$ are the target strings would
be used.

N=A: X=VARPTR(N)+l
FOR I=l TO 3
Al=ASC(MID${X$,I,l)
POKE X+I,Al
NEXT I
N=N-A

The two routines show the process for
a three byte variable; they would have
to be modified slightly for two byte
variables.
In the prior examples, the HEX
numbers &HOFFF and &HOFFFFF have been
used.
They could have been &HFFFF
(65535)
or
&HFFFFFF (16,777,275).
Look again at the numbers resulting
from adding 4095 to 2f31 and 2f27. The
numbers were:

600
610
620
630

Xl=O: X3=ASC(MID$(X$,2,l)
Xl=INT(X3/16)*16: X2=X3-Xl
X1$=LEFT$(X$,l)+CHR$(Xl)
X2$=CHR$(X2)+RIGHT$(X$,l)

The trade off where increased pro
cessing time is offset by the increase
in the number of items stored should
be evaluated.
Before a system is
written using these techniques, time
the routines to see if the degradation
in response time will be too severe.
For most inquiry and response systems,
the disk access time probably will be
more significant than the time needed
for integer/string manipulation.
One topic not discussed in this
article is sign tracking and the prob
lem of being able to tell if a parti
cular integer carries a negative or
positive sign. The inventory applica
tion refered to is designed so that
quantities on hand or numbers of items
sold can never be less than zero. For
amounts which can go negative,
the
high order bit is used for a sign.
This will permit an amount of about +
or - - $5,000.00 when the integer is
packed into two and one-half bytes.
When being processed, the number will

AO 00 00 OF FF
9C 00 00 FF FO
When the second mantissa is shifted
and added to the first, the result is:
00 FF FO 00
+ 00 00 OF FF
= 00 FF FF FF
Now there are two integers between O
and 4095 stored in three bytes.
The same result can be obtained by
taking the mantissas of the two three
byte integers, shifting, and adding.
This time a five byte string holding
two numbers between O and 1,048,575 is
produced.
The numbers share the cen
ter byte, reducing overall space uti
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be unpacked, the sign extracted, and
then divided by 100 to return it to
dollars and cents format.
If anyone devises any routines
which are more elegant or faster, I
would be very interested in seeing
them.
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BASIC PROGRAMMING HINTS
LINE NUMBERS
by Regena
120 South 350 East
North Salt Lake, Utah 84054
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ARMADILLO BUG
MACHINE LANGUAGE MONITOR

Have you got a full memory program and
want to get it running without revamping a lot of
code? Try RENUMbering your program. Many
programmers arrange their programs with a
section of r:ode starting at 1000, the next section
starting at 2000, etc. When the program is
complete, you may then renumber the program
starting with Line 100 and using increments of
1o. To conserve memory by using shorter line
numbers, you may use RENUM 5,,5 to renumber
the whole program with line numbers incremented
by s. If you're sure you won't be adding lines and
really need the memory, you may RENUM 1,,1 to
renumber the whole program with line numbers
starting with 1 and incrementing by 1.
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AUSTIN, TEXAS 78712
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O\Nn a TRS-BD Color Computer?
Wish you had Lo\Ner Case?
For $75.00 and five minutes of your time you can have full upper and true lowercase (not just reverse
video) with the LCA·47 lowercase adapter from Micro Technical Products.
What is It?

The LCA-47 is a small PC board (1.9 x 3.6 in.) that plugs into your computer's main PC board: leaves the expansion con
nector free. It doesn't take up any system memory: uses a fast Bipolar Character Generator for guaranteed operation.
Installation is quick and simple: no cutting or soldering required.
Fully assembled, tested, and guaranteed for 1 full year.
Two switches provided on board: one to enable or disable the lowercase. The other to invert the entire screen (light
characters on a dark background).

What does It
provide?

The 128 characters below: Improved upper case and very readable lowercase with descending tails, all available to
both Basic and machine language programs.
I

" ij

$ :; :!. '

0: )

++

• - . . ' 0 1 ,:: ::: 4 5 6 :--' 8 '3 : ; ·' - ·

~.

! "#$%6<' < >*+, - ...-'01234567891' <•>?
EJ .3 b c def~ hi ...i kl mnopqr s tl4VW>~ ~~ ziMIM
~ABCDEFGHl~KLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZC'J~+
Custom character sets are available as an 01111on, call IOt" a quote.

Compatibility: The LCA-47 ls fully compatible with all TRS-SOC software that we know of, Including Color Scripsll 11 has no effect
on any semi-graphics or full-graphics modes. Also works great with Mlcro-Chroma-68 Kits and others using the 6847
VDG chip! The LCA-47 will not fit under the RF shield if Computerware's "16-plus" memory board is Installed.
How to order: Send $75.00 plus $5.00 shipping in the U.S., $10.00 elsewhere, to:

Please SPecif\J ~uter PC Board

revision letter ..tien ordering.

Micro Technical Products 1 Inc.
814 W. Keating Ave., Dept. N
Mesa, AZ 85202

Arizona residents add S3.75 sates tax.

Phone: 602-839·8902
MC and VISA welcome.

Tl 11S·U ISllS Jll Ill

80-U.S. Journal is a monthly publication
for the TRS-80 computer owner. The Journal
covers Business, Scientific, Educational, and
Recreational areas.
80-U.S. will keep you up to date on new
products, software and hardware. Each issue
will have listings of programs, reviews, tutorials.
80-U.S. is the complete "How to" Journal for the
TRS-80!
If you haven't taken a look at 80-U.S., here
is a no-risk opportunity to do it now. Become a
trial subscriber now under the protection of a
full money-back guarantee!
·······························································~

PLEASE enroll me a a trial sub criber to 80-U.S. and bill me just $16. I
understand I reserve the right to cancel my sub cription any time, for
any rea.s on, and receive a refund for the balance of my sub cription. lfl
should decide to cancel after receiving my first issue I will simply mark
my bill cancel and keep the Orst is ue FREE!

Name~--~-~~--------~
Addres·---------------

City
tate_
0 I prefer to enclo e payment now.
Vi

__.,,Z!p - - - - - 

MC#~-------------~

Exp. Dat~--

Canada & Me1dco: $25 •per year, other foreign sub criptions $30
surface mail, $72 per year via airmail.

/

"''"'.!.:.r
'*'

80-U.S. Journal
3838 South Warner Street
Tacoma, Wa hington 98409
(206) 475-2219

•I

Order# CCN

:.•••.........•...•.•.•••....•.•......•..•.•••................ ~
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64K KOLUMN
by Frank Hogg

DISK SYSTEMS

has its directory on track 17, and FLEX has its
directory on track o. The links in the two
systems point around each other, so there is no
conflict. This is just on a disk that you would
use to boot. Once in FLEX, you can use an all
FLEX disk. Because FLEX resides in RAM you
have to boot FLEX whenever you turn the
computer on.

Before we get into the discussion on the
different disk systems for the Color Computer, I
would like to answer some of the questions that
have come up about the 64K upgrade and FLEX for
the Color Computer in general.
There are four versions of the Color
Computer. They are B, c, D, and E. Version B and
C have been around for a while now and because
of the amount of work involved, I think it might
be better to have Radio Shack or one of the
companies that do this type of work do the 64K
upgrade for you. Radio Shack instructs its
service centers to replace these boards. One of
these companies, 'Computer Plus' 800-343-8124
advertises in this magazine, Another company,
level IV of Livonia Michigan, 313-525-6200 also
does this work. The D and E boards are quite
different and easy to upgrade, The chips used
are 4164's and you'll need 8 of them. Both of the
above companies will do the mod and/or sell you
the chips with instructions. If you don't feel
secure in doing the modification yourself, by all
means have them do it for you. If you have the D
board, you'll need the 1.1 ROM. The E board has
it already.

The first question involves FLEX on the
Color Computer.
Is the version we sell a 'standard' FLEX,
and what FLEX software has to be modified to
run on Color Computer FLEX?
This is a relatively straightforward pure
version of FLEX. Most software that runs under
FLEX now, will run under the Color Computer
FLEX that we sell, We've even included such
things in the console I/O drivers as cursor
addressing, cursor up, down, right, left, etc., plus
some additional things in order to make it even
more compatible with the typical FLEX system.
There are some things that are different. The
screen size, which is only 16X32, makes it a little
difficult to use software that was designed for a
24X80 screen. Several companies that create
FLEX software are modifying their software that
requires the larger screen to run on the Color
Computer FLEX system. We have included within
the console I/O drivers the capability to echo the
output that would normally go to the screen to go
to both the screen and the printer. Typing a
control 'P' will toggle the printer on and off,
This will allow using the printer as a hard copy
terminal. It is a very handy tool for other uses,
too. It will enhance many utilities that display a
screen full of information by putting it on the
printer.

I would like to clear up some confusion
about the 32K that Radio Shack talks about and
the 32K that other companies have, Radio Shack
uses 1/2 of a 64K chip for its 32K, while other
companies use piggyback 16K's to achieve the
32K, The 1.0 ROM initializes the SAM for the
16K 4116 chip while the 1.1 ROM initializes for
the 64K 4164's. Half good 64K chips and good
64K chips have the SAM initialized the same way.
Therefore, the TYPE of chips you have to achieve
the 32K will determine whether you need the 1.0
or 1.1 ROM. I don't think that the 1,0 ROM will
work with 4164's, but I'm not sure as I haven't
tried it.

We are using a 'software' keyboard rather
than a hardware keyboard. We poll the keyboard
for 'get a key' rather than read a register in an
ACIA as in many standard FLEX systems. The
modifications that have to be made to a program
to use a parallel keyboard are the same
modifications that would be made for the Color
Computer. These are documented with those
programs that access the keyboard directly, so
there's no problem there.

FLEX is brought up on the system by just
typing RUN "FLEX" , This loads in a small
BASIC program which in turn loads in a machine
language program. The machine language program
then switches the computer to map type 1, which
is 64K RAM and no ROM, It then loads in FLEX
from the same disk. FLEX comes up with its date
request, and after you tell it the date the
familiar '+++'prompt is displayed. The FLEX
boot is on the same disk as FLEX, but they
coexi5t because of the fact that Radio Shack DOS

The third area is the use of interrupts.
Very few FLEX programs use interrupts at all,
but those that do will have to be changed to use
the Color Computer. The interrupt vectors are in
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low memory in the Color Computer. Because this
is user memory, we have not implemented printer
spooling in this version of FLEX, but it may be
done in the future.
Other than these minor differences, the
system is a straightforward standard FLEX
system. Software created on Color Computer
FLEX will work on other FLEX systems and vice
versa. The disks are compatible also.
How do you tell if a particular piece of
software will work with Color Computer FLEX?
Most software packages will state if there
are some special considerations such as those
outlined above. Most software houses (ours
included) try to stay away from problems and
therefore do not produce non-standard software.
The small screen size is a problem with software
that uses menus or displays. There should be
few problems in general. Over the next months,
we will be checking out what programs will not
work and how to correct them. However, there
are several hundred software packages that run
under FLEX and most of them will work as is.
It's going to take some time to check them all
out.

As you can see, what we have is a very
'standard' FLEX. All FLEX compatible software
will run on your S1K Color Computer, just like it
does on the $6K GIMIX, Smoke Signal, or SWTPC
machines. As a matter of fact, you can run FLEX
just like them, plus you can run OS-9 too (only
GIMIX can do both>. You can also run Radio
Shack DOS and nobody else can do all three but
the Color Computer. The Color Computer with
FLEX and/or OS-9 is one verrrrry impressive
machine.
What is the best disk drive to buy?
The Radio Shack disk controller has a SK
ROM on the card. The Radio Shack DOS <such as
it is> is in this ROM. Because this controller can
be purchased for less than $200 <and that
includes the SK ROM>, it is clearly the system of
choice. It gives you the standard Radio Shack
capability and in addition is the one we're
supporting for FLEX and OS-9. The Radio Shack
controller will support as much as 3 million bytes
of unformatted disk storage. We are not bringing
FLEX or OS-9 up on the Exatron controller.
It is NOT necessary to buy drive 0 from
Radio Shack and, as a matter of fSt.ct, it is

NOTHING FANCY - JUST GOOD SOFTWARE
DATE-0-BASE CALENDAR
Puts you in charge of your schedule. Graphically displays any
monthly calendar between 1700 and 2099. You put in up to
twelve 28 character memos per day - calendar shows where the
memos are - call up of day shows details. Use for appointments
and a tog of past activity. Study the chronology of the American
Revolution or note the day your mortgage wilt be paid off. Search
capability allows you to list or print all memos between specified
dates or only those meeting key word criteria. Date computation
shows elapsed time between two dates in days. weeks. months,
and years.
IN BASIC - REQUIRES 32K.
TAPE DATE-O·BASE CALENDAR · $16.95
(max. 400 memos/tape file)
DISK DATE·O-BASE CALENDAR · $19.95
(over 4,000 memos/disk • max 300 memos/month)

HELP VOVR CHIWREN LEARN OVER THE

VMMER!

GRAPHIC SCREEN PRINT PROGRAM
For use with TRS·80 Line Printer VII and VIII. Ours is better
because it works in all PMODES and lets you shift the screen
image anywhere on the printed page. Load the relocatable code
where you want it, lets you use all of your 32K machine. Now
availableforbothCotorBasic 1.0and 1.1. Use EXEC41175 tosee
which you have and specify with order.
$7.95 in Machine Language

WE WANT YOUR SUGGESTIONS! Let us know what software you
need. We don't promise to develop it. but if we do. you will be offered
ii at one half our retail price. No obligahon on your part !
ALL PROGRAMS reQuire Extended Color Basic and are deltvered
on cassette. All, except Tape Date·O·Base Calendar. are DISK
System compatible.

MATH TUTOR
Five programs that go from math fact (+. - . x , /) drill to fllll addition.
subtraction, multiplication, and division at four levels of dilficuity.
Provides a step by step approach with error correction and
rewards for good performance.

$13.95 in BASIC
SPELLING TEACHER
Up to 200 of their spelling words stored on tape or disk are
presented in lour lively sludy modes including a scrambled word
game.
$1 2.95 in BASIC

TRS·80' 1s a trademark of Tandy Corp.)

Custom Software Engineering, Inc.
807 Minutemen Causeway
Cocoa Beach, Florida 32931
(305) 783-1083
For VISA and Master Card orders:
Include type, account number, expiralion
dale, signature and phone number.
Sorry! No COD's.

Add S1.00 per order for shipping
Florida residents add Siio sales tax
Return within two weeks 11 not com ·
pletely sattsfted
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probably a better idea to buy a different brand
such as MPI, Tandon, Shugart, etc. I think that
the best choice for the Color Computer is to have
two double sided, double density, 40 track drives,
like Tandons or MPI B52's. Radio Shack will only
write on one side and only 35 traclts of the double
sided 40 track drive, but for FLEX and OS-9 you
can use both sides and 40 tracks---the best of
both worlds. When Radio Shack comes out with
software for the disk, it will work fine with
these drives.

The disk is one sided 1 double density and is
divided into 35 tracks, with one track set aside
for the directory. The remaining 34 tracks are
divided into granules, with 2 granules per track
for a total of 68. Each granule has 9 sectors,
each sector composed of 256 bytes, for a total of
2304 bytes per granule. On the directory track,
which is only partially used, are enough entries
for 68 files, plus an allocation map of the sectors
on the disk. As the smallest file is 1 granule, 68
entries are all you'll ever need.
When you save a file on the disk, the name
is put in the directory. The allocation map, also
on the directory track, is checked to find the
nearest available granule. The data is then put
on the disk wherever there is room. Finally, the
allocation table is rewritten to reflect the new
information. When you delete a file from the
disk, the allocation table is updated to show that
granule is now available.

DISK OPERA TING SYSTEMS

Now to the question of the disk systems
themselves and how they compare. We're going to
look at Radio Shack DOS and FLEX.
In order to compare them, we first must talk
a little about what they are. I don't want to go
into the higher level uses of the disk systems,
but rather the nuts and bolts, just to get a
general understanding about what these systems
are.

The smallest file you can store on a disk is
one granule or 9 sectors long, If you save 1 byte
on the disk, you would use all of those 9 sectors.
The disadvantages are obvious. It is a waste of
disk space and limiting as to the number of files
you can put on the disk.

The Radio Shack system is fairly simple.

HARt10NYCS
P.O. IOX 15 73
SALT I.AKE CITY, UTAH
14110•1573

•
•
•
•
•

GAME SET I (4K)
17.IS :
Three games on one cessette. FRENZY• vocebulary bulldlng word
game. MASTER CODE 11 llke Masl91' Mind (Im). SEVEN-ELEVEN
11 • d ce geme ol aklll end chence.
MONEY MINDER II (11K)
$1.15
Money Minder 1111 • cesaelle bued penonal llnance program. Up
to 56 user delln•bl• budget calegorln. Printout capeblllty. Menu
drlven..uy to use. (4K vers on 11vallable - $7.95)
PRESCHOOL PAK (11K EXTENDED BASIC)
SUS
Two preschooler lee ming game• on one casselte. Makas use of hl
resolullon grephlcs end sound. The kids lhlnk ll'u lun game. (11111)
COLORHYTHM (11K EXTENDED 9AllC)
$1.tl
Blort'lylhm• lor the Color Computer. Excellent UM ol hi-re•
graphics. Plott your 15 dly blort'lylhma.
1181 (11K EXTENDED BASIC)
St.ti
Slal-lhe fortune talllng computer uae1 data that you Input to delM·
mine 1 characl91' rNding for you. You might be surprised!

Display Ads
Complete Typesetting Services
Artwork
Camera
Ad Placement

We can handle any advertising need.
For details call

(616) 452-8649
Monday-Friday 8:00-5:00 p.m.

~ 7. '1 ~
TEE-SHIRT
SlzH S,M.L, XL Piute specify. (AlloW 3 to 8 week1 lor delfvery)
Aleo specify red or blue on white tee-1hlrt.

A Division of

All program• 1upplled on
cesaelle and shipped post·
peld. Foreign orders pleue
adju•t price• for exchlnge
rel• to U.S. dollars. Sorry,

no COD.

1113 Burton S.W .
Wyoming, Michigan 49509

~
55

~
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USING THE DOS
The DOS is very basic in the systerp calls
available to assembly language programmers.
There is just one call to the DOS to read or write
a single sector from the specified drive into a
particular memory area. This call will return an
error code that you can check. You can also
perform a restore to track o. There is NO
support in the documentation about those
routines in the ROM to do things like access the
directory, update the allocation table, check for a
filespec already in the directory or any of the
other useful routines that must be in the ROM.
The other disadvantage to this system is
that it is designed around a 35 track single sided,
double density disk. That is the only system that
works. It will not use the other 5 tracks of a 40
track drive, nor will it use the other side of
double sided drives. They will work fine on the
system, but it will only use the same amount of
space it uses on the 35 track drive. Even if you
wanted to use something else, it would not let
you. Of course, you could change what's in the
ROM, but that would be quite a task.
Now on to the FLEX operating system and
how FLEX handles the disk. FLEX is a full DOS,
a real disk operating system with great
documentation.
Many think that with the Radio Shack
system they have a disk operating system. Well,
it is if all you want to do is store and retrieve
data and files to arid from the disk. But disk
operating systems can be much more than that,
much more elaborate and useful to the
programmer and user than just those basic
functions. Actually, the Radio Shack DOS is
really just an extension of the BASIC with some
functions for saving and loading to the disk, not
much more complicated than those for tape. It
also has a few utilities like copy and backup.

double sided or single sided. The first two
sectors are the boot sectors that are read in by a
program in ROM in the traditional FLEX system.
In Color Computer FLEX, we have the boot in the
Radio Shack portion of the disk. This boot reads
in the rest of the DOS from the disk. Sector
three is the 'System information record', or SIR.
Stored here is information about the
configuration of this particular disk. FLEX can
look at the SIR and determine the size, number of
tracks, sectors per track, and the total number of
sectors on the disk. The name and the date that
the disk was initialized and pointers to the
beginning and end of the chain of free sectors are
stored here.
Sector 5 is the first sector of the directory.
The directory is a linked list that initially takes
up the rest of track o, but will grow beyond that
when necessary. As more files are added, sectors
are taken from the free chain and added to the
directory. In the beginning, track 0 from sector 5
to the end of track 0 is set aside for the
directory. On a single sided disk, this would
allow for 5 sectors at 10 entries each or 50
entries. On a double sided disk, you would start
with 15 sectors or 150 entries before sectors
would be taken from the free chain. Remember
that FLEX will enlarge the directory as needed.
The rest of the disk is formatted as a linked
list where each sector points ta the next sector
in the list. This is called the free chain. When
space is needed on the disk for whatever reason ,
FLEX takes the sectors it needs from the free
chain for the file. The directory entry reflects
where on the disk the file is and how many
sectors it uses. There is no limitation on the
size of a file. It may be as small as 1 sector or
as large as the entire disk.

What does FLEX do that is so much better
and so much different?

All files except random access files are
stored on the disk in the same way. Text files
are stared with a space compression feature
invisible to the user. With space compression, 2
spaces and over are stored as a $09,n where n is
the number of spaces. This saves quite a lot of
disk space.

Let's examine first what a FLEX disk is
made up of.
There is no standard number of tracks or
sectors on a FLEX disk. It really doesn't matter
to FLEX. The first 5 sectors of track 0 on all
FLEX disks are the only standard portion of the
disk. It is always single density. It can be

It is a little more interesting when you deal
with random access filest normally there would be
no way for the system to know where a particular
record <sector) is on the disk without looking thru
the entire file. This is because during the course
of saving and deleting files from the disk the
free chain will become fragmented over the entire

For Your Color Computer
MASTER CONTROL

Copyright 0 1981 Soft Sector Marketing. Inc. - Written by A Schwartz
Requries 16-32K
1. 50 preprogrammed c ommand
keys. Standard and Extended com
mand.
2. Direct control of motor, trace.
and audio from keyboard.
3. Automatic line numbering.
4. Programmable Custom Key.
5. Direct Run Button.
6. Keyboard overlay for easy pro
gram use.
7. Easy entry of entire commands
into computer.
Load Master Control into your m<r
chine then either type in a Bf\SIC
program or load one in from tape
to edit. Cuts programming time by
50% or more ............ $24.95
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disk. FLEX knows where the beginning and end
of a file is, but how does it know where
individual records are? FLEX takes care of this
by adding 2 sectors to the beginning of every
random file. These two sectors have a list of all
of the sectors that are in a particular file and
where they are on the disk. Therefore, any
random access can be achieved by a maximum of
two disk readst one to the table in front of the
file and then to the actual data sector itself• In
practical use with several business programs
that we have, random access is usually done in a
second or two.
FLEX not only maintains the date the disk
was created but the date that each file was
created, This is useful in determining what file
is the newest of several you might have.
There are other things about the disk
structure itself that make it worthwhile to
consider, but the primary thing about a FLEX
system is that it can support any type of disk
format. There is no limitation in the software
itself. You can have a single sided 35 track drive
on drive Ot a double sided 40 track drive on 1 and
a. double sided 80 track drive on 3, FLEX is able
to handle all types with total aplomb.
What about documentation and access to the
operating system?
Last month in the April issue of CCN, Dale
Puckett had an excellent article on the features
of FLEX and the ease of use of the operating
system. I don't want to waste space repeating it,
but just let me say that FLEX overcomes all the
shortcomings the are apparent in the Radio Shack
DOS.

Next month I will discuss the OS-9
operating system and how it works with the disk.
We plan to release OS-9 sometime in June.

Will your
grandchildren use
your computer paper?
If you buy the quantities offered In the
computer industry. they will.
Personal computer users need a variety of forms
just like large users. but In small quantities. To buy
all these forms would cost hundreds of dollars and
you would get thousands of forms - enough for
future generations. Now you con order a variety of
standard forms in small quantities at reasonable
prices. We offer two packages,

ASSORTMENT

ASSORTMENT

1

2

Whit• 15# 1 pt.
(general purpos.)

300

500

White 15# 2 pt.
(for on extra copy)

100

200

Whit• 20# 1 pt.
(high quality)

150

200

GOlh 15# 1 pt.
(columnar reports)

200

500

250

1000

s12.95

29.95

Labels 2up

TOTAL COST

1.

r --------~---~--------~-,
T&T Supply Company
CCn
552 Whisper Wood Drive
Longwood. fl 32750
(305) 862·'4173
Home
Address _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
C.lty Stat

-----------
Zip - - - 

ASSOP.TMEMT 1 0 S12.95
ASSOP.TMEMT 2 0 S29.95
IMFOP.MATIOM O Cony form. ony quantity)
Add SI.SO pouoge ond handing. F1olldo r•lldena odd S1' ...i.. 10 •

·

----~------~------------

COLORTERM (c)

lhe t'K Color Conputer~ as an inlel liqent terninal
uith Sl or '" colunns b~ ~1 lines and lower case!

• 300 or 110 Baud
• user programmable keys
• automatic repeat when
key is held down
• dump your files to host
• reverse video
• partial screen clear
• 4-way cursor control

•any data format (commercial
systems. TSO, bulletins etc.)
• memory buffer for incoming
data-save buffer-scroll
through buffer
• preserve a "window" of
any size; new material scrolls
through remainder of screen.

Cassette and Manual $34.95 111.s.1 S40. 95 1~1

• encode data for more secure
storage
• macro buffers for often-used
output
•patch the 51 or 64 column
display to your own programs
running above 9168 (23 DO hex)
~.

111,.,., ciwv.."'-"""'

Martin Consulting, 94 Macalester Bay, Winnipeg, Manitoba, R3T 2X5 Canada
'TM OF TAN CV CORP

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
.;

ExlBMer (NOW RETIRED)
For the FIRST TIME - Makes available to the PUBLIC
His personal collection of superior programs for the

TRS-80 COLOR
SEE HOW THE PROFESSIONALS DO IT!!
ALL PROGRAMS ARE OVER 14K LONG!!

TALKING GRAPHIC DEMONSTRATION
Like no other Computer Program that ever existed ! Your CoCo will talk to you with a beautiful musical
background and tell all about himself while displaying dozens of action packed hi-resolution graphic demon
strations. Programs RUN non-stop for 12 FANTASTIC minutes from 1 CLOAD.
"This demonstration is MANDITORY. You and your CoCo deserve th.is program ."
Quote The Rainbow.

$

_
24 951

THE DISK DOCTOR -

*

Cure that sick feeling and utter frustration caused by CRASHED 1/0
ERROR and UNREADABLE disks. Will SALVAGE M/L, BASIC, DATA, ASCII , even MPP Pictures. Menu driven for
easy use. 1003 visable operation lets you see what you are doing.
Automatic SALVAGE to NEW disk. All in OPEN BASIC!

$49.95D

*

MPP-TUTORIAL -

Programming tool of the professionals - "lets you EASILY create superior
graphics without using the tedious DRAW, PAINT, LINE, PSET, CIRCLE, etc. commands. I have seen the results,
and they are INCREDIBLE - If you want to see and use the full graphic
potential of yourCoCo, this program is- REQUIRED! " Quote Chromasette.

*

$34.95T or D

EL CASINO -

Three STARTLING action packed hi-res graphic games that have received RAVE
reviews. All programmed with MPP. Each game is over 14K long.
All three games below ............................................... .. ....

$49.95T or D*

DICE GAME -

TheONLYcrapgamethatallows4playerstomake
12 Field Bets before every roll ........................................ .. ....

BLACK JACK -

GivesyoutheFAMOUSCARDCOUNTER
sold tor hundreds ot dollars elsewhere .............................. . ........

SLOT MACHINE -

Lookslikea$30,000Casinomachine.
Sounds like one, too. Adjustable pay-off .......................................

* T ... 16K-EXTENDED

* D - 32K-DOS

406 UTILE MOUNTAIN ROAD -

*
$24.95T or D*
$24.95T or D*
$24.95T or D

* 704-452-4673

*POSTAGE PAID

WAYNESVILLE , N. C. -

28786

NEW PRODUCTS
financial, and home/personal applications
software for the TRS-80 Color Computer. The
current catalog lists over 50 software items.
These programs are for 41C, 16K and 16K
Extended BASIC and 161C disk BASIC systems.
All COLORSOFT software comes with a
limited guarantee and full instructions for using
the program. In addition, Color Software Services
provides after-the-sale support for all software
sold under the COLORSOFT trademark. This
assures all purchasers of COLORSOFT software
that detailed instructions for correcting any
"bugs" that are identified after the sale will be
provided FREE OF CHARGE.
In addition to its line of COLORSOFT
software, Color Software Services can provide
consultation and/or OJstom programming services
for special applications. A complete catalog and
$2 discount coupon are available for $1 .oo by
writting tot Color Software Services, PO Box
1723, Greenville, TX 75401

<TVS> and Fort.Worth Star-Telegram launch
STAR-TEXT - low-cost electronic home
information service.
Radio Shack, a division of Tandy
Corporation, and the Fort Wort'l,.Star-Telegram
are today launching STAR-TEXT , an electronic
"new sp aper" home ,information service.
STAR-Text will be available through Tandy
Videotex Service <TVS>, operated by Radio Shack
for the local fort Worth <Tarrant County, Texas>
area.
At the outset, STAR-Text will provide
primarily three kinds of information, including
hard news, entertainment inform•tion and
shopping information. This information will be
available to subscribers for $5 per month through
the Star-Telegram.
Hard news will include local, state,
national and international stories;sports news
and scores; weather and business news. It will be
gathered from the newspaper's local staff; from
its bureaus in Washington, Austin, and the
Mid-Cities <Dallas-Fort Worth corridor>; and
from the wires of Knight-Ridder, the Associated
Press, the New York Times and others. This
information will be updated continuously 16 hours
a day, 7 days a week•
Entertainment information includes movie
reviews, what's-playing-where, restaurant
reviews, and listings of concerts, live theater
and ticket agencies.
Shopping information will include
consumer advice, plus classified-type advertising
and some sponsored informational and product
information.
Subscribers to STAR-Text will be able to
access this information through home terminals
or specially-equipped personal computers
connected to a telephone.
STAR-Text is Tarrant County's first
electronic home information service. It is being
marketed through the advertising strength of the
Star-Telegram; the retail strength of Radio
Shack, retailers of TRS-80 personal computers
and videotex terminals; and the direct mail
capabilities of both organizations.
Demonstrations for potential subscribers are
available at 37 area Radio Shack retail locations.

Announcing: GOLDLABELtit Blank Cassettes and
the CASSETTE CADDY
Color Software Services is introducing its
GOLDLABEL line of digital data quality magnetic
tape in a premium five screw cassette shell.
These cassettes contain low noise, high
frequency response magnetic tape that is made in
the U .s.A. GOLDLABEL cassettes are available
at $8.00 per dozen in C-10 length and at s11.oo
per dozen in C-30 length. Shipping charges are
$2.00 per dozen tapes.
The CASSETTE CADDY is a handy storage
unit that holds one dozen cassettes. The CADDY
is a stackable, hinged-top smoked-plastic
container that can help eliminate cluttered work
areas. The CASSETTE CADDY sells for $3,95 with
purchase of one dozen cassettes or individually
for $5.49.
Additional information is available from:
Color Software Services
PO Box 1723
Greenville, Texas 75401

Announcing: COL~FTU. Software for the
TRS-80 Color Computer
Color Software Services offers a wide
range of programs including games, educational,
62
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The fastest grow·ng producer of computer game for
your 6809 has the products you have waited for!!

ADVENTU'R S -

Calixto Island• IDqe iBlack anctum
Highly acclaimed by reviewers
Challenging situations
Fast, efficient machine language • Runs in 16K of memory
Save game in progre s
Adventures on 51/.t TSC FLEX disc (specify 6800 or 6809) ...................... ea. $24.95
Both adventures on single disc ................................ • ...... •... ... •.. . $39.95
Adventures for color computer .............................................. ea. $19.95
Color Berserk for color computer •...............•.....•.................... ea. $24.95
Cave Hunter for color compu ter ...•......•......•........................... ea. $24.95
Shipped prepaid In continental U.S. California residents, please add 6% tax .

- MORE COMINIG SOON 

•

MARK DATA PRODUCTS
23802 Barquilla, Mission Viejo, CA 92691 • {714) 768-1551
TRS 80 IS A TRADEMARK OF TANDY CORP.

2MHZ 6809 SYSTEMS
GIMIX offers you a variety to choose from!

38 MB WINCHESTER SYSTEM .......................... $17,498.99
HARDWARE FEATURES:
2MHz 6809 CPU
512KB Static RAM
8 RS232C Serial Ports
2 Parallel Ports
SOFTWARE FEATURES:
OS-9 LEVEL TWO Multi-User
Operating System
OS-9 Debugger

*

*
*
*

*
*

* OMA Double Density Floppy Disk Controller
* Dual 8" DSDD Floppy Disk System
* Dual Winchester Subsystem with
Two19 MB 5%" Winchester Drives

* OS-9 Text Editor
* OS-9 Assembler
... $8998.09

19 MB WINCHESTER SYSTEM
HARDWARE FEATURES:
128K Static Ram
2MHz 6809 CPU
19 MB 5% " Winchester DMA Subsystem
SOFTWARE FEATURES:
OS-9 LEVEL TWO Multi-User
Operating System
OS-9 Text Editor

*
*

* 4 RS232C Serial Ports
* 1 MB 51/4 ' Floppy Disk Drive

*

*

*
*

* OMA Double Density Floppy Disk Controller
OS-9 Debugger

* OS-9 Assembler
... $6997.39

128KB MULTI-USER SYSTEM

HARDWARE FEATURES:
2M Hz 6809 CPU
2 RS232C Serial Ports
OMA Double Density Floppy Disk Controller
Dual 8" DSDD Floppy Disk System
128KB Static Ram
SOFTWARE FEATURES: Your choice of either UniFLEX or OS-9 LEVEL TWO. Both are Unix-like
Mu lti-User I Multi-Tasking Operating Systems.

*
*
*

*
*

56KB FLEX/ OS-9 "SWITCHING " SYSTEM .................. $4148.49
HARDWARE FEATURES:
OMA Double Density Floppy Disk Controller
2MHz 6809 CPU
*
2
Built-in 5 % " 40tr DSDD Disk Drives
56K Static Ram
(80 Track DSDD Drive Option .. add $400.00)
2 RS232C Serial Ports
SOFTWARE FEATURES:
GMXBUG monitor - FLEX Disk Operating System
OS-9 LEVEL ONE Multi-tasking operating system for up to 56K of memory

*

*
*
*
*
*

WINCHESTER SUBSYSTEMS
Winchester packages are available for upgrading current GIMIX 6809 systems equipped with OMA controllers, at least one
floppy disk drive, and running FLEX OS-9 LEVEL ONE or OS-9 LEVEL TWO. The packages Include one or two 19MB (u nformat
ted) Winchester drives, DMA Hard Disk Interface, and the appropriate software drivers. The Interface can handle two 5114 "
Winchester Drives. providing Automatic Data Error Detection and Correction: up to 22 bit burst error detection and 11 bit burst
error correction .
Dual drives can be used together to provide over 30 MBytes of on line storage .. or use one for back-up of the other. (More
convenient and reliable than tape backup systems.
#90 includes one 19MB Drive, Interface, and Software ..... ................. ................................ $4288.90
#91 includes two 19MB Drives, Interface, and Software ................................ . .... . . .. ........ . .... $6688.91
Contact GIM/X for systems customized to your needs or for more information.
50 HZ Export Versions Available
GIMIX Inc . reserves the right to change pncing and product
specillcatlons at any lime without further notice
GIMIX and GHOST are registered trademarks of GIMIX Inc
FLEX and UnlFLEX are trademarks o1 Technical Systems Consultants Inc
OS·9 is a trademark of Mlcroware Inc

1337WEST37thPLACE
CHICAGO , ILLINOIS 60609
(312) 927-5510
TWX 910-221-4055

c:1m1x
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